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Abstract
T here are two m ain  results contained in th is d isserta tion . T he first result 
is a descrip tion  of an a lgorithm  for the  com putation  of polycyclic p resen ta tions 
for n ilpo ten t factor groups of a given finitely presen ted  group. T his a lgorithm  
is a generalization of the  m ethods em ployed in the  p -quo tien t a lgo rithm  (Havas 
N ew m an, 1980) to  possibly infinite n ilpo ten t groups. T he second is a m ethod  
for th e  com putation  of the Schur m u ltip lica to r of a group given by a polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  and  a m ethod  for th e  classification of the  isom orphism  types of Schur 
covering groups for finite soluble groups. B oth  algorithm s can be trea ted  in a 
sim ilar context, nam ely form ing cen tral dow nward extensions of polycyclic groups.
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Introduction
T his d isserta tion  is w ritten  in the area of co m pu ta tional group theory. Com ­
p u ta tio n a l group theory  is concerned w ith  the design and  application  of com pu­
ta tio n a l m ethods for the study  and construction  of groups. In th is d issertation  
the  m ain  objects of s tudy  are polycyclic groups. A polycyclic group is charac te r­
ized by the  existence of a subnorm al series of subgroups w ith  cyclic factor groups. 
Such a subnorm al series is called a polycyclic series. F in itely  generated  n ilpo ten t 
groups and  finite soluble groups are polycyclic. W hile m any problem s regarding 
groups are known to  be algorithm ically  unsolvable, polycyclic groups form  a class 
of groups in w hich m any of the generally unsolvable problem s have an algorithm ic 
solution (Segal, 1990). M any algorithm s have been designed for the  s tudy  of finite 
soluble group and  the ir p ractical im plem entations have been developed (see, for 
exam ple, Schönert et al. 1993) b u t the  num ber of p rac tica l im plem entations of 
algorithm s for infinite polycyclic groups is still very small.
A polycyclic series of a polycyclic group gives rise to a special finite presen­
ta tio n  called a polycyclic presentation.  Such a p resen ta tion  defines a norm al form  
on the  words in  the  generating  set of the  p resen ta tion  which can be determ ined  al­
gorithm ically  for any word in the generating  set. For polycyclic groups th is solves 
one of the  basic problem s in group theory, the word problem , nam ely to  decide 
w hether two words in a generating set are the sam e elem ent of the  group. It also 
makes it possible to  m ultip ly  two words in norm al form  by concatenating  the  two 
words and  com puting  the  norm al form  of the  concatenation .
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Classes of groups in which it is possible to solve the  word problem  and  in 
w hich elem ents can be m ultip lied  in an efficient way are n a tu ra lly  an a ttrac tiv e  
object of s tudy  in com putational group theory. Such classes are, am ong o thers, 
finite p erm u ta tio n  groups and  m a trix  groups. T he class of groups which can be 
defined by a finite p resen ta tion  does not allow an algorithm ic solution to  the  w ord 
problem . It is well known th a t there  exists a finite p resen ta tion  for a group for 
w hich no algorithm  exists th a t can decide w hether a given word is the  iden tity  
elem ent of the  group. However, th is  can serve only as an ind ication  th a t finite 
p resen ta tions pose difficult com putational problem s. T here  are well developed 
and  widely used tools for the  s tudy  of finitely presen ted  groups, for in stance  coset 
enum eration .
T his m otivates th a t p a rt of com putational group theory  concerned w ith  the 
design of m ethods for the com putation  of those factor groups of finitely p re ­
sented groups which can be described in a way th a t allows p ractica l com pu ta­
tions. These m ethods include algorithm s for the  com pu ta tion  of the  isom orphism  
type  of the  largest abelian  factor group, the com putation  of quo tien t p -groups 
(H avas& N ew m an, 1980) and the  com putation  of m etabelian  groups w ith  finitely 
genera ted  derived group (Sims, 1990). Factor groups of finitely genera ted  groups 
are often com puted  in order to gain insight in to  the  s tru c tu re  of the  finitely p re ­
sented group. Therefore, a lgorithm s w hich com pute quotien ts of finitely presented  
groups ten d  to  be used as an analy tic  tool. C om pu ta tional group theory, however, 
also designs m ethods for the construction  of groups or lists of groups th a t have a 
given set of properties. Two exam ples of th is are the com puter aided construction  
of m any of the sporadic finite sim ple groups and the  p -group generation  algo­
rith m  (O ’Brien, 1990). T he im portance of the com putational m ethods becom es 
clear from  the fact th a t for m any sporadic simple groups the first constructions 
and  uniqueness proofs relied on com puter calculations. T he p-g roup  generation  
algorithm  has been used for the listing  of all groups of o rder 128 (Jam es, N ew m an, 
O ’B rien, 1990) and  the listing of all groups of order 256 (O ’B rien, 1990). These 
two aspects, here called the  analytic and the synthetic aspect, of com putational 
group theory  are closely related . It should not be surprising th a t construction  
m ethods for groups facilitate represen ta tions of groups th a t are well su ited  for 
p ractica l com putations.
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T his d isserta tion  is w ritten  on “C entral Extensions of Polycyclic G roups” . 
T he title  encom passes bo th  aspects of com putational group theory. T he first p a rt 
of th is  d isserta tion  is concerned w ith  the analy tic  aspect. Here, we describe an 
algo rithm  for the  com putation  of polycyclic p resen ta tions for n ilpo ten t quotien t 
groups of finitely presented  groups. T he second p a r t describes a m ethod  for the 
construction  of polycyclic p resen ta tions of represen tatives of the  different isom or­
phism  classes of Schur covering groups of a finite soluble group. For th is it is 
assum ed th a t th e  soluble group is given in  te rm s of a polycyclic p resen ta tion . 
B oth  algorithm s take a polycyclic p resen ta tion  for a group G and  construct a 
polycyclic p resen ta tion  for a preim age H of G such th a t the  kernel of the  p ro jec­
tion  H  ----* G is cen tral in H . Inform ally, the polycyclic p resen ta tion  “is extended
by a central p a r t” . This step is applied repeated ly  in o rder to  construct polycyclic 
p resen ta tions for n ilpo ten t factor groups of finitely presented  groups. T he classi­
fication of Schur covers of G is achieved by describing the  action  of a group of 
au tom orphism s on a su itab le preim age of G such th a t certa in  o rb its u nder this 
action  correspond to  the  isom orphism  classes of Schur covers of G.
C h ap te r 1 sets up some n o ta tio n  and cites basic results th a t are used in 
th e  rest of the d issertation . In C h ap te r 2 the basic theory  of polycyclic groups 
is described. T he m ateria l in th is chap ter is well known and  m ostly  contained 
in H irsch (1938a, 1938b) and Sims (1993). C hap ter 3 discusses polycyclic p re­
sen tations and  addresses the  problem  of testing  the  consistency of a polycyclic 
p resen ta tion . C h ap te r 4 in troduces the  notion of quo tien t system s. T his is an 
a tte m p t to describe a s tan d ard  situ a tio n  in the  com putation  of facto r groups of 
finitely presented  groups by a m athem atica l ob ject, the  quotient system . In this 
chap ter cen tral extensions of quotient system s are discussed. F rom  th is a first ap ­
proach  to the  com putation  of n ilpo ten t factor groups of finitely presented  groups 
follows. The next chap ter, C hap ter 5, refines th is to  a p ractica l “n ilpo ten t quo­
tien t a lgo rithm ” . It also discusses special kinds of polycyclic p resen ta tions and 
quotien t system s for n ilpo ten t groups. This concludes the  “an a ly tic” p a r t of the 
d issertation .
In the  relatively short C hap ter 6 we m ake some general observations th a t 
reduce the problem  of determ ining dow nw ard extensions of groups up to isom or­
ph ism  to the  problem  of calculating certain  orb its of a group of au tom orphism s on
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a su itab ly  chosen quotient of some free group. Here we have to  res tric t our con­
siderations to  Hopfian groups. C hap ter 7 describes the  basic theory  of the Schur 
m u ltip lica to r of a group and a m ethod  for th e  com putation  of the  Schur m ulti- 
p lica to r of a polycyclic group. A gain it is assum ed th a t the  polycyclic group is 
given by a polycyclic p resen ta tion . We then  proceed to  use the  resu lts  of C hap ter 
6 to  describe a m ethod  for th e  classification of the  isom orphism  classes of Schur 
covers of finite soluble groups. T he chap ter finishes w ith  an ex tended  exam ple to 
dem on stra te  the  algorithm .
T he com putational theo ry  of polycyclic p resen ta tions can be tre a te d  in the 
very general context of rew riting  system s. This is done, for exam ple, in Sims (1987, 
1993). We have trea ted  the sub ject “purely group th eo re tica lly” and  avoided all 
references to  rew riting  system s. T here is, however, one issue th a t should be ad ­
dressed. Polycyclic p resen ta tions th a t define a norm al form  on the  set of words in 
th e  generating  set are trad itio n ally  called consistent and  one ta lks of th e  consis­
tency check as the  a lgorithm  th a t checks th is p roperty . In the  context of rew riting  
system s the  sam e property  is called confluence. In recent years it has been dis­
cussed, as far as I know w ithou t a definitive conclusion, which of the  two term s 
should be used in  the  fu tu re . O ne argum ent against th e  use of ‘consisten t’ is th a t 
it has a specific m eaning in m ath em atica l logic in the  context of consistency of ax­
iom atic  system s. However, I felt th a t I should use the  trad itio n a l te rm  ‘consisten t’ 
in  th is d isserta tion  because it has been the  te rm  m ost widely used in the  group 
theore tic  lite ra tu re . W ith o u t m entioning rew riting  system s it w ould have been 
difficult to  ju stify  the use of confluent. T he proof of the  C onsistency T heorem  in 
C h ap te r 3 shows th a t a polycyclic p resen ta tion  is consistent if the  action  of each 
polycyclic genera to r as defined by the polycyclic p resen ta tion  on the  group defined 
by the la te r generators and the  relevant rela tions is consistent w ith  the  s tru c tu re  
of th a t group. P erhaps th is m ight serve as a (ad m itted ly  weak) ju stifica tion  of the 
te rm  ‘consisten t’.
D uring the  work on th is thesis I had  access to a draft of A ugust 1991 of 
C hap ters  8 to  11 of Sims (1993). The m ateria l in  these chap ters was very helpful 
to  me and  has undoub ted ly  had  a g reat influence on th is thesis, in  p a rticu la r on 
C hap ters  2 and  3 of th is d issertation .
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C hap ter 9 of th is d raft of Sims (1993) describes an algorithm  for the com ­
p u ta tio n  of polycyclic p resen ta tions of n ilpo ten t groups. T his a lgorithm  and  the 
algo rithm  described in  C hap ter 5 of th is d isserta tion  are very sim ilar. T he algo­
r ith m  described here has the  add itional featu re of a ta ils rou tine  (Section 5.4). 
T he perform ance of an im plem entation  using a tails rou tine  is com pared to  the 
perform ance of an im plem entation  w ithou t a tails rou tine  in Section 5.5. T he first 
im plem entation  of a n ilpo ten t quotient a lgorithm  has been done by C.C. Sims in 
M athem atica . A tails rou tine is used in the ANU PQ  p rogram  (form er C anberra  
N ilpoten t Q uotien t P rogram ).
Two com puter im plem entations arose out of the  work for th is d issertation . 
T he first is a p rogram  for the com putation  of n ilpo ten t facto r groups of finitely 
presented  groups. It takes a finite p resen ta tion  and  an optional positive integer c 
as in p u t and com putes a weighted polycyclic p resen ta tion  (see C h ap te r 5) for the 
n ilpo tency  class- c quotien t of the  finitely presented group. If the p aram eter c is 
not specified, the  program  a ttem p ts  to  com pute the  largest n ilpo ten t facto r group. 
If a largest n ilpo ten t factor does not exist, it only stops if it runs out of resources. 
It also has facilities th a t can be used to enforce various Engel laws on the  com puted 
n ilpo ten t group. T he program  is in dem and and  is available via anonym ous ftp 
from  the  In terne t host pell.anu .edu .au . It is also available as shared  package in 
the system  GAP (Schönert et. ah, 1993) and  is used as p a rt of the  system  quotpic 
(H olt &; Rees, to  appear). T here are p lans to m ake the  program  available as p art 
of the  system  M agm a which is under developm ent at the  U niversity of Sydney. 
T he options for enforcing Engel conditions on n ilpo ten t groups have in itia ted  and 
have been very useful in N ew m an and  Nickel (1993). However, th is  p rogram  is 
still under developm ent and  an im proved version is p lanned  for the  near fu ture. 
T he second p rogram  takes a polycyclic p resen ta tion  for a finite soluble group and 
com putes the isom orphism  type of the Schur m u ltip lica to r for th is  group. This 
p rogram  is still a p ro to type  version b u t it is p lanned to  m ake it publicly  available 
soon.
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Chapter 1:
Preliminaries and Notation
T h is  ch a p te r defines some bas ic  n o ta t io n  and  lis ts  some bas ic  theo rem s.
1.1 Presentations
L e t X  be a set. A  word  w  in  X  is an e lem ent o f th e  free m o n o id  genera ted  
b y  th e  u n io n  o f X  and  th e  set X -1  =  {  x ~ l \ x  £ X  } .  A  g e n e ra to r x  £  X  occurs 
in  a w o rd  w  in  X  i f  w  can be w r it te n  as u x v  o r u x ~ l v  w here  u  and  v are w ords  
in  X .  I f  i t  is necessary to  m ake e x p lic it  w h ic h  e lem ents o f X  o ccu r in  w , we w i l l  
w r ite  w ( x ;  x  £ X )  o r w ( x j , . . .  , x n ) i f  X  =  { z j , . . . ,  x n } .
A  g ro u p  p re se n ta tio n  is a p a ir  (X ,7 £ )  in  w h ic h  X  is a set and  7Z is e ith e r a 
set o f re la to rs , i.e ., a set o f w o rds  in  X ,  o r a set o f re la tio n s , be ., th e  e lem ents o f 
7Z are o f th e  fo rm  u =  v w here  u  and  v are w o rds  in  X .  I f  u  =  v is a re la t io n , 
th e  corresponding re la to r  is the  w o rd  v ~ l u.  L e t F  be th e  free g ro u p  on X .  T he  
set 1Z defines a u n iq u e  n o rm a l su b g ro u p  N  o f  F ;  i f  7Z is a set o f re la to rs , th e n  N  
is th e  n o rm a l c losure  o f 1Z in  F ;  i f  1Z is a set o f re la tio n s , th e n  N  is th e  n o rm a l 
c losure  o f th e  set o f re la to rs  co rre sp o n d in g  to  re la tio n s  in  1Z. In  b o th  cases we 
re fe r to  N  as th e  n o rm a l c losure o f 1Z in  F.  T h e  g ro u p  de fined  by  (X ,7 £ )  is th e  
g ro u p  F / N .
I t  w i l l  o fte n  be necessary to  e q u ip  th e  g e n e ra tin g  set X  o f a f in ite  p resen ta ­
t io n  (X ,7 £ )  w ith  a lin e a r  o rde r. S ince o n ly  f in ite  p re se n ta tio n s  are used in  th is  
d is s e rta tio n , we w i l l  use the  te rm s  ‘f in ite  set w ith  a lin e a r  o rd e r ’ and  ‘sequence’
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in terchangeab ly  and often ta lk  abou t generating  sequences. As a general rule, if 
elem ents of a generating  sequence carry  indices, then  the  lexicographic o rder of 
the  indices of two given elem ents ind icate  which elem ent is the  sm aller one. For 
exam ple, if two elem ents a; and aj  of a generating  sequence are given, then  a; 
w ould be the  sm aller of the  two elem ents.
A p resen ta tion  (X,77.) can be in te rp re ted  as a p resen ta tio n  for an abelian  
group. Let F  be the  free abelian  group on X  and  N  the  subgroup genera ted  by 
7Z in  F. T he abelian  group defined by the  group p resen ta tion  (X ,7£) is the  factor 
group F / N .  Let X  =  { x1, . . . , x n } be equipped w ith  a linear order. An elem ent 
w  of F  can be w ritten  uniquely in the form  w = x ^ 1 . . . x ^ n w here the  exponents 
are integers. T he exponent vector ( e i , . . . , e n ) describes the  elem ent w  uniquely 
w ith  respect to the  free generating  sequence X . T he set 77 can be w ritten  as an 
in teger m a trix  M  in which the rows of the  m a trix  are the  exponent vectors of the 
elem ents of 7Z. This m a trix  M  is called the relation matrix  of (X ,77). A rela tion  
m a trix  is a convenient way to  represent an abelian  group.
Let M  be an in teger m a trix  w ith  m  rows and n  colum ns. T he elem ent in 
row i and  colum n j  is denoted by We say th a t M  is in row Hermi te  normal
fo rm  if the following conditions are satisfied, com pare Sims (1993), C h ap te r 8.
-  All rows of M  are non-zero.
-  For 1 <  i <  m  let M±j(*) be the first non-zero en try  of row i of M. T hen
j {  1) <  ■ • • <  i(™ )-
-  T he first non-zero entries in each row are positive.
-  For 1 <  k < i < m  we have th a t 0 <  <  M i j y y
It is well known th a t any integer m a trix  can be transfo rm ed  to a un ique m a trix  in 
row H erm ite norm al form  by row reduction , see for exam ple Sims (1993), C hap ter 
8.
1.1.1 Theorem Let (X,7Z) be a p resen ta tion  for an abelian  group and  let X  
be equipped w ith  a linear order. Let N  be the  subgroup of the  free abelian  group 
F  on X  generated  by 71.
T here is a generating  sequence 7V for N  for w hich the  corresponding rela tion  
m a trix  is in row H erm ite norm al form .
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T he set of all elem ents of an abelian  group G th a t have finite o rder is a 
subgroup of G called the torsion subgroup T or (G ) .  T he to rsion  subgroup of a 
finitely generated  abelian group is always com plem ented and  every com plem ent is 
a free abelian group.
1.2 Groups
Let G be a group and g and  h elem ents of th is group. T he iden tity  of G 
is denoted by 1. T he elem ent g acts on G v ia conjugation  by m apping  h to  
g ~ 1hg.  T he com m utato r of g and  h is the  te rm  [g,h] = g ~ l h ~ l g h . For sub ­
groups U and  V  of G the  subgroup of G generated  by the  set of all com m utato rs 
{ [xi, xr] I u  £ U, v €E V  } is denoted by [U, V}. If U =  V  =  G, then  [G, G] is called 
the  derived group. T he center of G is denoted by Z (G ) .  T he Fratt ini subgroup 
$ (G ) of G is the  in tersection of all m axim al subgroups of G if G has m axim al 
subgroups and G itse lf if G does not have m axim al subgroups. T he elem ent g is 
called a non-generator  if, w henever G is generated  by S  U {<?}, then  it is already 
genera ted  by S  for any subset S  of G.
1.2.1 Theorem The F ra ttin i subgroup is the set of non-generato rs of a group
G.
Proof: See Hall (1959), Section 10.4 ■
1.2.2 Theorem The in tersection  of the center and the  derived group of a group 
is contained  in the  F ra ttin i group.
Proof: T he proof in H uppert (1967), K apitel I I I .3 for Satz 3.12 works for groups 
in general. ■
T he exponent of G is the  sm allest positive integer e such th a t x e is the  
iden tity  of G for all x £ G if such an integer n  exists; o therw ise it is oo.
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Chapter 2: 
Polycyclic Groups
T he system atic  s tudy  of polycyclic groups was s ta r te d  by Hirsch in two p u b ­
lications (1938a,b) and continued in th ree fu rth e r papers (1946, 1952, 1954). In 
recent years polycyclic groups have a ttra c te d  a tten tio n  because they  form  a large 
class of groups for which m any problem s can be solved algorithm ically  (Segal 
1990). This class of groups includes the class of finite soluble groups and  the 
class of finitely generated  n ilpo ten t groups. In  th is chap ter we sum m arize the 
basic theory  for polycyclic groups w ith  focus on com pu ta tional applications. M a­
te ria l on polycyclic groups can be found in, ap a rt from  the  publications by Hirsch 
m entioned  above, Sims (1993) and  Segal (1983).
2.1 Basic Properties
A group G is called polycyclic if it has a finite chain
G = G\  >  C?2 ^  ^  G n >  G n+1 =  1
of subgroups such th a t G t+j is norm al in G t and G i / G ljr\ is cyclic for all 
1 <  z <  n. Such a chain of subgroups is called a polycyclic series of G.
T he next theorem  sum m arizes some basic p roperties of polycyclic groups.
2.1.1 Theorem
a) Subgroups and factor groups of polycyclic groups are polycyclic.
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b) Polycyclic groups are finitely generated .
c) Polycyclic groups are soluble.
Proof: Let G be a polycyclic group and G — G\ >  . . . >  G n+i =  1 a polycyclic 
series of G.
a) For a subgroup U of G define U\ — U, £7j+i =  U{ fl Gb+j. T he fact th a t 
G i+i is norm al in G{ im phes th a t Lh+i is norm al in U{. T he isom orphism  
EfjCzj+i/Gj+i =  Ui/Gi+i DUi =  Ui/Ui+i shows th a t Ui/Ui+i is cyclic because 
ZTiG j+i/G j+i is a subgroup of Gi/Gi+i.
For a norm al subgroup N  < G define N{ = G{N/N.  It is easy to  see th a t Ni+i 
is norm al in N{. The factor group Ni/Ni+i  is isom orphic to  G{Gi+iN/Gi+\N  
which in tu rn  is isom orphic to G i/G l fl Gi+iN.  T he la tte r  is a fac to r group 
of Gi/Gi+i  and  therefore cyclic.
b) A ssum e th a t G2 has a finite generating  set {<725 • • • >#/}• B ecause G /G 2 is 
cyclic, the re  is an elem ent g-± 6 G such th a t G =  {gi^G^)- T hen  {<7i, • • • ,
is a generating  set for G and  the  claim  follows by induction .
c) A ssum e th a t G2 is soluble. T he factor group G /G 2 is, as it is cyclic, soluble.
Therefore, G is soluble because it has a soluble norm al subgroup w ith  soluble 
quo tien t. T he claim  follows by induction . ■
From  p a rt b) and c) of the theorem  above the  question arises w hether finitely 
generated  soluble groups are polycyclic. Since polycyclic groups are finitely gen­
era ted , only finitely generated  soluble groups can be polycyclic. B ut the  following 
exam ple shows th a t a finitely generated  soluble group need not be polycyclic. The 
reason for th is is th a t finitely genera ted  soluble groups can have subgroups which 
are no t finitely generated .
2.1.2 Example The subgroup T  =  {2lm  | i , m  E Z} of the  add itive group
of the  ra tio n a l num bers is clearly no t finitely generatab le . A genera ting  set for T  
is the  set {2_t | i £ N}. It is easy to  see th a t the m ap 2_t 1—> 2~t~1 defines an 
au tom orph ism  a of T  of infinite order. The orbit of 2 -1 under a generates T. 
Therefore, the  sem idirect p roduct 5  of T  and the  cyclic group genera ted  by a 
can be genera ted  by two elem ents. 5  is clearly soluble b u t not polycyclic because 
T  cannot be generated  by a finite num ber of elem ents. C om pare Segal (1983, p.4) 
and  Sims (1987).
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However, the  following theorem  shows th a t a soluble group all of whose sub­
groups are finitely generated  is polycyclic. It is sufficient to  im pose th is condition 
on th e  subgroups of the  derived series.
2.1.3 Theorem
a) A group is polycyclic if it has a polycyclic norm al subgroup w ith  polycyclic 
facto r group.
b) F in ite ly  generated  abelian  groups are polycyclic.
c) A soluble group is polycyclic if all the  subgroups in  its  derived series are 
finitely generated .
Proof:
a) Let N  be a norm al subgroup of a group G such th a t N  and H  = G / N  are 
polycyclic. Let N  =  No >  . . . >  Ni+j  =  1 be a polycyclic series for N  and 
H  = H o >  . . .  >  H k - ( - 1  =  1 a polycyclic series for H.  Define Gi to  be the  com ­
ple te preim age of Hi  in G. T hen  G 0 >  . . .  >  G > Gk+i — N 0 > . . .  >  N i+1 
is a polycyclic series for G .
b) If G is a finitely generated  abelian  group and  {<7i, • • • , #„} a genera ting  set 
for G , th en  the  groups G; =  (<?;,.. . , gn ) form  a polycyclic series.
c) Let G be a soluble group and let G^  be the  z-the te rm  in the  derived series
of G. Assum e th a t G / G ^  is polycyclic. T he facto r group G ^ / G ^ t+1  ^ is a 
finitely generated  abelian  group because G ^  is finitely generated . By p arts  
a) and  b) of th is theorem , it follows th a t G /G ^l+1  ^ is polycyclic and  the  claim  
follows by induction . ■
T he following theorem  is useful in deciding w hether a given endom orphism  of 
a polycyclic group is an au tom orphism . It will be used in Section 3.3. T he proof is 
really an argum ent from  universal algebra. A group G satisfies the ascending chain 
condition on subgroups if there  is no infinite ascending sequence Uj <  £72 <  .. . of 
subgroups of G.
2.1.4 Theorem
a) A polycyclic group satisfies the  ascending chain condition on subgroups.
b) Every surjective endom orphism  of a polycyclic group is an au tom orphism . 
Proof:
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a) T h e  claim  follows from  th e  fact th a t subgroups of polycyclic groups are finitely
genera tab le . For, if Uj <  J72 • • • is an ascending sequence of subgroups of a
° °  _
polycyclic group G , th en  U = U U{ is a subgroup of G and  has a finite
i=i
genera ting  set 5. Because 5  is finite, there  is a k such th a t 5  C Uk and  
U = Uk .
b) Let cr be  a surjective endom orphism  of a polycyclic group G . Define cr° to  be 
th e  id en tity  on G and  <rl+1 =  <j V  for i >  0. Clearly, a 1 is surjective. T h ere ­
fore, for h E ker cr there  is a g £ G s u c h th a t g a l =  h. Obviously, g E kercrt+1. 
T h is shows th a t (ker <rl+1 )crl =  ker cr and the  hom om orphism  theorem  yields 
ker <7 1+1 /  ker cr1 =  ker cr. If ker a ^  1, th en  1 <  ker cr < ker cr2 <  . . .  is 
a s tric tly  ascending chain of subgroups. T herefore ker cr m ust be triv ial.
A group  is called hopfian if every surjective endom orphism  of th e  group is an 
au tom orph ism . A hopfian group cannot be isom orphic to  a p roper factor group 
of itself. P a r t b) of the theorem  above says th a t polycyclic groups are hopfian. 
In  Section 3.3 and  C hap ter 6 we will consider hopfian groups and  the  s ta tem en ts  
m ade th e re  are directly  applicable to  polycyclic groups.
2.2 Polycyclic Generating Sequences
We are now going to use the existence of a polycyclic series in polycyclic 
groups to  define a norm al form  for the  elem ents of polycyclic groups. For th is, let 
G be a polycyclic group w ith a polycyclic series G — G 1 >  . . .  >  G n + 1 =  1. T he 
p ro o f of T heorem  2.1.1 b) shows th a t there are elem ents {g 1}. . .  ,g n } of G such 
th a t  G{ =  ( g ; , . . . , g n ) and g iG t+\ is a generato r of G i/G t+ i .
2.2.1 Definition A sequence (g1, . . . ,  gn ) of elem ents of G is called a polycyclic 
generating sequence of G if the  groups G{ = (# ;,. ..  , g n ) form  a polycyclic series 
of G.
A polycyclic generating  sequence can be used to express each elem ent of G 
in  a un ique form  as follows. An elem ent g £ G{ can be w ritten  as a p roduct g*1 g' 
w ith  g1 E Gb+i- This product is unique if G i/Gi+ i  is infinite or if Gi/G i+ i  is 
fin ite  of o rder m i  and 0 < et <  m t . By induction , every g E G can be expressed
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uniquely as a p roduct g \ x . . . gerp w here 0 <  ej <  rrij if G j / G j + \  is finite of 
o rder rrij. T he w ord g \ x . . . g^n is called the normal fo rm  of  g with respect to the 
polycyclic generating sequence (<7i,. . . , <7n )- If it is clear from  th e  context which 
polycyclic generating  sequence is m eant, it will be called the normal fo rm  of  g . 
A w ord w in  th e  generators of a polycyclic generating  sequence (g3, .. . , g n ) is in 
normal fo rm  if and  only if w = g*1 g^2 . .. g^n w ith  0 <  e* <  m i  if Gi/G{+i  is 
finite of order
Now let G be a polycyclic group w ith  a polycyclic genera ting  sequence 
{gi,  • • •, gn ) and  G = G\  >  . . .  >  G n+1 =  1 the  corresponding polycyclic series. If 
G i/G i+ \  is finite of order m j then  g™' is an elem ent of Gi+ 1 and its  norm al form  
is a p roduct u>n of powers of gi+i , . ..  , g n . In th is case the  norm al form  of g ~ l is 
g™' ~ 1,wii w here is a word in g i+ i , . .  . ,  gn - T he subgroup G t+1 is norm al in 
Gi and  therefore the  conjugates g ~ l gjgi  for i +  1 <  j  <  n  are elem ents of G i+i 
and the ir norm al form s are p roducts  w of powers of g i+ i , . . . ,  gn . Similarly, the 
norm al form s of the  conjugates g i g j g f 1, g ~ l g j 1 gi and  g i g j 1 g f 1, are p roducts  
w fj~ ,  w ij~ of powers of ^ + i , . . . , p n , respectively. We sum m arize th is in
the  following list of equations:
g™1 = wa  if G i / G l + 1  is finite of order m i  
g ~ l = g ■n‘ if Gi/Gi+  \ is finite of order m ;
sr'sjs. = wt;-+
( * )
9i9j9i  1 =
-1 -1 + -  
9i g3 gi = ™l3
g i g - ' g - '  =  ■
T he words on the  right hand  side of the  rela tions carry  superscrip ts th a t ind icate  
w hich generators on the left hand  side of the re la tion  are inverted .
If a word w in the  generators of the polycyclic generating  sequence is not in 
norm al form , then  there  are subw ords of w which are m inim al w ith  respect to  not 
being in  norm al form . The definition of the  norm al form  yields the  following four 
cases:
-  the  factor G k/G k+ i  is finite and  is a subw ord of w\
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-  the  factor G k / G k -\-1 is finite of o rder ra*. and  the power g™h is a subw ord of 
w;
-  the  word g*1 g ekh w ith  l > k and £*.,£/ E { 1 ,- 1 }  is a subw ord of w,
-  the  word g ^ g or the word g ^ 1 gk is a subw ord of w.
In each of these cases a m inim al subw ord of w  v io lating th e  norm ality  conditions 
can be replaced by a word in norm al form  as follows
-  replace g ~ l by
-  replace g™k by w kk 5
-  replace g \ lg €kh by gekhw e^ ei\
-  replace gigZ_1 or g ^ 1 gi by the em pty word.
Each of these steps is called an elementary collection step. N ote th a t a word in 
the  generators g ; , . . . , g n can be transform ed  to  a word in norm al form  by only 
using rela tions th a t involve these generators.
2.2.2 Lemma Each word in the polycyclic genera ting  sequence can be tra n s ­
form ed into norm al form  by a sequence of e lem entary  collection steps.
Proof: T he subgroup Gn consists only of powers of gn . A w ord in  {<7„} can
be transform ed  to the word g„n w ith  en £ Z by a sequence of free reduction  
steps, he., replacing g ~ l g or g g ~ l by the  em pty w ord. If G n is infinite, then  this 
w ord is already in norm al form. If G n is finite of o rder ra n , th en  the  equation  
g ~ l =  g rrLn~ 1 can be used to make the exponent positive and  the  equation  g™71 = 1 
to  m ake it sm aller th a n  m n .
For i <  n  assum e th a t every word in the  genera to rs ,.  . . ,  gn } can be
transfo rm ed  in to  norm al form . Consider a word u  in  {g i , . ..  , g n }- All occurrences
of the  genera to r gi and  its inverse in u can be moved to  the left using a sequence
of elem entary  collection steps. The result is a p ro d u c t u 'u"  w here u 1 is a word in
gi and  u"  a word in {<7i-|-1 , - . . ,  pn }. A pplying a sequence of free reduction  steps
to  u'  gives the  word g ^ u "  w ith  6 Z. If G { /G i + 1  is infinite, th en  the  word g te<
is in norm al form . If G i/Gi+ \  is finite of o rder m n th en  g\'  can be transform ed  
#
to a word gl 'v ,  w here v is a word in {gi-|_i, . . .  , g n } and  0 < et <  m^, by a series 
of elem entary  collection steps. By the inductive assum ption , the  rem ain ing  words 
u"  and  v u " , respectively, can be transform ed  in to  a word u " 1 in  norm al form. 
T he word g ^ 'u1" is in norm al form. ■
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Some rem arks abou t this p roof are in order. T he process of transform ing  
a given word in the  polycyclic generating  sequence of a group in to  norm al form  
is called collection. The above proof uses the fact th a t applying an elem entary  
collection step to a subw ord in the generato rs g^, . . .  ,g n for all 1 <  k < n  cannot 
in troduce  any of the  generators g i , . . . ,  gk- \ • T his fact will be called the fu n d a ­
m enta l principle of collection. It could not be guaran teed  th a t th e  procedure in 
the  p roof for com puting  the norm al form  of a w ord w ould ever te rm in a te  if m oving 
occurrences of gi to  the left or collecting the words u"  and  vu"  could in troduce 
generators gl t . . .  ,g {.
W hile collecting all occurrences of the genera to r gi and  its inverse in  u  to  the 
left, it is possible to apply a sequence of elem entary  collection steps to  subwords 
consisting of the  generators { g i+ i,. . . , gn }. This cannot in troduce  new occurrences 
of gi because of the fundam ental principle of collection. Therefore, as long as all 
occurrences of gi or its inverse are collected to  th e  left after a finite num ber of 
steps, the  collection process will stop. T here are a variety  of different collection 
strategies; see for exam ple Leedham -G reen & Soicher (1990) and  V aughan-Lee 
(1990) and  the  references in those papers.
2.2.3 Theorem T he relations (*) define G as a group.
Proof: All th a t has to  be shown is th a t any re la tion  th a t holds in  G is a con­
sequence of the  relations (*). But a re la tion  in G is an equation  u = v,  which 
is equivalent to  v ~ Ju =  1. The norm al form  of v ~ l u is the  em pty word. By the 
previous lem m a, the  word v ~ l u can be reduced to  the  em pty w ord by th e  relations 
(*) and  therefore is a consequence of those relations. ■
2.2.4 Corollary T he relations involving only th e  generato rs { g i , . . .  , gn} define 
Gi as a group.
2.2.5 Theorem T he relations
g]ni = wa  if G l / G i+1 is finite
s r V s i  =  wt,+
are already sufficient to define G as a group.
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Proof: It has to  be proved that, the  following rela tions
9i9j9i  1
9 i l 9 j l 9i
- 1  - l
9i9j 9i
are consequences of the rela tions in the claim . T he p roof works by induction  
along th e  polycyclic series of G. For the subgroup genera ted  by gn no th ing  has to 
be proved. A ssum e th a t the rela tions involving only the  genera to rs gi+i , . . . ,  gn 
define the  subgroup Gi+i as a group and th a t therefore the  rela tions above for 
G { + 1  are a consequence of the rela tions in the  claim  and  known.
T he word + can be com puted  as follows. C onjugation  by gi is an au to ­
m orphism  of Gb+i because G ;+1 is norm al in G t . Therefore, Gh+i is generated  
by the  conjugates g ^ 1 gi+igi,  • • •, 9 ^ 19n9i and there  exist words , . . . ,  u n in 
these conjugates such th a t u =  g/. as elem ents of G i+ i. W ith  th is we get
w 7k+ = 9i9k9~l =  9iV‘k ( 9 l l 9i+\9i>---'t 9 7 19n9 i ) 9 l l =  u k(gi+1, . . . ,  gn )
as elem ents of G. T he word ^ ( g i + i , . . .  , gn ) can be collected to  norm al form  
using the com plete set of rela tions for Gh+i which are known by th e  inductive 
assum ption . T he words w ~{, and  w j ~  can be com puted in  Gi+\ as the
inverses of w a , and respectively. ■
T he above proof can be tu rn ed  in to  an a lgorithm  based on an algo rithm  known 
as the  noncom m utative G auss-algorithm . For finite polycyclic groups it has been 
described in Laue et al. (1984). A descrip tion for the  general case of polycyclic 
groups appears in Sims (1993). T he non-com m utative G auss algo rithm  takes a 
generating  set for a subgroup of a polycyclic group and  com putes a polycyclic 
genera ting  sequence for the  subgroup. Define a subgroup U of the  d irect p roduct 
G {.|_i x as generated  by the {(xf>^ -+ , gj)  \ i +  1 <  j  <  n}. T he elem ents
of U are of th e  form  (g ~ l ggi, g) or, equivalently, [g , g igg~ l ) w ith  g G Gh-fj. 
T he noncom m utative G auss-algorithm  applied to th is generating  set of U will
m ,-— 1 —
=  9X
—=  w i ]
=  w t
—  W ij
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te rm in a te  w e generating sequence ( ( f i f i + i , 1 ( # n ,  <7t<7n£i * ) )  for
U w ith  the  second com ponents being w ords in  norm al form . From  this the  action 
of g ~ 1 on the  generators gt+ i ,. . . , g7l can be read  off. T he com putation  requires 
only the  com plete set of relations for w hich can be assum ed to  be know n by
induction . For sim ilar techniques com pare Leedham -G reen et al. (1991).
2.3 Polycyclic Nilpotent Groups
We now tu rn  a tten tio n  to n ilpo ten t groups. T he lower cen tral series of a group 
G is defined as
7 i (G) = G, 7i+1(G ) =  [7 i(G ),G ] for i e N .
T he group G is called nilpotent  if 7 c+j(Cr) =  1 for some c £ N. T he sm allest 
num ber c such th a t 7C+1(G) =  1 is called the  nilpotency class of  G. T he weight 
w(g)  of an elem ent g of G is the  sm allest positive in teger i such th a t g is no t an 
elem ent of 7 {+ i (G ). If g is contained in 7 i (G)  for all i £ N, the  weight of g is 
defined to be 00. We adopt the convention th a t 00 +  i =  00 for all i £ N.
O f cen tral im portance  in n ilpo ten t groups is the  com m uta to r calculus and  we 
are going to  prove some basic identities in the following lem m a.
2.3.1 Lemma Let a ,6 ,c  be elem ents of a group.
a) [a&, c] =  [a, c][a, c,6][6, c].
b) [a,bc] = [a, c][a,b][a,b, c].
c) [6, a, cb][c, 6, a c][a, c, 6a] =  1.
d) [a, 6- 1 , c]b[6, c_1 , a]c[c, a - 1 , 6]a =  1 (W itt-id en tity ).
Proof: Any of these identities could be proved by expanding the  left and  the
right han d  sides and  com paring the  results. A m ore elegant approach  is to derive 
each iden tity  by collecting a su itable word and  thereby  in troducing  the  required 
com m utators, 
a)
(a6)c =  ca6[a6, c]
a[bc) =  ca[a, c]6[6, c] =  ca6[a, c][a, c, 6][6, c].
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b )
ci(bc) = 6ca[a, be]
(ab)c =  6a[a, 6]c =  6ca[a, c][a, 6] [a, 6, c\.
c )
acba =  ca[a, c]6a
=  ca&a [a, c][a, c, ba] 
=  c6ac[a, c, 6a].
A pplying the  p e rm u ta tio n  (a, c,6) to  the  equation  above gives cbac = bacb[c,b, ac] 
and  applying it again gives bacb = acba[b, a, cb]. Now su b stitu tin g  backw ards into 
the  righ t han d  side of the first equation  proves the  identity , 
d) T his iden tity  follows from  c) and  the  fact [a ,6 _1]fc =  [6, a], ■
A consequence of the  W itt-id en tity  is the T hree  Subgroup Lem m a.
2.3.2 Lemma Let K , L  and M  be subgroups of a group and  let N  be a
norm al subgroup of the  sam e group. If two of the subgroups [K,  X, M ], [X, M , K ], 
and  [M, K , X] are contained in iV, then  the  th ird  is also contained in N.
Proof: We show th a t [XT, X, M],  [X, M , K]  C N  im plies [M, K , X] E N.  T he norm al 
closure of the  set {[m,A:,Z] | m  E M , A: E A", l E X} contains [M, AT, X] and  is con­
ta ined  in iV as the W itt-id en tity  shows: [m, k ~ 1, / ] =  [/, m _1, &]-m  [k, , m ] .
T he right han d  side is contained in N  and therefore the  left han d  side is contained 
in  N .  ■
T he next lem m a proves a basic fact abou t the  subgroups in  th e  lower central 
series. A consequence is th a t the weight is a subadd itive  function  on the  set of 
com m utators.
2.3.3 Lemma
a ) [7 t(G ),7 j(G )] <  7 i+j(G)  for all i j  E N.
b) w(g)  w(h)  < w([g,h))  for all g , h  E G.
Proof:
a) T he proof is done by induction  on j .  For all i E N and j  = 1 th e  claim  is 
tru e  by the  definition of the lower central series. Let the  induc tion  hypothesis
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be th a t  [yi(G),  7j(C?)] is a subgroup of 7 i+j (G)  for some fixed j  G N and  for 
all i (E N. Now
[7i(G),7,+i(G)] = [7i(G),[7i(G),G]]
= [7j(G), Gl7i(G)].
It suffices to show th a t  7 cont ai ns  the subgroups [G, 7 i(G ), Jj{G)}  
and  [7{((j), j j ( G ) ,  G] because then, by the Three  Subgroup Lem m a, it follows 
th a t  7 i+j+i (G)  contains [yj{G),  (?, 7;(G)] and  therefore [71(G), 7^4-1 (G)] and 
the claim follows by induction on j .  The subgroup [ G , j i ( G ) , j j ( G ) \  is equal 
to [7i_(.1(G), 7j(G)] which is contained in 7 i+J+1(G) by the induction  h y p o th ­
esis. The subgroup [7;(G), 7 j(G ), G] is, again by the induction  hypothesis, 
contained in [7*4.j ((7 ), G] which is equal to ~fi+j+ i(G ).  
b) T he  elements g and h are contained in 7u,(g)(G) and  7w(h){G),  respectively. 
Their com m uta to r  [g,h] is contained in [7u>(5) (G ) , 'yw(h){G)} and  the  claim 
follows by a). ■
2 .3.4 Lemma Let a, 6 and c be elements of a group and let v =  2w(a)  w(c)  
and  w = w(a)  +  w(b ) +  w(c).
a) [a6, c] =  [a,c][6,c] modulo j w(G).
b) [a, 6c] =  [a, 6][a, c] modulo 7u,(G).
c) [a- 1 ,c] =  [a,c]-1 modulo j v( G ).
Proof: T he  com m utators  [a, 6, c], [a, c,6] and [a, c, [a,6]] are elements of j w(G).  
The first two claims now follow from the first lem m a in this section. The th ird  
claim follows from a) by setting 6 =  a - 1 . ■
2 .3.5 Lemma Let a j , . . . , a n and  c be elements of a group, let v be the
m inim um  of the weights of a;, 1 <  i <  n , and  let w = 2v T  w(c).  T hen
a) [ai . . . a n ,c] =  [a1?c] ..  . [an ,c] modulo 7 W(G).
b) [c, ai . . .  a n] =  [c, ai] . . .  [c, a n] modulo 7 W(G).
Proof: By induction on n.  For n  = 2 the claims are p a r t  of the previous lemma. 
For n  > 2 the elements aj • • • an _i and an bo th  have weight at least v and  the re ­
fore [ a i . . . a n ,c] =  [ai . . .  a n_ i , c][an , c] m odulo 7 W(G) by the previous lemma. 
Now a) follows by induction. P a r t  b) is proved similarly. ■
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2.3.6 Theorem T he F ra ttin i group of a n ilpo ten t group contains the  derived 
group.
Proof: For a proof see Hall (1959), Section 10.4. ■
2.3.7 Theorem Let { a i , . . . ,a < i}  be a genera ting  set for a group G m odulo 
72(Cr) and  let {6l5 . . . , 6e} be a generating  set for 7 i (G)  m odulo  j i + 1(G).
T hen  {[bj,ai] | 1 <  i < d, 1 <  j  < e} generates 7 m odulo 7{+2(^)* 
Proof: Let b be an elem ent of 7{((?). T hen  b is a p rod u c t b{1 . . . b i mc for some 
m  E N and  c E j i+ i (G ) .  Each elem ent 6q. has a t least weight i and  c is central 
m odulo  7i+2(Cr)• Therefore, the com m utato r [6, a] for any elem ent a E G is equal 
to  [bix1a] . . .  [birn,a\ m odulo 7 2i+ i(G ) C 7 t+ 2(G ).
Any elem ent a E 71 (G) = G is a p roduct aix ..  . for some l E N because 
$(<j ) >  72(G).  Each aq  has weight a t least 1. T herefore, th e  com m uta to r [6, a] 
for any b E Ji (G )  is equal to [6, oq j . . .  [6, a^] m odulo 7 ^ 2 (G ).
By definition, 7 is generated  by {[6, a] j b E 7 i((T ),a  E G}. Each 
elem ent of th is set can be expressed, by the considerations above, as a p rod u c t of 
com m utato rs [bj,ai] m odulo 7{+2(G'?)- This proves the claim . ■
2.3.8 Theorem Finitely  generated  n ilpo ten t groups are polycyclic.
Proof: Let G be a finitely generated  n ilpo ten t group. T he quotien t group
l i { G ) / j i+ i (G )  is an abelian  group and, by the previous theorem , finitely gen­
era ted . If G / j i ( G )  is polycyclic, then  G / n + \ { G )  is polycyclic by T heorem  2.1.3. 
T he claim  follows by induction . ■
2.3.9 Definition A polycyclic series G = G 1 >  . . .  >  G n+ j =  1 is called a 
central polycyclic series if G{ is norm al in G and  G {/G i+ 1 is a subgroup of the 
centre of G /G i+ \ .  A polycyclic generating  sequence for G th a t defines a central 
series is called a central polycyclic generating sequence.
2.3.10 Definition A polycyclic series refining the  lower central series of a n ilpo­
ten t group G is called a nilpotent series for G. It is clear th a t a n ilpo ten t series is
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a central series. A polycyclic generating  sequence for G th a t defines a n ilpo ten t 
series is called a nilpotent generating sequence.
Let G be a polycyclic group given by a cen tral polycyclic genera ting  sequence 
( a j , . . . , a n ) and let G — G\  >  . . .  >  G„+ \ =  1 be the  corresponding polycyclic 
series. Because th is is a central series for G, we have [cij, cq] £ G j+ i and , therefore, 
the  norm al form  of a ~ l a~ l djCLi is a word in the  generato rs CLj+ \ , . . . ,  a n+ i and  
the ir inverses. This leads to th e  following set of defining rela tions for G :
=  wa  if G i /G i + i  is finite of o rder mi  
a ~ l =  a™i ~1w^i if G i / G i + \  is finite of o rder 
aj a i =  a j w ^ +
CL{ dj  Gq — a j uj ^  j
a ~ 1a j 1ai =  a j w f ~
a iaj ai =  aj Wij j
w here w is a word in the generators a J+1, . . . ,  a n and  1 <  i <  j  <  n. If one of 
th e  subgroups in  the  central polycyclic series is th e  F ra ttin i subgroup of G, then  
G is, as th e  following theorem  shows, defined by a set of rela tions sm aller th a n  the 
set in  T heorem  2.2.5. N ote th a t the  genera to r a* in  the  set of conjugate  relations 
in  the  claim  of the  following theorem  only runs th rough  a set of genera to rs m odulo
* ( G ) .
2.3.11 Theorem Let G be a n ilpo ten t group w ith  a central polycyclic genera t­
ing sequence ( a 1?. . . ,  a n ) and let G =  Gi >  . . .  >  G „+ i =  1 be the  corresponding 
cen tral series. Furtherm ore , let Gd+j  be contained in the  F ra ttin i subgroup $ ( G)  
of G for some 1 <  d <  n. T hen  G is defined as a group by the rela tions
a™' =  wa  if G i /G i + i  is finite of o rder for 1 <  z <  n 
a ~ l aiCLi =  a i w for 1 < i < d and  1 < z < / <  n.
Proof: T he set { a1?. . . ,  a j}  generates G. Therefore, for each a3 w ith  d +  1 <  j  <  n 
th e re  is a w ord Uj(a \ , . . . ,  a j )  in a j , . . . ,  a j  such th a t aj =  Uj {a \ , . . . ,  a j ) .
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The proof proceeds by induction along the polycyclic series. Assume that for
G j +1 a complete set of defining relations is given, z.e.,
— w kk if G k/G k+ i  is finite of order m k
if G k/G k+ i  is finite of order m k—  1  r r i L  —  1  -a k =  a k W k
ak l CLidk =
CLk&lClfc — d l W
- 1 - 1  _  +  -  
&k G'l d k  —  a lw  kl
ci k cl I a. k =  Q iw  ,
where j  +  1 <  k <  l < n, as well as the relations
a i 1 aid{ =  a zu )^ +
— 1   — -j-aiaiai = aiwit
a ~ l a^ 1 cii =  d iw ^ ~
- l  - l  —
CLid} Cl ^  — CLlWj'i )
(*)
where 1 <  i <  d and j  +  1 <  l < n.
It has to be shown that a complete set of defining relations for Gj  can be 
derived. The right hand side of the relation a ” 1 a/ay =  a / t u c a n  be computed 
for j' +  1 <  Z <  n using the word U j ( a i , . . . , a^) :
Cl j  d [  d  j  — 'll j ^ d  j , . . . , d j ) d  i'll j  (^d \  ^ . . .   ^ drf'j  .
The generators to the right of a/ can be moved, one by one, to the left by using the 
relations (*). Each generator in Uj ( d j , . . . ,  a^) cancels out with the corresponding 
inverse of that generator in Uj (d ,^ . . . , dd) ~ l . After all generators have been moved 
to the left of a;, the right hand side of the above equation has become a product 
div where v is a word in the generators aj+j , . . . ,  an . This word can be transformed 
to normal form by the relations for Gj+\.
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T he rela tions
Q. j  CL i CL j  —  CL l TJJ j  I 
d j  Q>j — & lW j  i
djCL^aJ1 = a iw j~  for j  +  1 <  / <  n
can now be ob ta ined  as in the proof of T heorem  2.2.5.
It rem ains to  com pute the right hand  sides for 1 < i < d. Each can be
com puted  as follows:
a j  =  c i j a l a i 1 =  a l a J a i 1 a i w ^J +  a l 1
T he word is a word in {ay+1, . . . , a n } and  th e  conjugate a i W ^ a ~ l can be
calcu lated  by moving a~l to  the left using the rela tions (*). T he resu lt is again 
a word in {aJ+1, . . . ,  a n } and can be transfo rm ed  to  norm al form  in a series of 
collection steps using the relations for Gj+\.  T he equation  above shows th a t th is is 
the  norm al form  for The elem ents and  w~j~ can now be com puted
as the  inverses of u>^+ and w ~-+ , respectively. T his com pletes th e  induction  step.
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Chapter 3:
Polycyclic Presentations
In the  previous chapter we used an im p o rtan t p roperty  of polycyclic and 
n ilpo ten t polycyclic groups, nam ely the  existence of a polycyclic genera ting  set, to 
explore com putational aspects of these groups. In p a rticu la r, we saw th a t a special 
type of p resen ta tion  could be derived from  a polycyclic generating  sequence which 
allowed the  solution of the word problem  for polycyclic groups. In th is chap ter we 
will give these p resen ta tions the nam e polycyclic p resen ta tions. T he focus in this 
chap ter will be th a t a polycyclic p resen ta tion  does no t in general define a norm al 
form  in the  sense of the  previous section. This m ight first seem to be a d isadvantage 
b u t it will tu rn  out th a t this is an im p o rtan t aspect in  the  construction  of polycyclic 
p resen ta tions for larger quotients of a given finitely presented  group.
3.1 Polycyclic Presentations
3.1.1 Definition A p resen ta tion  (A, S)  is called a polycyclic presentation if the 
following conditions are satisfied:
1) T he generating  set A  of the p resen ta tion  is a finite linearly  o rdered , possibly 
em pty, set. If A  is not em pty, the  elem ents are denoted  by { a l5 . . . ,  a n }.
2) T here is a subset I  of { ! , . . . , n} such th a t i £ I  if and only if there  is a
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positive num ber m; and two relations
and
=  W i i
- l
a i =  a
m s — 1  —
w u-
( * )
(** )
T he right han d  sides w a  and are words in , . . . ,  a n }. A rela tion
of the  form  (*) is called a power relation and  a re la tion  of th e  form  (*) an 
inversion relation. T he elem ents of I  correspond to  th e  genera to rs for which 
there  exists a power rela tion  in  S .
3) For each pair i , j  E {1, . . • , n}, j  >  i, there  are the  four rela tions
a ~ 1aj ai = w  J + , (*)
a ia j a i 1 =  w i j+ i * i  I ’ (**)
a ~ 1a j 1ai = w f ~ ,  j £ I ,  (* * *)
O i a j ' a i 1 =  w ~ - ,  (* * *)
in S .  T he right hand  sides and  w ~ ~  are words in
{ a i-fi,.  . . ,  a n }. These rela tions are called conjugate relations.  A rela tion  of 
the  form  (*) is called a positive conjugate relation and a re la tion  of the  form  
(**) is called an inverse conjugate relation. R elations of the form  (* * *) are 
called inverted conjugate relations.
4) T here are no o ther relations in S .
A p resen ta tion  in which the set of generators and  the  set of rela tions is em pty  is 
a polycyclic p resen ta tion  for the triv ia l group.
T he set of relations we ob ta ined  for a polycyclic group in the  previous chap ter 
toge ther w ith  the  polycyclic generating  sequence form  a polycyclic p resen ta tion .
In dealing w ith  polycyclic p resen ta tions and  elem ents of groups defined by 
polycyclic p resen ta tions, it is useful to  define a sim plifying convention. Let (A,<S) 
be a polycyclic presenta tion . T he group G defined by (A, S )  is the quo tien t group 
F / N  of the free group F  on A  by the  norm al closure N  of S  in F. A w ord w in 
A  belongs, as an elem ent of F , to a unique coset w N .  We are going to use ‘the
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coset w N ’ and  ‘the  elem ent w of G ’ as synonym s. T his makes it possible to  w rite 
down calculations w ith  elem ents of G w ithou t having to carry  along th e  sym bol 
N .  In o rder to  avoid confusion, we will always m ake clear w hen we are referring 
to th e  w ord w and  w hen we are referring to w as an elem ent of G.
3.1.2 Lemma T he group given by a polycyclic p resen ta tio n  is polycyclic.
Proof: Let (A,«S) be a polycyclic p resen ta tion  and  let G be the  group defined 
by it. Let Gi be the  group generated  by the  set { a ,{ , . . . , a n } of elem ents of G. 
Obviously, G n is polycyclic. Assume th a t is polycyclic. If we can show
th a t G{+i is norm al in G i , it follows th a t G i/G {+ 1 is cyclic and , by T heorem  
2.1.3, th a t Gi is polycyclic. It suffices to  show th a t o ~ l Gi+\di  C G{+1 and 
diGi-n a ” 1 C G{+i - B ut th is is the case because the  conjugates o ~ l djdi  and 
aic i ja^1 are w ords in a j + i , . . . , a n for z 4- 1 <  j  <  n.  T his m eans th a t a t-1 djdi  
and  d{d jd~ l , as elem ents of G, are elem ents of Gi+ 1 . Now the  claim  follows by 
induction . ■
T he proof of the  previous lem m a shows th a t ( a j , . . . ,  a n ) is a polycyclic gen­
era ting  sequence and  th a t G =  G\ >  . . .  >  G n =  1 is a polycyclic series. If z 6 / ,  
th en  the  order of G i / G t+1 is at m ost m^. However, th e  order of G i/G {+ 1 can be 
sm aller th a n  m^. Likewise, if i $  / ,  the  order of G{/Gh+1 can be finite. T his is 
re la ted  to  the  question w hether a polycyclic p resen ta tion  defines a norm al form . 
For th is we need the  following definition.
3.1.3 Definition Let (A,<S) be a polycyclic p resen ta tion . A w ord w  in  A  is 
in reduced form  with respect to (A,«S) if there  are integers e; for 1 <  z <  n , w ith  
0 <  e{ <  m i  if i E / ,  such th a t w is equal to  the  word o \ x . ..  a^n .
Let d j 1 . . .  a^n and a^1 . . . a 7{n be two reduced words in A  and let G be the 
group defined by (A,N) .  The polycyclic p resen ta tion  (A, 5 )  defines a normal  
fo rm  on the  set of words in A  if a^1 . . .  a^n =  a^1 . . .  a£n , as elem ents of G , implies 
ei =  f i  for 1 <  z <  n .
Sim ilarly to  th e  previous chap ter, the following operations are sufficient to 
transfo rm  any w ord in A to a reduced form:
-  replace a “ 1 by
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-  replace a™h by w kk\
-  replace cq1 aekh by a ^ w ^ 1;
-  replace a/aj-1 or a ^ a i  by the em pty word.
E xtend ing  the  term inology of the previous chap ter, each of these steps is called an 
elementary collection step. The fundam ental principle of collection also applies in 
th is context; transform ing  a word in the genera to rs { a ; , . ..  , a n } to  norm al form  
does no t in troduce any of the generators { a ! ,. . . ,  }.
Not every polycyclic p resen ta tion  defines a norm al form  as illu s tra ted  by the 
following exam ple.
3.1.4 Example Let G be the group defined by the  polycyclic p resen ta tion
( a ,6 I ba = b2, 6(a_1) =  b~2, ( fc '1)“ =  6~2, =  62).
T hen  b = baa~l =  ab2a ~ J = b~4 and  b is of o rder dividing 5. B ut the  word b5 
is reduced because there is no power re la tion  for b. This shows th a t 65 and the 
em pty  word represent the  same elem ent of G and  therefore the  above polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  does not define a norm al form . In fact, the  group G is the  semi direct 
p rod u c t of an infinite cyclic group and  a group of o rder 5 on which the  infinite 
cycle acts by m apping  each elem ent to its square. A polycyclic series for G is 
G >  (b) > 1. T he order of the subgroup genera ted  by 6 is 5 and  not infinite as 
one m ight expect from  the  fact th a t b has no power rela tion . We also note th a t 
the  word baa~l can be collected in two different ways resu lting  in the  two reduced 
words b and 6~4.
T he previous exam ple showed th a t the resu lt of collecting a w ord to  reduced 
form  can depend on the  sequence of elem entary  collection steps th a t  is applied to 
th e  word. Occasionally, it will be useful to ind icate  th a t a p a rticu la r elem entary  
collection step is to be applied first. We will use a pair of double square brackets 
for th is. For exam ple, collecting 6 [aa_1|  in the  exam ple above resu lts in the  word 
b while collecting [6a]a-1 results in the word 6~4.
Let uav  be a word such th a t u is reduced, a is a genera to r and  v is a word 
in generato rs larger th a n  a. M oving a to the left does not in terfere w ith  collection 
steps applied to  v. Let i)  be a sequence of elem entary  collection steps
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applied to v and let s' be an elementary collection step that moves a past the 
generator to the left of a. Clearly, the sequence ( s j ,. . . , , s') applied to uav
produces the same word as the sequence (s', Sj ,.  . . ,  ) applied to uav.  A re­
peated application of this argument shows that in a given sequence of elementary 
collection steps applied to uav  all the collection steps that move a to the left 
can be applied first postponing the other collection steps. We call this the first 
postponing principle.
The following theorem shows that the power relations of a polycyclic presen­
tation give an accurate picture of the orders of the factors of the polycyclic series 
if and only if the polycyclic presentation defines a normal form.
3.1.5 Theorem A polycyclic presentation defines a normal form, if and only if 
the order of G^/Gh+i is m, if i £ I  and infinite otherwise.
Proof: Let (A,c>) be a polycyclic presentation that defines a normal form and 
suppose that Gh/Gh+i has order m >  0 with m  <  m; if i £ I.  Then a"1 is in 
reduced form. But a”1 £ 1 and therefore there is a reduced word aei \ 1 ..  . a^n
such that a*71 =  a ^ j  . . .  a^n as elements of G contradicting the fact that (A, S)  
defines a normal form.
Now let G { / G i + 1  be of order mi  if i £ I  and infinite otherwise. Assume that 
(A,«S) defines a normal form for words in . . . , a n}. The group G i / G ^ i  is
generated by the c.oset a{Gi+\ .  Therefore, for a £ Gi  there is a unique e{ £ Z, 
with 0 <  ei <  m t if i £ I ,  such that a G t =  a \ i G l . Then a ~ e' a has, as an element 
of G i + i , a normal form a^A1 . . . a^. This means that cq‘ . . . a” is a word in normal 
form equal to a as element of G. Induction completes the proof. ■
This behaviour of polycyclic presentations leads to the following definition.
3.1.6 Definition A polycyclic presentation as given in the above definition is
called consistent  if G i / G t + 1  is of order mi  if i £ I  and is infinite if i 0  I.
A consistent polycyclic presentation defines a normal form for words in the 
generating set of the presentation. In order to decide whether a given polycyclic 
presentation is consistent, we will need some theory about groups with cyclic factor 
groups which will be presented in the next section. A polycyclic presentation that
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is derived from  a polycyclic group as explained in  the previous chap ter is always 
consistent. T heorem  2.2.5 can be rephrased  in th is context as follows.
3.1.7 Theorem A group given by a consistent polycyclic p resen ta tion  is already 
defined by the  set of power relations and the  set of positive conjugate relations.
This is no t tru e  for inconsistent polycyclic p resen ta tions. A p resen ta tion  
contain ing  only the  positive conjugate rela tions does not even have to  be polycyclic. 
This is illu s tra ted  again by Exam ple 3.1.4.
3.1.8 Example The group G defined by th e  p resen ta tion  (a, b | ba = b2) is 
isom orphic to  the  group in Exam ple 2.1.2 v ia the  isom orphism  a h-> a “ 1 and 
b I—* 2 _1 . Therefore, G is not polycyclic. T he genera to r b has infinite o rder in 
G . One reason for G failing to be polycyclic is th a t (a&a- 1 )2 =  ab2a ~ l = b and 
hence aba-1 cannot be expressed as a power of b. However, the  proof of Lem m a 
3.1.2 shows th a t a group given by power rela tions, positive and  inverse conjugate 
rela tions is polycyclic.
C onsider as an exam ple the group given by the  p resen ta tion
(a, b I ba = b2, 6(a' l) =  b~2).
T he m issing conjugate relations can be com puted  by inverting  the  given relations: 
(b~1 )a = b~2 and  (6_1)^a  ^ =  b~2. If we add  the  re la tion  65 =  1 to  the  p re­
sen tation , the  p resen ta tion  becomes consistent and  th e  inversion re la tion  for b is 
clearly b~1 = b4.
3.1.9 Lemma A group given by a p resen ta tion  consisting of generato rs and 
power relations, positive conjugate relations and  inverse conjugate rela tions in the 
sense of D efinition 3.1.1 is polycyclic.
Proof: T he proof is the  sam e as the p roof of Lem m a 3.1.2. ■
Let (A ,T )  be a finite p resen ta tion  in which the  set of genera to rs is a finite 
linearly  ordered set A  =  { d j , . . . ,  an }. Let th e  re la tion  set T  consist of power 
relations, positive conjugate relations and  inverse conjugate rela tions in the  sense
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of D efinition 3.1.1. T he following procedure can be used to com plete the p re­
sen ta tion  to  a polycyclic p resen ta tion . A ssum e th a t a com plete set of polycyclic 
rela tions is given for the  generato rs a ;+1, . . . ,  an . Now a ~ l a ~ l at is the  inverse of 
a ~ l cijCLi =  f° r which a reduced form  can be com puted  because we assum e a
com plete polycyclic p resen ta tion  on the genera to rs a ;+ 1?. . . , a n . Similarly, if the 
genera to r a; does not have a power rela tion  in  T , th e  right han d  side of the  re­
la tio n  a i a j 1 a ^ 1 can be com puted  as the  inverse of If the  genera to r a; has
a power re la tion  a™' = w a  in  T , then  the  w ord w~{ in th e  inversion rela tion  
a ~ l =  can be com puted  as the inverse of the  word wa.  By induction ,
th e  p resen ta tion  ( A , T )  can be com pleted to a polycyclic p resen ta tion . F rom  now 
on we will assum e th a t the inverted  conjugate rela tions are consequences of the 
pow er rela tions and  the positive and  inverse conjugate relations.
An inconsistent polycyclic p resen ta tion  is characterized  by th e  fact th a t dif­
feren t reduced words represent the sam e elem ent of the  group defined by the 
p resen ta tion . This is unsatisfac to ry  because it m eans th a t one cannot easily de­
cide w hether two words represents the sam e elem ent of the  group. Therefore, it 
is im p o rtan t to  be able to change an inconsisten t polycyclic p resen ta tion  into a 
consistent one.
We close th is section w ith  sum m arizing the  different p roperties of polycyclic 
p resen ta tions in  the  following theorem .
3.1.10 Theorem Let G be a group given by a polycyclic p resen ta tion  (A, S )  
and  let G = Gj  >  . . .  >  =  1 be the corresponding polycyclic sequence of G.
T hen  the  following sta tem en ts  are equivalent.
-  (A, <S) is consistent.
-  (A,<S) defines a norm al form .
-  T he result of collecting a word in A to  reduced  form  is independen t of the
sequence of elem entary  collection steps.
-  Gi/G i+ i  =  Crni if i £ I  and  Gh/Gh+i — if i I  for 1 < i < n.
3.2 Groups with Cyclic Factor Groups
This section is m otivated  by the fact th a t each polycyclic group has a norm al 
subgroup such th a t the  corresponding quotien t group is cyclic. T he in ten tion  of
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th is section is to  derive conditions under which a group G can be bu ilt from  a 
group N  and  a cyclic group C such th a t G has a norm al subgroup isom orphic 
to  N  and  the  quotien t group is isom orphic to  C . L ater, th is will be used in order 
to te st a given polycyclic p resen ta tion  for consistency. For different accounts of 
the  theory  in th is section see Zassenhaus (1958, I I I .7), Scott (1964, 9.7) and  Sims 
(1993).
In the  following let C ^  be the infinite cyclic group and  let z be a generato r 
O f Coo.
3.2.1 Lemma Let G be a group w ith a norm al subgroup N  such th a t G / N  
is cyclic. T hen  G is a hom om orphic im age of a sem idirect p roduct CooCKiV. 
Proof: Let x E G such th a t G = ( x , N )  and let a  be the  au tom orph ism  of 
N  induced by x v ia conjugation. Define a hom om orphism  p  from  C oo into 
the  au tom orphism  group of N  by m apping  z to  a . Now the  sem idirect p roduct 
H  =  CootXiV w ith  respect to this action of C<*, on N  can be form ed. T he m ap
0  : H  — >G
(zl , ' l l )  I------ > x lu
is a hom om orphism , which is obviously surjective, as the  following calcu la tion  for 
i , j  E Z and  Ui , u2 E N  shows.
( ( z l , - u 1) ( z J , ' u 2) ) V>  =  { z lJrJ i(u\Oi3 )u2
=  x tJri  ( u \Oc3 ) u 2 
=  x ^  * x~ i U\X* u 2
t  j
=  X U i X J U 2
= [zl
T he elem ent ( z l ,u)  of H  is m apped by -0 to the  iden tity  in G if and  only 
if x l — u ~ l . If some positive power of x lies in N,  let k be the sm allest positive 
in teger such th a t x k E N  and let u =  x k . T hen  th e  kernel of 0  is generated  
by (z fc,i4_1). T he group G is a sem idirect p roduct of (x) and N  if and  only if
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u =  1. If x l ^  TV for all i £ Z, then  t/j is an isom orphism  and  G is isom orphic to 
a sem idirect p roduct of (x) and TV.
Let TV be a group and let z e-> a  be a hom om orphism  from  into  the 
au tom orph ism  group of TV. Furtherm ore , let H  be the sem idirect p ro d u c t of C Q0 
and  TV w ith  respect to  th is hom om orphism . If G is a group w ith  TV as a norm al 
subgroup such th a t G / N  is cyclic and  if G has an elem ent x genera ting  a sup­
plem ent to TV and  acting on TV via conjugation  as a ,  th en  G is a hom om orphic 
im age of H.  T he kernel of any such hom om orphism  has been determ ined  in the  
previous parag raph . Therefore, in o rder to  determ ine all such groups (V, it is suf­
ficient to  determ ine all possible norm al subgroups of H  th a t are genera ted  by an 
elem ent of the form  ( z k , u ~ l ) w here k is a positive in teger and  u an elem ent of
TV.
Let Z  be the  cyclic group generated  by ( z k , u ~ 1). T hen  Z  is norm al in H  if 
and  only if (z l , v ) - 1 (z fc, )(z l , v)  £ Z  for all i £ Z and  v £ TV. C onsider
{ z \ v ) ~ \ z k , u ~ l ) ( z \ v )  = (z ~ l ,u _1a _ t )(z /c, 'a _1)(z1,'u)
=  (z ~ l , u - 1Q " t )(z l+ \ ( ^ - 1a t )u)
=  (z fc, (u _1 a l )u).
Because z has infinite order, the last te rm  in th is chain of equalities is an elem ent 
of Z  if and  only if
(v~* a k ) ( u~ l a l )v = u ~ l for i £ Z and  v £ TV. (*)
Setting  v to  the iden tity  of H  and i to  1 shows th a t u a  = u.  From  th is and 
specializing i to  0 in the  equation  above it follows th a t v a k =  u ~ 1vu  for all 
v £ TV.
On the o ther hand , if u a  = u  and v a k = u ~ 1vu  for all v £ TV, then  
v a k = [ u ~ l a l )vu  for all v £ TV and all i £ Z. T his shows th a t these two conditions 
are equivalent to (*).
T he previous discussion is sum m arized in the  following lem m a.
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3.2.2 Lemma T he subgroup of the  sem idirect p ro d u c t Coo X  TV generated  by 
(z fc,'u ~ 1) is norm al if and only if the conditions
u a  = u
v a k =  u ~ 1vu  for all v £ TV
are m et.
If [zk , u ~ 1) generates a norm al subgroup Z7, the  facto r group (C ooX  TV)/Z7 
has a norm al subgroup of index k isom orphic to  TV.
Let TV be given by a finite p resen ta tion  (X ,7£). For each elem ent x £ X  
there  is a word w x in X  such th a t x a  =  w x as elem ents of TV. T he following is a 
p resen ta tion  for H  :
 ^X  U {z}, 7ZU { z l x z  = w x I x £ X  .
Let k be a positive integer and  u a word in X  such th a t u a  = u as elem ents of 
TV and  v a k =  u ~ l vu  as elem ents of TV for all words v in  X , then
 ^X  U {z} , 71 U { z -1 x z  =  w x I x £ X } U { z fc =
is a finite p resen ta tion  for H / {{zk , u ~ l )). C om pare Johnson  (1990, C h ap te r 10.2.). 
As a first app lication  of the above theory  we prove the  following theorem .
3.2.3 Theorem Let (A, S )  be a polycyclic p resen ta tion  in which all conjugate 
rela tions are triv ial. T hen  (A, 5 )  is consistent.
Proof: Let G be the  group defined by (A,«S) and  let A' =  A \{ a j}  and  S'  be the 
set of rela tions of S  th a t do not involve a i .
A ssum e th a t (A ', S ' )  is consistent. Let aj act triv ially  on the  group G 1 
defined by (A ', S' ) .  If a : has no power rela tion  in S  th en  (A, S )  is a consistent 
polycyclic p resen ta tion  by the previous lem m a because G / G '  = C qq. If a j has a 
power re la tion  then  the  two conditions of the previous lem m a are triv ially  satisfied 
and (A, S )  is a consistent polycyclic p resen ta tion  because G / G '  = C k • Now the 
claim  follows by induction . ■
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3.3 Factor Groups of Free Groups
In the  previous section we stud ied  a sem idirect p rod u c t of a group N  and 
an infin ite cyclic group. The action of the  cyclic group on N  was given by an 
au tom orph ism  a  of N.  Let F  be the free group on { a l5 ..  . , a n } and  R  a norm al 
subgroup of F  such N  = F / R.  Now one can consider a m ap {a-i,. . . ,  a n } — > F  
m apping  a; to  an elem ent uq and ask if th is m ap induces an au tom orph ism  of N.  
This s itu a tio n  arises, for instance, in checking consistency of polycyclic p resen ta­
tions. Such a m ap extends uniquely to  an endom orphism  p  of F , b u t can fail in 
two ways to  induce an au tom orphism  of N.  F irs t, th e  norm al subgroup R  need 
not be invarian t under p.  Second, if R  is invarian t under p,  the  endom orphism  of 
N  induced  by p  need not be an au tom orph ism  of N . We are in terested  in finding 
a norm al subgroup of F , containing R , such th a t p  induces an au tom orph ism  on 
th e  corresponding factor group.
For a norm al subgroup R  of F  we define the  ^ -c lo su re  5  of R  to  be the 
norm al closure of the subgroup generated  by J ^ [ 0 ( )  - Clearly, S p  C S  and 
p  induces an endom orphism  on F / S  via a{S ►—» (a i p ) S  (com pare C h ap te r 6). 
M oreover, 5  is the sm allest norm al subgroup of F  contain ing  R  such th a t p  
induces an endom orphism  on the factor group F / S .  If R  is given by a finite 
set { r j , . . . , r / }  of norm al subgroup generators, then  5  is the  norm al closure of 
{ r ipj  I 1 <  i <  Z, j  E N }.
In view of the last section and Lem m a 3.2.2, we distinguish  two cases for 
the  question w hether p  induces an au tom orph ism  on F / S .  For the  first case we 
require th a t a m ap { a i , . . .  , a n} — > F  defining an endom orphism  -0 is given and 
describe the sm allest norm al subgroup T  of F  contain ing  5  such th a t p  and  0  
induce au tom orphism s on F / T  th a t are inverses of each o ther. In the  second case 
we require a positive integer k and an elem ent w E F  to  be given and  ask for the 
sm allest norm al subgroup T  of F  contain ing 5  such th a t p  fixes w and  p k acts 
on F / T  as conjugation by w.
In the  first case, let T  be the  p -closure of th e  norm al closure in F  of 
R  U { ( a i ^ p ) a 1 1, . . . ,  (an'il)p)a~ 1}. T hen  p  is surjective m odulo T  because 
is a preim age of ai for the endom orphism  induced by p  on F / T .  If the  surjectiv­
ity  im plies th a t p  induces an au tom orphism  on F /T ,  we get th a t ai'ip = a i p ~ 1 
m odulo T.  This is the  case if F /T  is hopfian. If F / S  is polycyclic then  F /T
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is also polycyclic and  therefore hopfian. Since we will apply  th is to polycyclic 
groups, the  above definition of T  is sufficient for our purposes. N ote th a t in th is 
case the  construction  of T  does not require th a t T  is invarian t under ip. It is a 
consequence of the  fact th a t ip induces an au tom orph ism  on F/T .
In the second case, define T  to  be the  ^ -c lo su re  of the  norm al closure in 
F  of R  U { (a 1(^fc) ( a ^ ) _1, . . . ,  ( a n(^fc) ( a ^ ) - 1 } U {(u><£>)u;- : i}. T hen  p> induces an 
endom orphism  on F / T  th a t fixes w and  whose k -th  power acts as conjugation  by 
w. T he la tte r  im plies th a t the  endom orphism  induced  by ip is an au tom orphism  
of F/T .
3.4 Checking and Enforcing Consistency
We assum e the no ta tio n  of the previous section. In o rder to apply  the  consid­
erations of the previous section to checking the  consistency of a polycyclic presen­
ta tio n , let G be given by a polycyclic p resen ta tion  on the  genera to rs { a l 5 .. . , an}
for i 6  I
for 1 <  i < j  <  n 
for 1 <  i < j  <  n,  i 0  I.
We assum e th a t the  right hand  side of each rela tion  is a reduced word. Let N  be 
the  group defined by the p resen ta tion  on the set {a2, . . . , a n } of generato rs and
for i £ I \{ 1 }  
for 2 <  i <  j  <  n 
for 2 <  i < j  < n , i  $ I .
A ssum e th a t th is p resen ta tion  for N  is consistent. T he subgroup of G generated  
by { a 2, . . .  , a n } is a hom om orphic im age of N. Define a m ap ip : {a2, . . . , a n } —■» N  
as m apping  a; to . If 1 ^  / ,  also define ip : {a2, . . . , a n } —> N  m apping  Gq to
For i £ / \{ 1 }  let qa be the te rm
the relations m, =  wu
—  1  “E d "
a i a j U i  =  w i;j
aid j a //1 =  w~ +
w ith  relations
m, =  wa 
a ~ l ajdi  — 
ai aj a ~ 1 =  w~3+
™ii (ai+ l i p , . . . , a nip) 1(al(p)Tni, 
for 2 <  i <  j  <  n let qtJ be the te rm
W t j ( a i +  i<P,  • • • ,  CLrx^py1 ( d t i p ) ~ l ( ü j ^ a u p )
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and , ex tending  the notion of (^-closure from  free groups to  factor groups of free 
groups, let S  be the  (^-closure of the norm al closure of
{ qa I i e  A {1}  } U { qij I 2 <  i < j  < n  }.
By the  considerations of the previous section, tp induces a m ap atS  >—> ( a ^ ) 5  
on N / S  which defines an endom orphism  of N / S. Since N  is given by a consistent 
polycyclic p resen ta tion , the  norm al form s of the  qij can be com puted . N ote th a t 
th e re  is a positive in teger L such th a t =  because there  are
no infinitely ascending chains in th e  polycyclic group N .
If 1 ^  I ,  th en  for 2 <  i < n  let r{ be (ai'^)ipa~ 1. T he ip-closure T  of the  
norm al closure of S  U { rq | 2 <  i < n  } is the sm allest norm al subgroup of N  such 
th a t ip induces an au tom orphism  on N / T  w ith  inverse -0.
If 1 6 / ,  then  there  is a re la tion  a™1 = u>n . For 2 < i < n  let 
be (ai(prrll)w^11 a~J w n . T hen  the -closure T  of the  norm al closure of the set 
5 U { r { | 2 < z < n } U  } is the  sm allest norm al subgroup of N  such
th a t ip induces an au tom orphism  on N / T  such th a t its  m j - t h  power is the  inner 
au tom orph ism  of N  defined via conjugation  by w n .
T he m ap ip defines an au tom orphism  ( th a t ,  if 1 E J , also satisfies th e  condi­
tions of Lem m a 3.2.2) on N  in b o th  cases if and  only if the  subgroup T  is triv ial 
in b o th  cases.
For 2 <  j  < n  we have th a t ajip =  and , if 1 ^  I ,  a,ji/> =  .
By th e  first postpon ing  principle and  the  fact th a t w(a,2, • . . ,  a n ) is a reduced 
w ord, the  word w( a2, . . . ,  an)a i collects to the  sam e norm al form  as the  word 
a1w(a2<Pi. . .  , cinp)- Now T  is triv ia l if and only if the  following equations are 
satisfied as equations in N
TTl j
a j  a l =  a 7 i _ 1 l a J a i ] for 2 < j <  71, j e  I ,
[<7j Q-l | =  [ a f c a j J a j for 2  <  j <  k  <  7 i ,
m  1
aj a 1 =  [ a j a  i J a T 1 1 - 1 for 2 < j <  71, i  e l ,
mi
a i d j
mi
=  a l  d \ if 1 6  1 ,
aj for 2 < j <  71, i  i i .
This can be checked by collecting bo th  sides of the  equation  to  norm al form  
because N  is defined by a consistent polycyclic p resen ta tion . By induc tion  we get 
the following theorem .
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3.4.1 Theorem (C onsistency Check)
A polycyclic p resen ta tion  on the  generating  set { a 1, . . . , a n } is consistent if 
and  only if the following words collect to the  em pty word
(Ia7;]a*) la73 1la3ail 
(aJ[a n )-1h-al]ari- 1
a j  | ^ j a t
for 1 <  j < i <  n , j  E I,  
for l < i < j < k < n ,  
for I < j  < i < n,  i £ I , 
for i £ / ,
for 1 <  i < j  <  n , j  I ■
N ote th a t,  if we do not assum e th a t the  inverted  conjugate rela tions are 
consequences of the  power relations and the  positive and inverse conjugate rela tion , 
th e  following w ords have also to be taken in to  account
a ~ l a j 1 |a jc q | for 1 <  i < k < n,  j  0  J ,
aia ~1laj a~ 1] for 1 < i < j  < n , j  0  I.
For p ractica l purposes it is desirable to  tu rn  an inconsistent polycyclic presen­
ta tio n  in to  a consistent one. We will sketch a procedure th a t does th is. Using the 
non-com m utative G auss algorithm  a polycyclic genera ting  sequence for T  can be 
com puted . This generating  sequence can be ex tended  to a polycyclic generating  
sequence B  = (b1,.  . . ,  6*.) of N.  It is then  possible to  calculate a consistent poly­
cyclic p resen ta tion  ( B, Q)  for N  and  to  calculate the  rela tions a ^ l bjd\  ,
ajbjc i j1 = v jy*" if 1 0  I  and  a™1 =  va if 1 £ I- A consistent polycyclic presen­
ta tio n  ( B 1 ,Q' )  for the  factor group N / T  is ob ta ined  from  ( B , Q )  by replacing
all occurrences of the  generators of the polycyclic generating  sequence for T  in 
( B , Q ) by the em pty  word. The action of aj on N / T  can be ob ta ined  from  the 
re la tions above by deleting all occurrences of the  polycyclic generato rs of T  from  
th e  right hand  side of these relations. T he union of Q'  and  th is set of relations 
to g e th er w ith  {ui} U B  form  a consistent p resen ta tion  for G.
For a different approach  of converting an inconsistent polycyclic p resen ta tion  
in to  a consistent polycyclic p resen ta tion , see Sims (1987).
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Chapter 4: 
Quotient Systems
In th is chap ter we will define a m athem atica l ob ject, the quotien t system , in 
order to  describe the following typical s itu a tio n  in  com puting  quo tien t groups of 
finitely generated  groups. We have a finite p resen ta tion  for a group G , a polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  for a quotient group Q of G and a m ap th a t m aps each generato r 
of th e  finite p resen ta tion  into Q and  thereby defines a surjective hom om orphism  
from  G to  Q. U sually the generating  set for Q is larger th a n  the  genera ting  set of 
the finite p resen ta tion  for G. Therefore, some of the  generato rs in the  polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  for Q m ight be redundan t. Those generato rs can be expressed in 
term s of some o ther generators of th e  polycyclic p resen ta tion . Ideally, the  num ber 
of in th is sense non-redundan t generators should not be bigger th a n  th e  num ber of 
generato rs in the  generating  set for G. Q uotient system s are an a tte m p t to  bring 
toge ther all th is in form ation  in one m a them atica l ob ject.
Let X  be a partia lly  ordered set and 1Z a set of w ords in X .  T he elem ent 
x (E X  is said to have a definition in 7Z, if 7Z contains a word of the  form  w x  and 
w is a word in generators sm aller th a n  x.  T he word w x  is a definition of x. In 
the  p resen ta tion  (X ,7£), such a genera to r x can be elim inated  from  (X ,7£) by 
a sequence of T ietze transfo rm ations replacing x by the  word w ~ J in  all o ther 
rela tors. T he resu lting  p resen ta tion  defines the  sam e group as (X ,7 Z). In this 
way, all generators w ith  a definition in 7Z can be elim inated  from  the  p resen ta tion . 
Beginning w ith the elim ination of a largest genera to r via a definition, this process
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can be repea ted  un til all defined generators are rem oved from  the  p resen ta tion . 
If 1Z is given as a set of relations ra th e r th an  words, then  x E X  is said to  have 
a definition in  1Z if there  is a rela tion  v = w x  w here v and w are words in 
generato rs sm aller th a n  x.  T hen  x can be replaced by w ~ 1v in all words in 1Z.
4.1 Definition A quotient sys tem  is a trip le  ((X , 7Z), (A, S ) ,  a)  w here
-  (X , 7 Z ) is a finite p resen ta tion  w ith  a generating  set X  and  a re la to r set TZ,
-  (A, S )  is a polycyclic p resen ta tion  w ith  a finite linearly  o rdered  set A of
generato rs and  a set S  of re la tions and
-  a  is a m ap from  X  in to  the  set of w ords in  A
such th a t each generato r a E A  is defined e ither by a rela tion  of th e  polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  or by the im age x a  for some x E X ,  he., the re  is a w ord u in 
generato rs sm aller th a n  a such th a t xcr = ua.  For each genera to r a E A  one such 
definition is fixed and  called the definition of  a. We say th a t the  quotien t system  
A  is based on (X , 7Z).
A quotient system  is called consistent  if the  m ap a defines a hom om orphism  
from  the  group defined by (X , 7Z) onto  the group defined by the  polycyclic presen­
ta tio n  and  if the  polycyclic p resen ta tion  is consistent. If th is is the  case, we will 
no t d istinguish  betw een a  and the  hom om orphism . It is always the  case th a t a 
defines a (unique) hom om orphism  from  the free group on X  to the  group defined 
by (A ,£ )  and we also will not d istinguish  betw een a  and  th is hom orphism .
T he trivial quotient system based on (X ,7 Z) is the  trip le  ((X , 1Z), (0, 0), a)  
w here a  m aps each elem ent of X  to  the em pty word.
Let A  = ((X , 7Z), (A,  <S), a)  be a quotient system  and  let G be th e  group 
defined by (X,1Z).  T he quotien t system  A  describes a polycyclic quo tien t, Q, 
of the  finitely presented group, G , together w ith  a p ro jection  of G onto Q. A 
p resen ta tion  of Q is
^X  U A , TZiJ S  U {x = x a \ x  E X } j .
We say th a t A  represents Q. Note th a t,  using the  rela tions x = x a  for 
x E X , the  rela to rs in 7Z can be w ritten  as words in the  generators A. If a  defines 
a hom om orphism , those rela tors are consequences of the  rela tions in S  and  can be
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om itted  from  the  p resen ta tion . This shows th a t (A, 5 ) is a p resen ta tio n  for Q, if cr 
defines a hom om orphism . N ote also th a t each genera to r a £ A can be elim inated 
from  th is p resen ta tio n  using its definition. T his m eans th a t the above presen ta tion  
can be transfo rm ed  in to  a p resen ta tion  on the  genera ting  set X  by a sequence of 
T ietze transfo rm ations. This shows th a t a  defines a surjective hom om orphism  
onto Q.
4.2 Definition Let A  =  ((X , 7£), (A, S ) ,  a)  and  A! =  ((X , 7£), ( A 1, S ' ) ,  or') be 
quo tien t system s. T hen  A! is called an extension of A  if the  following conditions 
are satisfied:
-  A  C A'  and  the  elem ents in A ' \ A  are la te r in A 1 th a n  the  elem ents of A
-  the  subgroup generated  by the  elem ents A ' \ A  is norm al in  the  group defined
by (A ' ,  S ' );
-  e lim inating  the  elem ents A ' \ A  from  the  p resen ta tion  ( A 1, S ' )  by replacing 
every occurrence by the em pty  word resu lts in the p resen ta tion  (A , S ) after 
rem oving triv ial relations;
-  deleting th e  generators in A ' \ A  from  the  im age of x u nder cr' for x £ X  
gives Zer;
An extension of a quotient system  is called central if th e  genera to rs A '\A  are 
central in the  group defined by (A ',tS ').
Let Q and  Q 1 be the groups represented  by A  and  A ', respectively. E lim inat­
ing th e  genera to rs  A ' \ A  from  the  p resen ta tion  (A ',c> ') is equivalent to  tak ing  the 
factor group Q ' / N 1 w here N 1 is the  (norm al) subgroup genera ted  by the  elem ents 
A ' \ A .  T he th ird  condition of the definition im plies th a t Q ' / N '  is isom orphic to 
Q. T he fo u rth  condition im plies th a t cr1 induces cr on Q ' / N '  and  is therefore a 
lifting of <7 to  Q' (com pare C h ap te r 6).
4.3 Example Let X  = {£1,2:2} a n d 7Z be the  em pty  set. T hen  ( X ,7£) is a 
p resen ta tion  for the  free group of rank  2 . Let A  = {01,02} and  let S  be the  set 
{a j j d j  1 a,2ai = 0 ^ , 0 3 }  of relations. T he p resen ta tion  (A, S )  is a consistent poly­
cyclic p resen ta tion  for the sym m etric group on th ree  le tte rs . Define o by Xj 1—> oi 
and  X2 b-> 02. Obviously, cr defines a surjective hom om orphism  from  the  free group 
F  on X  to  th e  group defined by (A, S) .  T herefore, the trip le  ((X , 7£), (A, 5 ), cr) is
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a consistent quotien t system  based on (X , 71). T he two generato rs of th e  polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  are defined as im ages of the generators in X .
Set A' = {a i , a 2 ,  <1 3 , 0 , 4 , 0 , 5 ,  a,6,  Ö7 , a g ,  0 , 9}  and  let S'  be the  set of the  following 
rela tions toge ther w ith  the rela tions a~l ajCLi = aj for 3 <  i < j  <  9 :
Oj — . 03,
- 1  _  2Oj 0 2  Oj —; o2 Ö4 ,
Oj O3 Oj —  Ö3 ,
Oj  ^04 d\ =: 06,
- 1  _  2Oj  O5O1 — O 4 O 5 O 7 O 8 ,
Oj 06 Oj —  O4 ,
O j O7 O 2 —  • O 2 0^ Q, y 0,g O9,
- 1  - 2  - 2  - 1  - 1  - 1  -  
0 | Og Oj - O3 O4 Og Og Oy G,g <3,9
O9 Oj —  O3 O^ Og Og Og ,
3 „
O2 • O 5 ,
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
0,2 ^ 3  ^ 2  — ^ 3  33-  ^ Og Og Og ,
O2  ^O4 O2 == ' O7 ,
-1
O2 O5 O2 — d s  5
-1 „ _  „ — 2 — 2 — 1 — 1 — 1 — 
O2 0 2  --- (X3 ^ 4  flg flg Oy flg d g
a 2 1 0 7 0 2  = "  O g ,
- 1
, O2 Og O2 — O4 ,
O2 0 9  0 2  =  0 3 .
T he m ap a1 is defined by Xj aj and x 2 > a 2 and  ex tends to  a surjective 
hom om orphism  onto the group defined by Each genera to r 0 3 , . . . ,  0 9  is
defined by a word in earlier generators, for instance, the  genera to r a 9 is defined 
as
Og : — (333 0-5 <3,7 33g )  ^Oj O7U1 — (Zg U7 (Z5 <2,3 O7 O j  .
R elations defining a generato r are m arked w ith  a colon on the sam e side of the 
equal sign as the  defined generator. The defined genera to r is always the last 
genera to r of the  word on th is side of the  rela tion . It is clear th a t it is possible to 
use the  definitions of the generators a 3, . . . ,  a 9 to transfo rm  the  above polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  into a finite p resen ta tion  on two generators by a series of T ietze 
transfo rm ations. We rem ark  w ithou t proof th a t,  if N  is the kernel of <7 , then  
(A', S') is a polycyclic p resen ta tion  for F/[N,N) .
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T he following is a consistent cen tral extension of ((X , 7£), {A, S ) ,  a)
3 —3
Ö 4  ,
a 2  1 a . 3 0 . 2 —  0 - 3 ,
CL2  ^0 -4  0 -2  =  & 4  5 a 3  ^CL4<X3=  U 4 }
It represents the  group F / [ F , N ]  and  can be ob ta ined  from  the  previous quotient 
system  by m aking the new generato rs central.
Now let A  = ((X , 71), (A,  <S), a)  be a consistent quo tien t system . Let Fx  be 
the  free group on X . D enote by K  the kernel of a  and let L  be the  sm allest 
norm al subgroup of Fx  contained in K  and  contain ing  1Z such th a t K / L  is 
cen tral in Fx / L .  T hen  L  is the  norm al closure of 7£[/i, Fx }. In the  following we 
describe a central extension A'  of A  th a t represents the  group Fx  / L.
T he first step  is to  define a new genera to r a x for each genera to r x (E X  whose 
im age xcr is no t a definition of a genera to r of A.  Define a 1 on X  by
a'  : x 1 » xcr if xcr is a definition
x 1— > xcrax if xcr is not a definition.
N ote th a t all im ages of a' are definitions.
T he second step defines a genera to r for each power re la tion , positive conjugate 
re la tion  and  inverse conjugate re la tion  in S  th a t is not a definition of a generato r 
in  A . For th is, denote the  elem ents of A  by a l 5 . . . , a n ordered in th is sequence. 
Define new generators t for 1 <  z <  jf <  n , + , for 1 < i < j  < n  and  i 7, 
and  t a , for i E / ,  corresponding to  those of the  following re la tions th a t are not 
already a definition of a genera to r in  A ;
a “ 1 djdi  =  w ^ + for 1 <  i < j  < n ,
A" — { a j , a-2, a 3, a 4}
S "  = { a] = : a3,
- 1  2 
Clj 0 2 ^ 1 —•
& I 1 0 -3a l  — a 3 5
-1 _
0 4  d \ —  0 . 4 ,
a" : X j \— > ai
x 2i— > a 2.
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and
ai<ijal 1 =  w - + for 1 <  i < j  <  n , i $  7,
a-n* =  w a , for i £ 7.
T he generating  set A' for a new polycyclic p resen ta tion  is the  union of A  and the 
set of newly defined generators. T he linear o rder on A  is ex tended  to  A ' such 
th a t th e  elem ents in A '\ A  are larger th a n  the  genera to rs in  A  and  th e  generators 
in A '\ A  are linearly  ordered such th a t generato rs defined by im ages of a  are 
sm aller th a n  generators defined by relations. T he set S ' of re la tions is the  set of 
all definitions in S  together w ith  the  relations
- 1
& i  — “>J+<5+ for
CLj — for
a™' = W a t „ for
bcb~ 1 = c for
b~l cb = c for
1 <  i < j  < n ,
1 <  z <  j <  72, 2 ^ 7 ,
i £ 7,
b £ A \  c £ A '\ A  and  b < c, 
b £ A ' , c £ A '\ A  and  b < c.
T he p resen ta tion  can be com pleted to a polycyclic p resen ta tion  as explained in 
C h ap te r 3. T he quotien t system  A ' = ((X , TV), (A ' , S ' ), cr') is clearly a central 
extension of the  quotient system  A. We will now prove th a t the  group represented  
by A' is isom orphic to  Fx /L.  T his follows d irectly  from  the  following theorem  
w hich will be proved in a series of lem m as.
4.4 Theorem The group Fx / L is a hom om orphic im age of th e  group defined 
by ( ^ ' , 5 ' ) .  T he kernel of th is hom om orphism  is genera ted  as a subgroup by the 
set { r(  xcr' ; x £ X  ) | r £ 71}.
For the  proof of the  theorem  let FA, be the  free group on A ' and  define
V> '■ Frx
a I----> (t 1p ) x  if a is defined by xcr1 =  ia
a I— > if a is defined by the re la tion  u = va.
This definition of ip is recursive b u t p> is well defined since all genera to rs occurring 
in t and  u _1u, respectively, are sm aller th a n  a and it can be assum ed by induction
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th a t  p  is already defined on those generators. Since FA, is free, p  defines a 
hom om orphism .
4.5 Lemma T he hom om orpliism  p ,  defined as above, is surjective.
Proof: Let x £ X  and a £ A  be the  genera to r defined by x a ' , i.e., xa '  =  ta  for 
some word t in  A.  T hen  (ta )p  =  ( t p ) ^ -1 p ) x  =  x shows th a t xcr' is a preim age 
of x under (p and , therefore, p  is surjective. ■
Let N  be the  norm al subgroup of FA, defined by the  rela tions in S '  together 
w ith  th e  rela tions { a  =  1 | a 6 A /\A } . Recall th a t a  defines a hom om orphism  
from  the  group Fx  onto the group defined by (A,  S ) .  T he quotient group FA, / N  is 
clearly isom orphic to the group defined by (A, S )  and  th is gives rise to  a hom om or­
phism  r  from  Fx  onto FA, / N  m apping  x to  (x a ) N . Clearly, kercr =  k e r r  =  K.  
T he following two lem m as show th a t p  induces a hom om orpliism  from  FA, / N  to 
Fx  / K .  T he inverse of this hom om orphism  is r .
4.6 Lemma
( a N  if a € A  
a p r  =  <
1 N  if a € A ' \ A
Proof: By induction  on A 1.
If a =  xcr', th en  a p r  — (x a ' ) p r  = xt  because x a 1 is a preim age for x under 
p.  Now x r  =  N  if a £ A ' \ A  and xt  = a N  if a £ A.
A ssum e th a t the claim  is tru e  for all genera to rs sm aller th a n  a. If a is defined 
by xa '  = t a , then
( t l t a N  if a E A  
apT  =  ( ( t_1 p )x )t =  ( t -1  N ) ( x t ) =  <
1 r ' t N  if a £ A ' \ A .
N ote th a t the  induction  hypothesis is used in the  second equality  and  th a t t ~ 1 
involves only generators sm aller th a n  a.
If a is defined as u = v a , then  we get
apT =  ( v ~ l u) pT -- v ~ l u N  =  aN ,
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w hich is equal to  N  if a E A ' \ A .  T he second equality  holds because of the 
induction  hypothesis and  the th ird  equality  because of the  induc tion  hypothesis 
and  the  fact th a t all generators in v ~ 1u are elem ents of A.  ■
4.7 Lemma Nip =  K.
Proof: Let s be a re la to r corresponding to  a re la tion  in S.  T hen  s is a word in 
th e  generating  set A  and, by the  previous lem m a, sipr — s N  =  N.  T his shows 
th a t  sip is an elem ent of K  — ker r  and  Nip C K.
If w ( x \ x  E X )  is an elem ent of k e r r ,  th en  w ( x a ' \ x  G I )  is a preim age of 
w(x-,x (E X ) under ip because x a 1 is a preim age for x under ip for all x E X.  
It rem ains to  show th a t w{ xa ' \ x  E X ) is an elem ent of N.  T his follows from  
N  = w( x ; x  E X ) t = ( w(x \ x  E X ) a ) N  and  the  fact th a t xa  and  x a 1 differ by a 
w ord in  A ' \ A  C N.  This proves th a t Nip — k e r r  =  K.  ■
Define N'  to  be the  norm al subgroup of FA, defined by the  rela tions in 
S' .  T his m eans th a t FA, / N '  is the  group defined by the  polycyclic p resen ta tion  
( A 1, S' ) .  Now we have the following lem m as.
4.8 Lemma N'ip C [.FX , K ].
Proof: It is sufficient to prove th a t ip m aps all re la to rs corresponding to  rela tions in 
S'  in to  [Fx ,K] .  T here are two kinds of rela tions in S'  th a t have to  be considered; 
definitions of the  form  u = va  and  conjugate rela tions of the  form  cb = c for 
c E A ' \ A ,  b E A'  and c > b. All o ther rela tions are consequences of these ones.
Let u — va be the definition of the genera to r a E A ' . T he im age of the 
corresponding re la to r a~l v ~ l u under ip is (aip)~1 ( v~ l u)ip w hich, by the  definition 
of ip, is equal to  ({v-1 u)ip)~1 [v~1 u)ip = 1.
Let [c, b] be the re la to r corresponding to one of the  conjugate relations. Since 
c E A ' \ A ,  its im age under ip is an elem ent of K  by the  previous lem m a. T he sub­
group K/[FX , K] of Fx  /[Fx , K } is central. Therefore, [c, b\ip — [cip,bip\ E [Fx  , K].
u
4.9 Lemma [Fx  , K] C N'ip.
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Proof: It is sufficient to show th a t [x,;t/], for x E Fx  and  y E K , is an im age of an 
elem ent of N '  under p.  As in the  proof of Lem m a 4.5, xa'  and  ycr' are preim ages 
of x and  y, respectively, and ycr1 E N.  Since N / N '  is a cen tral subgroup of 
Fa , / N ' ,  it follows th a t [,xcr',ycr'] E [FA, , N ]  C N ' . ■
Let D'  <  Fa, be the  norm al subgroup defined by all defining rela tions in S ' . 
4.10 Lemma Fx  =  FA, / D ' .
Proof: F irst we show th a t D 1 is a subgroup of Yevp.  Let u = va  be a defin­
ing rela tion  for a E A 1. T hen  the  corresponding re la to r a ~ 1v ~ 1u is m apped  to 
[ap)~1 ( v~1u)p  =  ( ( v~l u ) p ) ~ l ( v~ l u)p  =  1. This shows th a t p  induces a ho­
m om orphism  (p : Fa, / D'  —> Fx m apping  D'b to  bp. Define a hom om orphism  
■0 : Fx  —> FA, / D'  by m apping  x to  D'(xcr').  We will show th a t (p is the  inverse 
of “0.
Let the genera to r a be defined by x a 1 = ta. T hen
£ 0 0  =  (D' ta)p = (ta)p — ( tp) (ap)  = ( t p ) ( t p ) ~ 1 x = x.
By induc tion  on the  generators defined by im ages of a 1 we show th a t 0  is a right 
inverse for p.  A ssum e th a t (D'b)p'ip = D'b for b <  a. T his im plies
D'b — (D'b)pip = bpip = D'(bpcr').
From  th is and  the  fact th a t t involves only generators sm aller th a n  a we get
(D ,a )0 0  =  aptj) = ((t p ) 2x )0  =  (D'(tpcr'))  1 D'xcr'  =  ( D ' t ) l D' ta  = D'a.
This com pletes the  proof. ■
Lem m a 4.8 shows th a t p  induces a surjective hom om orphism  p'  from  jF0 / N '  
to  Fx  / L  because L D [FX ,K].
4.11 Lemma The kernel of p'  is generated  by { r(£cr';£ E X ) N '  \ r E 72. } as 
a subgroup.
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Proof: By Lem m a 4.8 and Lem m a 4.9 we have N ' p  =  [Fx ,K].  Now the  proof of 
Lem m a 4.10 shows th a t a 1 induces an isom orphism  from  Fx /[Fx , A”] to FA, / N '  
and  th a t the  inverse 0  is induced by <p.
T he kernel of ip1 is the preim age of L  u n d er 0 . T he preim age is equal to 
the  im age of the  isom orphism  above induced by a'  and  therefore genera ted  by 
{ r ( x a ' ; x  £ X ) N '  \ r £ 1Z } as a norm al subgroup. Since L/[FX , K] is central, 
L/[FX ,K]  is generated  as a subgroup by { r[Fx  , K] \ r £ 1Z }. From  th is the 
claim  follows. ■
T he last lem m a com pletes the p roof of T heorem  4.4.
It rem ains to  make the quotient system  A! consistent. T his involves two 
p arts ; m aking the  p resen ta tion  [A1, S' )  consistent and enforcing the  rela tions 7Z 
on the  group defined by (A ',«S'), he., form ing the  quo tien t group over the  kernel 
of if'.
In order to  m ake ( A 1 , S ' )  consistent we apply  the  theory  in section 3.4. Let T  
be the  free abelian  group on the generating  set A ' \ A .  If all occurrences in ( A 1 , S ' )  
of generato rs in A ' \ A  are replaced by the  em pty  word, we get the  consistent 
polycyclic p resen ta tion  (A,<S). Therefore, com puting  the  reduced form  of each of 
the  words in T heorem  3.4.1 results in a set of w ords in  A ' \ A .
In order to com pute the kernel of ip' we have to  collect the  set of words 
{ r( xcr';x £ X  )N'  \ r £ 1Z}. Since the kernel of p'  is contained in  the  subgroup 
of Fa , / N 1 generated  by A ' \ A ,  the collected w ords are words in A ' \ A .
Let U be the  subgroup of T  generated  by the  union of the  set of reduced 
words ob ta ined  from  checking consistency and  th e  set of words ob ta ined  from  
evaluating  the  rela tions in 7Z. F urtherm ore , let U\ =  u i , . .  . ,  u r =  vr be a set of 
rela tions for T / U  such th a t the corresponding re la tion  m a trix  is in row H erm ite 
reduced form  in the  sense of T heorem  1.1.1. A dding these rela tions to S'  makes 
the  polycyclic p resen ta tion  (A 1, S ')  consistent.
Let Ui — Vi be one of the above relations for T / U  such th a t Ui is a generato r 
in  A '\A .  T hen  th is rela tion  can be used to  elim inate u t from  the  p resen ta tion  
(A/, «S') and the  im ages of X  under a'. T his m eans th a t all genera to rs in A ' \ A  
th a t occur on a left hand  side of one the rela tions for T / U  w ith  exponent 1 can 
be elim inated  from  the quotient system  A.  T he resu lting  quotien t system  is a 
consistent quotien t system  B representing Fx /L .
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4.12 Definition 
system of A.
The quotient system B is called the central covering (quotient)
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Chapter 5:
Computing Nilpotent Quotients
This chap ter describes an algorithm  th a t com putes quotien t system s for cer­
ta in  n ilpo ten t factor groups of a group given by a finite p resen ta tion . T he b a ­
sic a lgorithm  is a repeated  application  of the  m ethods in C h ap te r 4. T he m ain 
p a rt of the  chap ter is concerned w ith  defining special polycyclic p resen ta tions for 
n ilpo ten t groups and describing an im proved version of the  basic algorithm . The 
m ethods used for th is algorithm  are a generalization of the  m ethods em ployed 
by Havas and  N ew m an (1980) for the  com putation  of w hat they  call weighted 
power-commutator  presentat ions  for factor p -groups of finitely p resen ted  groups. 
T he first im plem entation  of a n ilpo ten t quotien t algorithm  has been done by C.C. 
Sims in  M athem atica .
5.1 The basic algorithm
T hroughou t th is chap ter let ( X ,  TV} be a finite p resen ta tion  for a group G. Let 
Fx  be the  free group on X  and N  the  norm al closure of 71 in Fx  . F urtherm ore , 
define K  = N lc+1(FX ) and  L  =  N[ K,  Fx ). T hen  G /7c+1(G?) =  Fx / K .  From  
th is we get L  =  N [N - /C+1(FX), Fx  ] =  N[ N,  ][7 c+1( ^  ), Fx  ] =  N-,C+2(FX ).
T he second equality  follows from  Hilfsatz III.1 .10a) in  H uppert (1967). This 
shows th a t Fx  / L  =  G / 7 c+2(Cr). If A c is a consistent quotient system  representing 
G / 7 c+ i (G ), th en  the  central covering system  Ac+i  of A c represents Fx  / L  by the 
rem arks before T heorem  4.4 and therefore G /7 C+2(G ) by the above argum ent.
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Let C  be a positive integer. T he aim  is to  com pute a consistent quotient
system  based on (X , 7Z) representing G / 7 c+i(C?). This can be done by s ta rtin g
system  A c represents (j / 7 c+1((?), then  its  cen tral covering system  *4c+i rep re­
sents G/ jc+2-  A consistent quotient system  for G / j c + i ( G )  can be com puted  by 
successively com puting A c+i  from  A c un til c -f 1 =  C.
T he m ain  draw back of th is approach is th a t in com puting  A c the  num ber of 
new generators quickly becomes too large for p rac tica l purposes. Let n c be the 
num ber of generators of the polycyclic p resen ta tion  in A c . Each of the  generators 
of the  polycyclic p resen ta tion  of A c is defined e ither by an im age of an elem ent 
in X  or by a polycyclic relation. Let Ic be th e  set of indices of genera to rs w ith 
a power re la tion  in the polycyclic p resen ta tion  of A c. T here are |X | im ages of 
generato rs in X ,  the  num ber of power rela tions is \IC\ and  the  num ber of positive 
and  inverse conjugate relations is at m ost n c(n c —1). T he num ber of new generators 
th a t  have to  be defined is the sum  of these th ree  values m inus the  num ber of 
genera to rs because each generator has a definition. T herefore the num ber of new 
generato rs is a t m ost |X | +  \IC \ T n c(nc — 2). In o ther words, th e  num ber of new 
generato rs is a quad ra tic  function  of th e  num ber of generato rs in  th e  polycyclic 
p resen ta tion . However, by T heorem  2.3.7 we know th a t 'yc( G ) / /yc+ i ( G)  can be 
genera ted  by rii e generators, w here rij is the  num ber of genera to rs for G/~f\(G)  
and  e the  num ber of generators for 7 c_ i ( G ) / 7 cG. So it is desirable to reduce the 
num ber of newly defined generators. We will describe an a lgorithm  th a t defines
In Section 2.3 we saw th a t n ilpo ten t polycyclic groups can be defined by a 
special type of polycyclic presen ta tion . The s tru c tu re  of those p resen ta tions makes 
it possible to  carry  out com putations w ith  n ilpo ten t groups m ore efficiently th an  
w ith  general polycyclic presenta tions.
w ith  the  triv ia l quotient system  A q based on (X ,7£). If the consistent quotient
new generators.
5.2 Polycyclic Presentations for Nilpotent Groups
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5.2.1 Definition A polycyclic p resen ta tion  is called a nilpotent (polycyclic)
presentat ion  if the conjugate relations take the  following form .
For each pa ir z, j  £ {1 ,. .. , n} , i < j, th e re  are the  rela tions
a ~ 1aJa t = a j w f + ,
a{a j a ~ l =  a j W ^ + , i ^ / ,
a “ 1a “ 1a t =  a ~ l w f ~ , j g l ,
a i a j ' a ^ 1 = i , j £ I .
T he right hand  sides u>^+ , and are words in {aJ+1, . . . ,  a n }.
5.2.2 Theorem A group given by a n ilpo ten t polycyclic p resen ta tion  is n ilpo­
ten t.
Proof: Let (A,»S) be a n ilpo ten t polycyclic p resen ta tion  and define G{ to  be the 
group generated  by the  elem ents {a* ,. . . ,  a n }. S im ilarly to the  p roof of Lem m a
3.1.2 we see th a t Gi is norm al in G = G\.  From  the  p resen ta tion  it is clear th a t
a{Gi is cen tral in G/Gi+\.  Therefore, G — G\ > . =  1 is a cen tral series
of G and  G is n ilpo ten t. ■
In Section 2.3 we defined a weight function  in term s of the  lower central series 
of a group and  showed th a t the  weight of a com m uta to r is at least the  sum  of the 
weights of the two com ponents of the com m utator. This m otivates the  following 
definition.
5.2.3 Definition A weighted nilpotent presentat ion  is a trip le  (A,c>,u>) such 
th a t (A,<S) is a n ilpo ten t polycyclic p resen ta tion  in w hich the  right hand  sides of 
all re la tions are reduced words and w : { a1?..  . , an } —> N is a function  such th a t 
th e  rela tions satisfy the following conditions
w(a)  >  w(a()  for each genera to r a occurring in
wa  and  w ~{ ,
w(a)  >  re(a{) -f w( aj )  for each genera to r a occurring in
T he value w ( a ) for a generator a is called the weight of a. T he weight of the 
inverse of a genera to r is defined to  be the sam e as the  weight of the  generator. 
T he weight w(u)  of a non-em pty word u in the  genera to rs O i, . . . , an is defined 
as th e  m inim um  of the weights of th e  generators occurring in u. T he em pty word 
is assigned the  weight oo.
By Lem m a 2 .3 .3 , the  weight function  for n ilpo ten t groups defined in Section 
2.3 is a weight function  in the sense of the  previous definition. T he weight function 
defined here does not ind icate  in which te rm  of the lower cen tral series a group 
elem ent lies b u t ra th e r  which conjugate rela tions are involved in  collecting a word 
to  norm al form . Let (A , S , w ) be a weighted polycyclic p resen ta tion  and  c the 
highest weight assigned to a genera to r by the  weight function  w.  T hen  two genera­
to rs evidently  com m ute if the sum  of the ir weights is bigger th a n  c. Consequently, 
two words in the  generating  set com m ute if th e  sum  of th e ir weights is larger th a n  
c.
5.2.4 Example The following is a consistent w eighted n ilpo ten t p resen ta tion ,
( ° i , Ö2, a-3, a4 ö j  1 a.2 a i  — : a 2 5
ß j  *0.3(11 <230.4, CL2 * 0 3 0 2  — 0 3 0 4 ,
ß j  0 4 0 1  — 0 4 ,  0-2 &4CL2 — 0 4 ,  Ö3 0 4 0 3  — 0 4 ,
ß l ß 2 ß j  — 0 2 0 3  * 0 4 ,
- 1  _  -1 -1 _  -1 
ß l ß ß ß i  — Ö.3 ^ 4  ? ß 2  &3 &2 — ^ 3 ^ 4  5
ß l ß 4 ß j  =  0 4 ,  0 2 0 4 0 2  — 0 4 ,  0 3 0 4 0 ^  =  O4 )
T he weight of Oi and  a 2 is 1, the  weight o3 is 2 and  the  weight of o4 is 3 . The 
w ord 0403010^”* has weight 1. It can be collected in two different ways. If O ia^ 1 
is replaced by the  em pty  word, we get 0403. Because 10(03)4-20(04) >  3 , these two 
generato rs com m ute and we get 0304. Therefore, the  group elem ent corresponding 
to  O3O4, and 0403010^*, has weight 2 . However, it is possible th a t in collecting 
the  word 0403010^* to norm al form  conjugate rela tions are used th a t involve 
generato rs of weight sm aller th a n  2 . If the first elem entary  collection step applied 
to  04030!aj-1 is to  move a! past o3, the conjugate re la tion  a ” 1 a 3a i 0304 is 
used. Since the p resen ta tion  above is consistent, th is will lead to th e  sam e reduced
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w ord. This exam ple shows th a t the  weight of a word ind icates w hich conjugate 
re la tions m ight be used in collecting a word. If a w ord has weight c, then  conjugate 
rela tions in which the conjugating genera to r has weight c m ight have to be used to 
collect the  word to  norm al form . On the  o ther hand , conjugate rela tions in which 
the  conjugating  genera to r has weight sm aller th a n  c will not be used in  collecting 
the  w ord to reduced form .
5.2.5 Lemma Let ( A , S , w )  be a weighted polycyclic p resen ta tions w ith  gen­
era tin g  sequence ( a j , . . . ,  a n ) and  let c be th e  highest weight of a genera to r in A.  
Let i be an integer such th a t 1 < i < n  and  w ( a j ) -f u>(a*.) >  c for i < j ,  k < n. 
If we define A 1 to  be the sequence ( a ; , . . .  , a n ), S '  to  be the  set of rela tions in S  
th a t only involve the generators in A'  and  w'  to  be the restric tio n  of w to A \  
th en  ( A 1 , S ' , w ' )  is consistent.
Proof: T he weight condition on th e  generating  set A 1 im plies th a t all conjugate 
rela tions are triv ial. T he claim  follows from  T heorem  3.2.3. ■
Let (A,«S,u>) be a w eighted n ilpo ten t p resen ta tion , u a word in A  and  a £ A  
such th a t w ( a ) <  w(u)  and iu(a) -f w ( u ) >  c w here c is the  highest weight of a 
genera to r in  A.  T hen  a com m utes w ith  u and  w ith  all words w hich are created  
from  u  by applying a sequence of elem entary  collection steps to  u.  T his m eans 
th a t in  a given sequence of elem entary  collection steps applied to  ua  those steps 
th a t  move a to  the  left can be carried out at any tim e. In p a rticu la r, a can be 
moved to  the  left of u postpon ing  any collection steps applied to  u. We call this 
th e  second postponing principle.
5.2.6 Theorem (C onsistency test for w eighted n ilpo ten t p resen ta tions)
Let ( A ,5 , iü) be a n ilpo ten t w eighted p resen ta tion  w ith  generating  sequence 
( a i , . . . , a n ) and  let c be the highest weight of a genera to r in A.  T hen  (A, S , w )  
is consistent if the  following conditions are satisfied:
afc[ayai] =  [a*.aj]aj for 1 < i < j < k < n
and w(ak)  +  w (aj )  +  w(cii) <  c 
[ a ^ J a i  =  for 1 < k < i < n,  k € I
and -f w(a{)  <  c
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“ /fch’T 'J =  b k d j h J 1 1 for 1 <  k  <  j  <  n , j  6
and w ( d k ) - f  w ( d j ) <  c
=  K m ;K - for j  (E I
and 2 w ( d j )  < c
=  b k a ~ l \ d j for 1 <  i <  k <  n , k & I
and w ( d k ) +  u>(ay) <  c
If it is no t assum ed th a t the inverted  conjugate rela tions are consequences of 
th e  o ther rela tions, the  following conditions have also to be satisfied. 
cij — a
- l
1--1■<~>Ö■Ji
fc=d
T Je for 1 <  f <  n , k I
and  w ( d k ) -f w ( d j )  <  c
■k 1 i a tca J i for 1 < i < k < n,  k $  I
and w ( d k ) +  u>(aj) <  c
Proof: In view of T heorem  3.4.1 we need to prove th a t bo th  sides of those condi­
tions for w hich the  sum  of the weights of the relevant genera to rs is larger th a n  c 
collect to  the  sam e reduced form . We will only present the  first case because it is 
th e  m ost com plicated one and the  argum ents for th e  o the r cases are sim ilar.
Let d k > d j  > d i  be generators such th a t w ( d k ) +  w ( d j )  + w ( d i )  > c .  We 
show th a t collecting afc[aja{| and  [afcajjja,; results in the  sam e reduced word.
F irst we collect dic[djd l1 to  reduced form . T he first two elem entary  collection 
steps are uniquely determ ined  resu lting  in the  words
d k d i d j W  +  +
and
d i a k w + k+ a j w + f .
T he genera to r d j  com m utes w ith  w because w ( d j )  - \ - w { w ^ k + ) >  c. A pplying 
th e  second postpon ing  principle to dj  we get the  word
d i d j d k W  +  +  W  + +  W ± +
W rite as a p roduct of u i d ekhu 2u i w here u 2 and  u 3 are chosen such th a t
all genera to rs in  U \  are sm aller th a n  d k , all generators occurring in  u 2 are larger
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th a n  ajk, iü(-a2) <  u ’(u ’a ;+ ) and  w ( u s )  >  'w (w t k >r)- W i th  th is  th e  w o rd  above is 
equa l to
ai a j  a k w u ! a \ k u  2 u  3.
B y  th e  second p o s tp o n in g  p r in c ip le , u i  and  a ekkU2 can be m oved  to  th e  le ft to  get 
th e  w o rd
6k”f"l “f" “j- ”f“-f*
a i C L j U i C L k k u 2 w j k  W i k  n 3.
N ow  we co lle c t [a j ta j ja j .  T h e  f ir s t  c o lle c tio n  step re su lts  in  th e  w o rd
d j d ^ W j y ,  CL{.
Because o f w e ig h t co ns ide ra tio ns , a t com m utes w ith  and  can be m oved pas t
i t  g iv in g
a j a k a tw ^ .
B y  th e  f ir s t  p o s tp o n in g  p r in c ip le  we get
al aJw +  + akw + + w+k+
R e p la c in g  by  U j aekh gives
a iC L jU ia ekk u 2 u 3 a k w f k+  .
T h e  sum  o f the  w e igh ts  o f i i 2-u3 and  a*, is la rg e r th a n  c, th e re fo re , by  th e  second 
p o s tp o n in g  p r in c ip le , a can be m oved to  th e  le ft  p ro d u c in g  the  w o rd
€ fr ~f" 1 -f- -f" “j” “I-d i d j U i  a k u 2u zw ik Wj k
E ach  g e n e ra to r in  th e  w o rd  has w e igh t a t least w ( a i )  w ( a k ) .  T h e re ­
fo re , a ll co n ju g a te  re la tio n s  used in  c o lle c tin g  th is  w o rd  to  n o rm a l fo rm  are t r iv ia l  
because 2w(a{)  +  2w(cik) <  2w(a i)  +  w(a ic)-\- ‘w ( a j )  >  c. T h is  m eans th a t  c o lle c tin g  
th is  w o rd  takes p lace in  an a b e lia n  su bg roup  fo r  w h ic h  the  re le va n t re la tio n s  fo rm  
a cons is ten t p o ly c y c lic  p re se n ta tio n . S ince u$ and  c le a r ly
rep resen t th e  same e lem ent o f th e  g ro u p , th e y  co lle c t to  th e  same (u n iq u e ) n o rm a l
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form . T his shows th a t collecting afc[aj-ai] and [a^aj-Jai leads to  the  sam e reduced 
form . ■
5.3 Quotient systems for nilpotent groups
5.3.1 Definition A quotient system  A  = ( (X, 7Z) ,  (A,  S , w ) ,  cr) is called a 
weighted nilpotent quotient system  if (A,c>,iu) is a w eighted polycyclic presen­
ta tio n  such th a t the  following conditions hold.
-  For each genera to r a £ A  there  is e ither
-  an elem ent x £ X  such th a t xcr — a is the  definition of a in  which case 
w(a)  =  1 or
-  a pa ir x , y  6 A  w ith  w( x)  =  1 such th a t  x ~ l yx  =  ya  is the  definition of 
a in  which case w(a)  = u>(y) +  1.
-  If A  is consistent, the weight function  w coincides on A  w ith  the  weight 
function  defined by the  lower central series of the  group defined by (A,<S).
We will now describe an a lgorithm  th a t constructs a consistent w eighted nilpo- 
ten t quo tien t system  for G/ ^ c { G) .
We s ta r t w ith  Ao =  ((X ,  7£), (0, 0), cr0), the  triv ial quo tien t system  based on 
(X,TZ) .  Let X  be the  set { z ! , . .  . ,  x m }. T hen  th e  central covering system  A!Q of 
Ao has the  form  ((X , 7Z), (A'0, S q, iv'0), cr'0) w here
Aq -- {&1 , . . . ,  d m }
S'0 =  { a ~ l ajCLi = dj I 1 <  i <  j  <  m} 
w q : at I— > 1 for 1 <  i <  m  
ctq : Xi I----* di for 1 < i <  m .
T he polycyclic p resen ta tion  is consistent by T heorem  3.2.3. In o rder to  m ake A'0 
consistent the  rela tions in 7Z have to be enforced. By T heorem  4.4 th is gives a 
generating  set { r ( a 1?. . . , a n ) \ r £ TZ } for a subgroup V  of the free abelian  group 
U defined by ( A q, Sq, w 'q ). Let I'Q C { 1 , . . . ,  n} and  { a -1' = w it \ i 6 I'Q } be a set 
of rela tions for U jV  w ith  a rela tion  m a trix  in row H erm ite norm al form .
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Now let I\ C I'Q be the indices of generators for which mi > 1 and define 
J  = {1, .  ..  , n}\I'Q U I\. Then we get the following consistent w eighted n ilpo ten t 
quo tien t system  A \  =  ((Ar, 71), (A i  , S i , W\ ), oq) represen ting  the  largest abelian  
quo tien t of G w ith
A \  —■ { dr 1 i 6 J  },
S \  =- { a7 1 CljCli =  <2 j | i, j  G J , i  < J  }
U { a™* -  wu i ^ }>
V>1 : di H-—> 1 for i e  J ,
: Xi i-—> a t for 2 e  J ,
—> w a for i e i ' o V  i.
Let Ac = ((X,7Z) ,  ( A c, S c, u>c), crc) be a consistent w eighted n ilpo ten t quotient 
system  representing G / j c-hi(G). We form  the  cen tral covering system  A'c defined 
by ((X , 71), (A'c, S'c), a'c) as in C hap ter 4 representing  G / j c-\-2 {G).  Let T  = 
be the  set of newly defined generators. The weight function  w c is ex tended  to  a 
weight function w'c on A'c by defining w'c(a ) =  w c( a ) if a £  A c and  w'c(a) =  c +  1 
if a £ T.  T hen  (A ’c, S'c, w'c) is a w eighted n ilpo ten t p resen ta tion . We define the 
following subsets of T. Let
-  Tc-(-i C T  be the  set of newly defined generators th a t are defined by a conju­
gate  rela tion  w ith  left hand  side aT 1 ajcq such th a t w{a{) — 1 and  w ( a j ) =  c;
-  Tpc C T  be th e  set of generators defined by a power re la tion  or a conjugate
re la tion  w ith  left hand  side ajdi  such th a t w [a{) =  1;
-  Ta C T  be the set of generators defined by an im age of cr'c\
~~ Tconj Q T  be the  set of generators th a t are defined by a conjugate rela tion  
b u t are not elem ents of Tpc.
N ote th a t Tc+1 C Tpc. We define the  linear o rder on the  generators in  T  such th a t 
all generators in Tc+1 are larger th a n  the  generato rs in  Tpc\T c+1, the  generators 
in Tpc are larger th a n  the generators in T a and  the  generators in  Ta are larger 
th a n  the  generators in Tconj-
By T heorem  2.3.7 the set { [y,x] \ x , y  £ A c,w ( y )  =  c , w( x )  =  1 } generates 
the  group 7 c_t_1(G ) /7 c+ 2 ((j) . This m eans th a t in m aking A'c consistent, we will 
find a set of rela tions th a t expresses each generato r in T \ T C+1  as a w ord in Tc+ i . It
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is possible to  describe an algorithm , often called the  tails routine , th a t expresses 
each genera to r in  Tconj as a word in Tpc. T he nam e comes from  the  following 
definition.
5.3.2 Definition Let (>1, re) be a w eighted n ilpo ten t p resen ta tion  and  let c 
be th e  highest weight of a genera to r in A. If y is a reduced w ord in A, w rite  y as 
a p ro d u c t y \y 2 w ith  w(yi )  <  c and  w(y 2 ) >  c. T hen  y 2 is called the  ta il of the 
w ord y. If y is the  right hand  side of a rela tion  x = y in  5 ,  then  7/2 is called the 
tail of the relation x — y.
T he tails rou tine is described in the next section. We assum e for now th a t all 
genera to rs in Tconj have been replaced by words in Tpc.
Let U be the free abelian  group on the  genera ting  set Ta U Tpc. R enam e 
the  generato rs in th is linearly  ordered set as a nc + i , . .  . ,  a n , w here n c is the
num ber of generators in A c. A pplying T heorem  5.2.6 to the  w eighted n ilpo ten t 
p resen ta tion  results in a set of reduced words in U Tpc. T he union of this 
set and  the  set { r ( x 1cr, . . . ,  x na) \ r £ 71 } generates a subgroup V  of U. Let 
I'c C {n c -f 1 , . . .  , n c+i} and  { =  wa  | i 6 / '  } be a set of rela tions for U / V
w ith  a re la tion  m a trix  in row H erm ite norm al form .
Now let I"c+i C I'c be the  indices of generato rs for which m i >  1 and  de­
fine J c+i =  {n c -f 1 , . .  . , n c+1 } \I 'C U Jc+i- All genera to rs in Ta and  Tpc\T c+1 
can be expressed as words in Tc+i by T heorem  2.3.7. T he linear ordering on 
Tpc U Ta guarantees th a t each of these generato rs appears w ith  exponent 1 on 
the  left h an d  side of a re la tion  for U/V.  This m eans th a t the  set of generato rs 
corresponding to  J c+i is a subset of Tc+1. E lim inating  all o ther genera to rs from  
the  quo tien t system  A'c we get a consistent w eighted n ilpo ten t quo tien t system  
A : + 1 = ( ( X ,7 l ) , ( A c+1, 5 c+1,iü c+1),o-c+1) representing  the quo tien t G / j c+2{G).
5.4 The Tails Routine
For p ractica l purposes it is desirable to  keep the  num ber of new generato rs 
small. This is w hat the  tails rou tine  achieves by precom puting  a w ord in Tpc for 
each genera to r t £ Tconj using certain  checks of the  consistency theorem .
T he tails rou tine as described here is a generalisation  of the ta ils rou tine  used 
in the  ANU PQ  program  (form erly C anberra  N ilpo ten t Q uotien t P rogram ). It
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differs from  the  tails rou tine as used in th a t p rogram  in two respects: T he first 
difference is th a t the tails routine in a n ilpo ten t quotien t a lgorithm  has to  be able 
to handle conjugate relations th a t involve inverses of generators, a condition  th a t  
does no t appear in  the  ANU PQ . T he second difference is th a t the  weight function  
in a n ilpo ten t quotien t algorithm  is slightly different from  the  weight function  
used in the  ANU PQ . All generators in the  n ilpo ten t quotien t a lgorithm  we are 
describing are defined as com m utators of earlier generators. T his assum ption  
cannot be m ade in the  ANU PQ  since here genera to rs can also be defined as p - th  
pow ers. If all generators are defined as com m utato rs, the  ta ils rou tine  is easier to  
describe because there  are fewer subcases to  deal w ith . T he details of the  ta ils 
rou tine  im plem entew d in the ANU PQ  have no t been published  b u t will becom e 
available in the  near fu tu re  as a jo in t research rep o rt (Celler, N ew m an, Nickel, 
N iem eyer, 1993).
We fix two generators a/ and ak w ith  iu (az) >  w ( d k ) > 1. If 6 is the sum  
of the  weights of ak and a/, then  6 >  4. We w ant to com pute the  ta ils of the  
rela tions
a - 'a ia k  =  +
if k 0  / ,
a ^ 1a ^ 1ak =  a i w ^ f  , if / £  / ,  
d k a f 1^ 1 = a iw ü~ t ^ ~ , if k , l # I .
For th is we assum e th a t the tails of the following conjugate rela tions are w ords in  
T  •-i p c  •
ai 1(13at =  aJWtj+ t t / r 
ai a j a ~ l =
a ~ l a ~ l CLi —
diCL~l a ~ l =  ajW~~t~~
for i < j  and  w(a{)  +  w(aj )  >  b and
>
for i <  ji, w ( a i )  +  w ( c L j )  — b and  w ( d j )  >  w ( d i ) .
N ote th a t by the  definition of Tpc the ta ils of all positive conjugate  rela tions 
w here the  conjugating generator has weight 1 and  the  tails of all power rela tions 
are w ords (of leng th  1) in Tpc. If w is a word of weight at least [6 /2J -f 1, then  
collecting w to  norm al form  only involves rela tions whose tails are words in Tpc. 
Let d i 1 d j d {  = d j d k be the  definition of d k . T his m eans th a t a z has weight 1 and
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aj  has weight w ( d k ) — 1. The weight of ai is bigger th a n  or equal to th e  weight 
of a*.; hence w ( a i ) >  6/ 2 .
We will collect the word a/a^a^ in two different ways. In each case we have to 
go th ro u g h  th e  collection carefully and  see which rela tions are used. T he quo tien t 
for th e  two results will be a reduced word for the  identity . This reduced w ord will 
be a word in Tpc U { t^ + } in which will have exponent —1 and  can therefore 
be used to  express as a word in Tpc.
F irs t, we collect di(djdi)  and ob ta in , by applying two elem entary  collection 
steps,
ö'i(ö'jöj) d\ CLi d j dk d[d [ZV ^   ^H Q'jQ'k'
Here, the  genera to r ay has to be moved to the  left. T he word + has weight 
w(di )  + l .  In moving dj  across, only conjugate rela tions w ith  left h an d  side d ~ 1xdj  
are used w ith  w( x )  +  w(d j )  >  w(di)  +  1 +  w( d j )  =  6. T he ta il of each of these 
conjugate rela tions is a word in Tpc by assum ption  because either w( x)  + w( d j )  > b 
or, if w( x )  +  w ( d j ) =  6, w(x )  >  w(di) .  A fter a series of e lem entary  collection steps 
we get the  word
didlWidjU)2dk'Wz
w here uq is an in itia l segment of wu  and the w ords w 2 and  are w ords of 
weight at least w(di)  +  1 >  [6/2J +  1. Therefore, applying elem entary  collection 
steps to  the  word w 2df.w3 involves only rela tions whose tails are words in  Tpc. 
C ontinuing  collection we get the following situ a tio n  ju s t before dj  is going to be 
m oved past di
dididjW4d/cW5
w here w 4 and  w 5 are words of weight at least -ie(a/) +  l .  In moving d3 p ast a/ the 
re la tion  d J Jdidj  = diw^ i s  used. T he sum  of the  weights w ( d j ) and  u>(a/) 
is 6 — 1 . Therefore, using th is rela tion  in troduces a ta il w hich is not a word in Tpc. 
F rom  here collection of the word
d i d j d i w + l + t~jl+ w 4 a k w 5
proceeds by applying relations whose tails are w ords in Tpc until the  following 
s itu a tio n  occurs
d i d 3 d i d k W &t ^ W 1
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w ith  Wß and  w 7 being words of weight at least w(cii) +  1. Now applying the 
re la tion  a ^ a /a * . =  a iw t{ ^ g i v e s  the following word
a ia j a kaiwki tk l+ + w 6t^l+ w 7.
T he word W k i t k l ^ ^ W ß t ^ w i  can be collected to  norm al form  because its  weight 
is a t least [6 /2J -f- 1 resu lting  in the  reduced form
a la j a kcnw%iklJr + 'w$t^W iQ.
Now we will collect the  word (d id j )d ( . We have th a t u>(a*) +  w (a j )  = b — 1, 
so we get
(aicij)ai  =  a j a i w ^ t ^  ai.
M oving a,i to  the  left uses only conjugate rela tions whose tails are words in Tpc. 
T he word has weight 6 —1. A fter at has been moved next to  a/ we have
the  following situa tion
a ja ia iv i t j l+v 2
w here V i i ^  v2 is a word of weight at least 6. Now we get
aJa lciiw^l +tl l + v l t+l+v 2.
T he w ord V i i ^  v 2 has weight 6 — 1 and  therefore collecting th is word
to  reduced form  only involves rela tions whose tails are w ords in  Tpc. Finally  d{ 
moves p ast aj  resu lting  in the reduced word
CLi&j d k  CLIV3 t  j i  V 4
w here v$ and  V4 are reduced words.
M ultip ly ing the inverse of the first result w ith  the second resu lt from  th e  right 
gives the  following
■ r ^ r 1 W r 1 6 7^ ^h ^ j j Q'k 3  ^jl ^4+ + ,
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A fter cancelling the  m iddle p a rt of th is expression we are left w ith  a word of weight 
at least 6 — 1. Collecting th is word involves only rela tions whose ta ils are a word 
in  Tpc. The genera to r t ^ + does not occur in the reduced form  because it cancels 
w ith  its  inverse. The result of collecting the  w ord above is the following reduced 
w ord which is, as an elem ent of the  group, the  identity :
»stöi'TV
From  this we get the  rela tion
For the  next calculation assum e th a t k 0  I .  We w ant to calculate the  ta il of 
afcaja^1 =  a i w ^  t ^ +. This is done by collecting the  word Swapping
ai and  1 results in the  word
a k a lw k l + i k l+ a k-
Now in m oving to  the left only rela tions are used w ith  tails th a t are words in 
Tpc. A fter a sequence of elem entary  collection steps the  following s itu a tio n  arises
& k  ^ 2 -
T he w ord v \ c o m e s  from  p a rtly  collecting the w ord th a t was produced  by 
m oving a to  th e  left. Now sw apping a/ and a*, and  deleting a ^ 1 a*, gives the 
w ord
C l l W k l V l t ^ i + V 2 .
T he weight of the  word V2 is clearly larger th a n  the  weight of a/. C ollect­
ing it involves only relations whose tails are words in Tpc and resu lts in a reduced 
w ord
a i v ^ k i + v  4 -
T his word is, as an elem ent of the  group, equal to  a/. This produces the  rela tion
=  (v4v3) _1.
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For the  next calculation assum e th a t l I . We w ant to calcu la te  the  ta il of
the  re la tion  a ^ 1a i_1a^ . =  as a word in  Tpc. This is done by collecting
a /_1(a/afc). This results in the word
a z 1akaiw^l+
and  th en  in th e  word
aka7 lw t r i t r a‘w ti+ tii+ ■
Collecting th is word only involves rela tions whose ta ils are words in  Tpc. If the 
reduced  form  of the  word above is
a k V v 2,
then  we get the  rela tion
tir =
T he last calculation to be perform ed is the  com putation  of the ta il of the 
re la tion  a ^ a ^ a ^ T 1 =  if k , l  I .  For th is the  word a["1( a ;a ^ 1) has to
be collected. M u ta tis  m utand is, the  argum ent is th e  sam e as in  the  previous case.
5.5 Remarks on an Implementation
This section outlines an im plem entation  of the  n ilpo ten t quo tien t a lgorithm  
described in th is chapter. The program  described here is V ersion 1.1c of the 
A ustra lian  N ational U niversity N ilpotent Q uotient P rog ram  (ANU NQ).
T he p rogram  takes as inpu t a finite p resen ta tion  (X ,7£) for a group G and 
an  op tional positive integer c. It then  com putes a consistent w eighted n ilpo ten t 
quo tien t system  ((X , 7£), (A, S,  iu), cr) representing  G / j c+i(G).  If the  in teger c 
is no t given, the  program  a ttem p ts  to com pute a consistent w eighted n ilpo ten t 
quo tien t system  representing the largest n ilpo ten t quo tien t of G. If G does not 
have a largest n ilpo ten t quotien t, the  program  only te rm inates if it exceeds its 
resources. T he p rogram  also has the option of enforcing certain  com m utato r laws 
on G. D etails of th is will be given in the next section.
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T he th ree  basic d a ta  s truc tu res  of the  ANU NQ are the  d a ta  s tru c tu res  w ord, 
expvec and  lv e c to r .
T he first represents elem ents of a group given by a polycyclic p resen ta­
tion  as genera to r exponent lists. T he list ( i j , e j ,. . . , i/, e/) represents th e  word
. The elem ents e i , . . . , e n in a genera to r exponent list are 
always positive; inverses of generators are represen ted  by the  negative of the  gen­
e ra to r num ber. For exam ple, the  word a \ a ^ 2a ^ 1 w ould be represen ted  by the 
list (1 ,5 , —2,2,  —5 ,1 ). As will be explained la te r, th is  convention is convenient 
in  accessing th e  right hand  side of a conjugate re la tion  in the  d a ta  s tru c tu re  for 
polycyclic p resen ta tions.
T he second d a ta  s tru c tu re  expvec is an array  of integers represen ting  the 
exponent vector ( e j , . .  . ,  en ) of a reduced word a j 1 . . . a^n , w here n  is the  num ber 
of genera to rs in the  polycyclic p resen ta tion . T he exponent vector corresponding to 
th e  w ord a \ a ^ 2a ^ 1 is (5, —2 , 0 , 0 , —1 , 0) assum ing th a t the  polycyclic p resen ta tion  
has 6 generators.
In b o th  d a ta  s truc tu res  the exponents are im plem ented  by th e  C -d a ta  type 
lo n g . On a D E C sta tion  5000/120, the  com puter type th e  exam ples below were 
com puted  on, 32 bits are used to represent th is d a ta  type.
T he basic rou tine  th a t uses these two d a ta  s tru c tu re s  is the  collection rou tine 
im plem enting  “collection from  the  le ft” . It is based  on the  descrip tion  by Leedham - 
G reen and  Soicher (1990). The collection rou tine  accepts an exponent vector for 
a reduced w ord u, a word w and a positive in teger k and  re tu rn s  an exponent 
vector for the  reduced word of v w k . It is the  basis for the  arithm etic  operations 
for polycyclic groups in the ANU NQ. O ther routines such as th e  consistency 
check, the  tails rou tine and  the com putation  of inverses, powers and  com m utators 
of elem ents are based on the collection routine. T he com pu ta tion  of inverses is 
ad ap ted  to polycyclic p resen ta tions from  the inversion rou tine  in L eedham -G reen 
and  Soicher (1990). In a fu tu re  version of the  ANU NQ th is collection rou tine  will 
be replaced by an im plem entation  of “com binatorial collection from  th e  le ft” as 
described by V aughan-Lee (1990).
T he exponents th a t arise during collection are checked for overflow and  need 
to  be. Overflow was encountered in some com putations. For exam ple, overflow 
occures in  the  com putation  of the class-19 quotien t of the  group G 9 below. The
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overflow check used in the  collection routine works on th e  assum ption  th a t the  
C -o p era to r »  perform s an a rithm etic  right shift on lo n g  integers.
A w eighted n ilpo ten t p resen ta tion  is stored  in several p a rts . We assum e the 
n o ta tio n  of definitions 5.2.1 and  5.2.3. An in teger variable stores th e  num ber n  
of genera to rs in  the  p resen ta tion , an integer array  Exponent stores th e  exponents 
ra{, z G I ,  ano ther integer array  Weight stores the  weights of the  generators, 
an array  Power stores the  right h an d  sides of the  pow er rela tions as w ords and  
a tw o-dim ensional array  C on jugate  stores the  right h an d  sides of th e  conjugate 
relations;
Exponent [ i ]
Power [ i ]
Weight [ i ]  
C onjugate  [ j ]  [ i ]  
C onjugate  [ j ]  [ ~ i ]  
C onjugate  [ - j ]  [ i ]  
C on jugate  [ - j ]  [ - i ]
m l
wu
w(di)
C L jW
+ +
+
a3Wij
a7lwtf
aj l w ij~
i g i ,  
i G I ,
1 <  z <  n ,
1 <  z <  j  <  n ,
1 <  i <  j  <  7i, i $  11
1 <  * <  j  <  n , j  & / ,
1 <  i < j  <  n , z , i  i  I .
Now it becom es apparen t why the  inverse of a genera to r in an elem ent of 
type  word is stored  by the  negative genera to r num ber. T he right h an d  sides of 
the  conjugate rela tions can be stored  in  one d a ta  s tru c tu re  and  w hen the  collector 
encounters a pair j ,  i of generato r num bers w ith  \j\ >  |z| the  conjugate  rela tion  
necessary to swap the  generators is Con jugate  [ j ]  [ i ]  .
T he consistency check im plem ented  in the  ANU NQ uses the  te st w ords of 
T heorem  5.2.6 w here only those of the  w ords d^djdi  and  d™k d{ are used in which 
d{ has weight 1. This reduction  of the  set of test words was proved by V aughan-Lee 
(1984) for p -groups and  by Sims (1993) for w eighted polycyclic p resen ta tions.
T he th ird  basic d a ta  s tru c tu re  used by the  ANU NQ is called l v e c t o r  and 
stores in teger vectors as an array  of a rb itra ry  precision integers. T he GNU M P 
package w ritten  by T orb jörn  G ran lund  is used to perform  arith m etic  operations 
w ith  a rb itra ry  precision integers. T he ANU NQ has a collection of basic routines to 
perform  vector operations and, based  on those, an im plem en tation  of th e  K annan- 
B achem  algorithm  (Sim s, 1993) for the  com putation  of the  row H erm ite norm al 
form  of integer m atrices. An in teger m a trix  is sto red  as a list of in teger vectors of 
type  l v e c t o r .
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T he ANU NQ uses expression trees to  sto re  the  rela tions of the  p resen­
ta tio n  (X ,7£). T he inp u t p resen ta tion  is read  in from  file by a recursive de­
scent parser and the  relations are tran s la ted  in to  a list of expression trees. In 
order to illu s tra te  th is we give an exam ple. Let be the  p resen ta tion
< a ,b | [ b ,a ,a ]  ~2* [ b ,a ,b * a ]  ~- l> as w ritten  on th e  in p u t file. This p resen ta tion  
is read  by the  parser and  the only rela tion  is tran s la ted  in to  the  following tree.
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T his tree can be evaluated recursively on specific elem ents for a and  b from  a 
polycyclicly presented  group. A widely used way of storing  re la tions is a genera to r 
list in  which a rela tion  is stored as a string  of genera to rs and  the ir inverses. T he 
m ain  draw back of generato r lists is th a t com pact expressions, like the  exam ple 
above, have to  be expanded. O ur exam ple expands to the  following p ro d u c t w ith  
28 factors and  14 inverted  generators;
a l b 1 aba l b Xa 1bab 1 aba 1b Xa 1 bab 1a 1b 1 abbab 1a 1ba.
Consequently, it is m ore expensive to evaluate the  genera to r list on specific values 
for a and  b th a n  to  evaluate the expression tree. However, it is possible th a t a 
com plicated  re la tion  can be freely reduced to  a short expression and  it m ay be 
b e tte r  to  use the  equivalent genera to r list. It seems th a t in p ractice  th e  reverse 
happens m ore frequently, nam ely th a t a rela tion  w hen expanded  to  a genera to r 
list becom es a long product. A clear advantage of storing  rela tions as expression 
trees is th a t the parser preserves the  s tru c tu re  of the  rela tion . This allows the  user 
of the  ANU NQ to specify relations such th a t th e ir evaluation  is efficient.
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W hile runn ing  the ANU NQ prin ts out a m essage for each facto r of the  lower 
cen tra l series th a t it com putes. W hen the p rog ram  te rm inates  norm ally, he., before 
it runs out of resources, it o u tp u ts  the polycyclic p resen ta tion  for the  quotient 
group of the  in p u t group th a t it has com puted. Inverted  conjugate re la tions and 
triv ia l conjugate rela tions are not prin ted . Here is a typ ical o u tp u t. T he group 
G is given by the  inpu t p resen ta tion  <a,b I [b , a, a] ~2* [b, a , b] *3>. T he program  
com putes a consistent weighted polycyclic p resen ta tio n  for G/h(G).
#
# The ANU Nilpotent Quotient Program
# (Version 1.1c, 12 Aug, 14 Oct 1993)
# Calculating a nilpotent quotient
# Input: comm2.3
# Nilpotency class: 3
# Program: /usd/werner/PC/bin/nq.ds Machine: ernie
#
# Calculating the abelian quotient ...
# The abelian quotient has 2 generators
# with the following exponents: 0 0
#
# Calculating the class 2 quotient ...
# Layer 2 of the lower central series has 1 generators
# with the following exponents: 0
#
# Calculating the class 3 quotient ...
# Layer 3 of the lower central series has 2 generators
# with the following exponents: 2 0
#
# The epimorphism :
# a I-- > A
# b|— > B
# The nilpotent quotient : 
<A,B,C,D,E
D~2 = E~-3, 
B~ A
B~(A“-1)
C~ A
C*(A~-l)
C~B
C~(B~-l)
=: B*C,
= B*C~-1*D,
= : C*D,
= C*D*E~3,
=: C*E,
= C*E~-1 >
# Class : 3
# Nr of generators of each class : 2 1 2
# total runtime : 27 msec
# total size : 42732 byte
For each facto r of the lower central series of G the  program  prin ts  the  num ­
ber of genera to rs in the final polycyclic p resen ta tion  for th is factor. However, this
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is not  the  m inim al num ber of generators for th is factor. T he reason for th is is 
th a t the  ANU NQ com putes the row H erm ite norm al form  for the  in teger m a­
trix  th a t  arises in  the calculation of each factor of th e  lower cen tral series (com ­
pare  Section 5 .3). For instance, the  integer m a trix  com puted  by the ANU NQ 
for 7 3(G ) /7 4(G) is [2 , 3]. It stem s from  evaluating  th e  re la tion  [3/, x,  x ]2 [y, x,  y]z . 
T his m a trix  is already in row H erm ite norm al form . From  th is m a trix  the  p ro ­
g ram  in troduces the  re la tion  D2 =  E ~ z in to  the  polycyclic p resen ta tio n  for 
G /7 4(G ). T he subgroup 73(G ) /7 4(G) can be genera ted  by the  elem ent DE  be­
cause ( D E ) 3 = DZE 3 =  D ZD ~ 2 = D and ( D E ) ~ 2 = D~ 2 E ~ 2 =  E ZE ~ 2 =  E. 
S etting  a — A, 6 =  B ,c  =  C , 2 =  DE  one gets the  following consistent polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  on 4 generators for G /7 4(G ) (triv ia l and  inverted  conjugate relations 
are left out)
(a, 6 ,c ,z  I a ~ l ba = : 6c, aba-1 =  6c_1z3
- 1  3 - 1  - 3a ca — cz , aca =  cz
6- 1 c6 =  cz- 2 , 6c6_1 =  cz2).
We see th a t the  genera to r z in th is p resen ta tion  is not defined as a com m utator 
of earlier generators. In fact, we have th a t z =  [c,a][c,6]. T he ta ils rou tine (Sec­
tion  5 .4 ) assum es generators to  be defined as single com m utators. Therefore, the 
im plem en tation  of the  ANU NQ is such th a t it chooses the  red u n d an t generating  
set {D, E}  for 73 (G )/74(G ) instead  of the  m inim al genera ting  set {DE}.  The 
w orst case encountered so far is the  exam ple G 4 below w here 62 genera to rs are 
used for 7 n ( G 4)/7 i2 (G 4) in stead  of a m inim al set of 42 generators. Sims (1993), 
C h ap te r 11, discusses a rou tine  A D JU ST  which com putes a m inim al generating  
set for each factor of the  lower central series during  the  com putation  of a n ilpo ten t 
quo tien t. We have not followed such an approach  bu t have favoured a tails rou tine 
w hich we will see has a g reat influence on the  perform ance of the  ANU NQ.
For each genera to r cq of a factor of the lower cen tral series the  p rogram  also 
p rin ts  the  exponent ra; if the  generato r has a power re la tion  and  zero otherw ise. 
T he num ber of zeroes is the free rank  of the central factor.
In  the  following the run tim es for the ANU NQ (Version 1.1c) on some selected 
exam ples are listed. All tim ings are taken on a D E C sta tio n  5000/120 w ith  a CPU  
tim e lim it of two hours and  a d a ta  size lim it of 16 m egabyte.
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For each of the following groups we list the nilpotency class of the quotient 
computed, the Hirsch length (he., the number of infinite cyclic factors in a poly­
cyclic series), the number of generators in the polycyclic presentation, the runtime 
in seconds for the whole computation, the maximal amount of memory in kilobytes 
the run used and the time in seconds that was spent in computing the row Hermite 
normal form for the integer matrices that arise for each central factor. The total 
space used by the ANU NQ was determined using the UNIX system  call sbrk(). 
This system  call returns the first illegal address in the virtual linear address space 
of the calling program. The figures shown here are the differences of the values 
returned by sbrk() at the end and beginning of each run. The tim ings are given 
for the following groups:
Gi  is the free group on 2 generators.
( j2 is the free group on 3 generators.
G 3 is the free group on 4 generators.
G 4 = (a, b I [6, a, a, a, a], [6, a, 6, b, 6, 6], [6, ab, ab, ab, a&], [6, afo2, ab2, ab2, ab2}).
G 5 = (a,b  I [a, [a, [a, &]]], [6, [6, [a, 6]]]).
Ge =  (a, 6 I  [a, [a, [a, &]]], [6, [fc, [a, 6]]], [6, a, 6, a, a, 6]).
(j?7 =  (a, 6 | [6, a, a, a, a], [6, a, 6, 6, 6], [6, a, a&, a&, a&], [6, a, a62, a62, a&2],
[6, a, 6, a, a, a], [6, a, a, 6, 6, b]).
G 8 =  (91,92,93,94,95  I [02 ,0 lM 03,0 l],[04 ,0 l] =  [$3 , £2 ], [$5,9 \ ] =  [^4 ,^2],
[<75,^ 2] =  [94,93], [^5,^3], [^5,^4])-
^9  =  (*,3/ I [2/, * ,y ], [2/, * ,* ,* ,  * ,*])•
The groups Gß, G7 and Gs have a largest nilpotent quotient. This nilpotent 
quotient was computed in each case. For all other groups the ANU NQ was run 
with the parameter c specified.
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group class Hirsch gens tim e space H erm ite
G 1 12 747 747 177 6380 37.3
G 1 10 226 226 6.5 600 0.7
G 2 6 196 196 2.5 432 0.4
g 2 8 1318 1318 222 10905 117
Gz 5 294 294 4.5 915 0.9
Gz 6 964 964 83.1 8952 41.3
G 4 10 23 111 134 1075 106
G 4 11 24 173 1353 3750 623
G 5 12 17 76 50.0 678 42.1
G 6 9 8 14 0.6 80 0.2
G 7 10 11 36 9.0 313 8.0
G 8 6 21 31 30.9 674 27.7
£9 18 22 178 5523 7473 2878
T he following tab le  shows tim ings for a varia tion  of the ANU NQ th a t uses 
only p a r t of the  ta il com putation  as explained in Section 5.4. At each class th is 
p rogram  defines new generators for all positive conjugate rela tions th a t are not 
definitions. It then  uses the  relevant p a rt of the  tails rou tine  to  com pute th e  tails 
for the  inverse and  inverted  conjugate relations. T he tab le  shows th a t th is  has 
two m ain  effects. T he first effect is th a t each run  needs m ore m em ory th a n  the 
corresponding ru n  w ith  the  s tan d a rd  ANU NQ. T he reason for th is is th a t the 
in teger m atrices th a t arise at each class have m ore colum ns because the  num ber of 
newly defined generators is larger. T he second effect is an increase in the  overall 
run tim e which is m ainly due to an increase of the  tim e spent in com puting  the 
row H erm ite norm al form  at each class. Those com putations from  the  tab le  above 
th a t  are not listed  in the tab le  below could not be com pleted w ith in  the  available 
m em ory.
group class Hirsch gens tim e space H erm ite
G 1 10 226 226 47.0 3521 39.3
g 2 6 196 196 10.6 1837 7.5
Gz 5 294 294 20.0 2988 14.7
G 4 10 23 111 420 2844 392
Gz 12 17 76 198 2017 189
G 6 9 8 14 1.5 145 0.9
G 7 10 11 36 39.4 1157 50.9
Gz 6 21 31 107 1903 103.2
We conclude th is section by listing  the tim es for th e  com putation  of the  class- 
10 quotien t of G 4 w ith  expanded rela tions in o rder to  dem onstra te  the  usefulness 
of using expression trees for storing  the  inpu t relations.
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g ro u p class H irsch gens tim e space H e rm ite
G  4 10 23 111 4062 1087 108
C o m p a r in g  th is  w ith  the  co rre sp o n d in g  lin e  in  th e  f ir s t  ta b le  we see th a t  the  
o v e ra ll ru n t im e  has d ra s tic a lly  gone up  w h ile  th e  a m o u n t o f m e m o ry  used and  the  
t im e  used on c o m p u tin g  the  row  H e rm ite  n o rm a l fo rm  has s tayed  th e  same. T he  
increase  in  th e  o ve ra ll ru n t im e  is due to  th e  t im e  th a t  is spent in  e v a lu a tin g  th e  
e xpand ed  re la tio n s .
5.6 Some Applications
In  th is  sec tion  we describe some p ro b le m s  to  w h ich  the  A N U  N Q  has been 
a p p lie d . In  N ew m a n  and  N icke l (1992) th e  A N U  N Q  is a p p lie d  to  th e  q u es tion  
w h e th e r a pow er o f a r ig h t n -E n g e l e lem ent is a le ft  n -E n g e l e lem en t.
5.6.1 Definition L e t G be a g ro u p  and n  be a p o s it iv e  in te g e r. F o r e lem ents 
g , h  £  G  we de fine  [/i, 1 g) =  [h ,g ]  and  [/i, (n  +  1)#] =  [[h , n g ] ,g \ .  A n  e lem ent g £ G 
s a tis fy in g  [ g ,n h \  =  1 fo r  a ll h E G  is ca lled  a r i g h t  n - E n g e l  e lement.  T h e  e lem ent 
g £  G  is ca lled  a lef t  n - E n g e l  e lement  i f  [ h ,n g ]  =  1 fo r  a ll h 6  G.
T h e  g ro u p  G  is ca lled  an n - E n g e l  group  i f  fo r  a ll g , h  £ G  th e  c o m m u ta to r  
\ g , n h ]  is t r iv ia l .
T h e  A N U  N Q , V e rs ion  1.1c, a llow s a user to  spec ify  a p o s it iv e  in te g e r n , in  
a d d it io n  to  a f in ite  p re se n ta tio n  fo r  a g ro u p  G  and  an o p t io n a l in te g e r c. F ro m  
th is  d a ta  i t  com pu tes  th e  la rges t n -E n g e l q u o tie n t g ro u p  o f G  o f  n ilp o te n c y  class 
a t m o s t c. F o r th is  th e  fo llo w in g  le m m a  is used.
5.6.2 Lemma L e t H  be a g ro u p  o f n ilp o te n c y  class c genera ted  by  e lem ents
6 i , . .  . ,  6ci, d C N. T h e n  G  is an n -E n g e l g ro u p  i f  and  o n ly  i f  [ x , n y ]  =  1 fo r  a ll 
x , y  £ G  such th a t  x  and  y  are w o rds  in  { 6 j , b f 1,.  . . , b j , 1}  and  th e  sum  o f
th e ir  le n g th s  is sm a lle r th a n  o r equa l to  c.
P ro o f: T h is  fo llo w s  im m e d ia te ly  fro m  L e m m a  3.5 in  H ig m a n  (1959 ). ■
T h e  A N U  N Q  has a s u b ro u tin e  th a t  generates th e  set o f w o rd s  a t each class 
th a t  is needed to  enforce th e  n -E n g e l c o n d it io n  and  adds those w o rds  to  th e  set 
o f  re la tio n s  fo r  G .
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The ANU NQ has been applied to the free 4-Engel group £7(2,4) generated 
by 2 elements and the free 5-Engel group £7(2,5) generated by two elements. It 
tu rned  out th a t both  groups have a largest nilpotent quotient £7(2,4) and £7(2,5), 
respectively.
The group £7(2,4) has nilpotency class 6 and Hirsch length 11. The factors 
of the lower central series are in descending order
Cl, Cco, Cl, Cl, Ci x cl,  Co..
The following is a consistent weighted polycyclic presentation of Trivial
conjugate relations are left out and only positive conjugate relations are listed.
A. B.  C. D. E. F. G. H. I .  J. K.  L. M
J 4 = K ~ 2LM
B a = : BC,
C A = : CD,
C B =: CE,
D a =-. DF,
D B = D G I ~ 3
D c  =  D I 3J 2K
E A = : EG,
E b EH,
E c  =  E J 3K 3
E d = E L M 2)
L 2 = AT- 1 ,
F B = F I ~ 2 J 2
GA =: GI,
GB = : GJ,
H a = : H K ,
I B = IL,
J A JL,
K A = : KM,
The com putation took 35.6 seconds on a D EC station 5000/120 and needed 67 
kilobytes of memory for storing the data.
For the group E( 2,5) only a preimage G has been com puted by only us­
ing (semigroup) words from Lemma 5.6.2 in the generators. The group G has 
nilpotency class 9 and Hirsch length 23. The factors of the lower central series 
are
/ i 2  / ~ i  2
^ O O )  ^ 0 0 5  ^ O O ) c 3OO 5 c 6OO >
CiX C6 X C l ,  C2 C4Z X C21 5 *
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T his com putation  took 6 hours and  45 m inutes on a D E C sta tio n  5000/120 and  
used 555 kilobytes of m em ory for storing the  d a ta . It has been verified th a t 
G / ^ s ^ G )  =  E (2 , 5 )/7 8 (E (2 , 5)). C om puting  the  class-7 quo tien t of E ( 2 ,5 ) took 
4 hours and  46 m inutes on a D E C sta tion  5000/120. It is es tim ated  th a t  the  
com pu ta tion  of £ /2 ,5 )  w ith  the  curren t version of th e  ANU NQ will take  120 
hours of C PU  tim e. T he reason for the  difficulty of th is co m pu ta tion  lies in  the  
exponentially  growing num ber of instances of the  Engel condition th a t have to  be 
enforced and  the  fact th a t collection becom es m ore tim e consum ing as the  class 
increases.
T he following is a p resen ta tion  for a subgroup U of index 24 of th e  group D 2 
in Felsch et al. (1993)
(a, 6 , c, d, e, /  | aba-1 b~l , ada~ 1d ~ &c&- 1 c_1, 
cdc~l d - \  c f c ~ l f - \  e / e - 1/ ' 1, 
aea~l be~1b~1, a e " 1 / _1 a -1 / e ,  b f ~ l d f b ~ l d ~ l , 
cec~1 d e ~ } d _1, ae d f a~ l d ~ l , 
a f a ~ 1d ~ l b f ~ 1b~1d, bdf  e6_1 e_1 / _1 d “ 1) .
In Felsch et al. (1993) it is proved th a t U is a subgroup of the  d irect p roduct 
H  of four free groups of rank  2 such th a t U contains the  derived subgroup of 
H  and  H / U  is free abelian  of rank  two. Using the  ANU NQ to com pute the 
n ilpo tency  c lass-7 quotient of U yields the  following factors for the  lower central 
series
Cl Cl c 00 5 c00 5 00 5 c00 5 c]
in  accordance w ith  the  theoretical result. T he com pu ta tion  takes 308 seconds on 
a D E C sta tio n  5000/120 and  uses 6 m egabytes of m em ory to store the  data .
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Chapter 6:
Endomorphisms and Automorphisms
In th is chap ter we are going to s tudy  the following situ a tio n . Let F  be a 
free group and  R  and  S  norm al subgroups of F  such th a t S  is con tained  in  R.  
F urtherm ore , let J\f be a set of norm al subgroups of F  all of w hich con tain  5  
and  are contained in R.  The problem  here is the  d e term ina tion  of the  different 
isom orphism  types of factor groups F / N  for N  £ Af . P a rtly  insp ired  by the  ideas 
of the  p -g roup  generation  algorithm  (O ’Brien, 1990) we will describe conditions 
th a t  adm it an action on J\f by a certain  group of au tom orph ism s. T he orb its 
u n d er th is action  correspond to the  isom orphism  types of factor groups F / N  for
N  e  A/\
6.1 Definition Let G be a group w ith  norm al subgroups M  and  N  and  let e 
be an endom orphism  of G such th a t M e  C N.  T hen  (M  g)e — N(ge)  defines a 
hom om orphism  e from  G / M  to  G/ N.  The hom om orphism  e is said to be induced 
by e. Let ß  be a hom om orphism  from  G / M  to  G / N .  T he endom orphism  ß* of 
G is said to  be a lifting of ß to G if M ß* C N  and  ß* induces ß.
T hroughou t th is chap ter let F  be a free group w ith  a free genera ting  set 
{ x i , . .  . , £ n } and  let M  and N  be norm al subgroups of F.
Let p  be a hom om orphism  from  F / M  to  F / N  and  { p i , . . . , p n } a set of 
elem ents in F  such th a t [Mxßjp  =  Nyi .  T hen  M w ( x i ,.  . . ,  x n ) is m apped  by p  
to  N w ( y j , . .  . ,  yn ). Setting  xyp* =  yi defines an endom orphism  p* of F  and  p*
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m aps w ( x i ,.  . . , x n ) to w ( y j , . .  . , yn). If w ( x \ ,.  . . , x n ) is an elem ent of M , then  
w ( y i , . . . ,  y n ) is an elem ent of N  :
jV =  My? =  ( M w ( x u  . . .  ,x„))y? =  iV™(y1?. • •
T his m eans th a t My?* C N  and  y?* is a lifting of y?.
If 5  is a norm al subgroup of F  contained in M  D N  such th a t 5y?* C 5, then  
y?* induces an endom orpliism  y?* on F / S  v ia (5x{)y?* =  S y t . Clearly, y?* m aps 
M / 5  in to  N / S .
Let y? be an isom orphism  from  F / M  to  F / N .  It is a n a tu ra l question to  ask 
if y? has a lifting to  an au tom orphism  of F/ S .  T he following theorem  can be used 
to provide an answ er to th is question.
6.2 Theorem (G asclhitz 1955)
If N  is a finite norm al subgroup of a group G and  G can be generated  
by n  elem ents, then  for each generating  set { N ,. . . , N g n } of G / N  there  is a 
genera ting  set {/ i j , . . .  , hn} of G such th a t hi £ Ngi  for 1 < i < n.
In  o rder be able to  apply th is theorem , it is assum ed th a t N / S  is finite 
and  th a t  y? is an isom orphism  from  F / M  to  F / N  such th a t every lifting of 
y? to  F  leaves 5  invarian t. T he la tte r  is the  case if 5  is fully invarian t, he., 
invarian t under all endom orphism s of F. However, we do not w ant to im pose th is 
s tronger condition on 5. The im ages of M x i  under y? for 1 < i < n  generate 
F / N  because y? is an isom orphism . By G asclh itz’ theo rem  applied to  G = F/ S ,  
elem ents yi £ (M i^ y ?  can be chosen such th a t such th a t { S y i ,.  . . ,  S y n} is a 
genera ting  set for F/ S .  As before, X{ t—» xji defines a lifting y?* of y? to F  which 
induces an endom orpliism  y?* of F/ S .  By choice of the  y{, th is endom orphism  
is surjective. It is clear th a t y?* m aps M / S  to  N / S .  In general, it seems to be 
difficult to  s ta te  conditions under which y?* is injective. However, if the  group 
in question is Hopfian then  the surjectiv ity  of y?* im plies the  injectivity . For 
the  present purpose we will assum e th a t the involved groups are H opfian where 
necessary. We sum m arize the discussion so far in the following lem m a.
6.3 Lemma Let F , M  and N  be as above and  5  a norm al subgroup of F  
such th a t
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-  S  is contained in M  f l  N,
-  th e  quotient group F / S  is hopfian and
-  N / S  is finite.
T hen  for any isom orphism  p from  F / M  to F / N  such th a t S  is invarian t under 
any lifting of p  to  F  there  is an au tom orphism  of F / S  th a t induces p  and  th a t 
m aps M / S  to  N/ S .
If we assum e th a t S  is fully invarian t we get the  following corollary.
6.4 Corollary Let 5  be a fully invarian t subgroup of F  and  such th a t F / S  is 
H opfian. T hen  two finite norm al subgroups of F / S  lie in the  sam e characteristic  
class if and  only if the ir corresponding quotien t groups are isom orphic.
Proof: If two norm al subgroups of a group are conjugate under an au tom orph ism , 
th is au tom orph ism  induces an isom orphism  betw een th e ir quotien t groups. The 
converse is tru e  by the previous lem m a. ■
Now let R  be a norm al subgroup of F  contain ing  M N  and  suppose 
th a t  S  is invarian t under all endom orphism s of F  th a t leave R  invarian t. If 
(R / M ) p  =  R / N , then  the lifting p* to an endom orphism  of F  leaves R  in ­
varian t. U nder th e  conditions of the  lem m a, th is endom orphism  can be chosen 
such th a t it induces an au tom orphism  p* of F/ S.  Clearly, p* leaves R / S  invari­
an t and  induces an au tom orphism  on F / R  or, vice versa, p* is a lifting  of an 
au tom orph ism  of F/ R.
6.5 Theorem Let R  and  5  be norm al subgroups of F, R  contain ing  5, such
th a t  every lifting of any au tom orphism  of P / i?  to  an  endom orphism  of F  leaves 
S  invarian t. F urtherm ore , assum e th a t F / S  is H opfian.
Let Af  be a set of norm al subgroups of F  satisfying the  following conditions.
-  Every M  £ Af  contains 5  and is contained in R.
-  For every M  E Af  the  quotient M / S  is finite.
-  Every isom orphism  from  F / M  to  F / N  for M , N  £ Af  m aps R / M  in to  R/ N.  
T hen  for M  and  N  in Af  the quotient groups F / M  and  F / N  are isom orphic if 
and  only if the re  is an au tom orphism  a  of F / R  w ith  a lifting to  an au tom orph ism  
a* of F / S  such th a t (M/ S)a*  = N/ S .
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Proof: If F / M  and F / N  are isom orphic, th en  there  is an isom orphism  ip from  
F / M  to  F/N.  It induces an au tom orph ism  a on F/R,  because (R/M)<p = R/N.  
By the  lem m a above, ip has a lifting ip* to an au tom orph ism  of F / S  because F / S  
is H opfian and  N / S  is finite. Clearly, ip* induces a on F / R  and  m aps M / S  to  
N/ S.
If the re  is an au tom orphism  of F / R  th a t lifts to an au tom orph ism  a* of 
F / S  m apping  M / S  to N/S,  then  a* induces an isom orphism  from  F / M  to 
F/N.  u
N ote th a t the  conditions of the  theorem  do not require R  to be a characteristic  
subgroup of F/S.  In fact, th is would be too restric tive  for p rac tica l purposes. Also 
note , th a t the  condition th a t, for all M , N  £ Af , R / M  is m apped  to  R / N  under 
any isom orphism  from  F / M  to F / N  is a stronger condition th a n  the condition 
th a t R / M  is characteristic  in F / M  for all M  £ Af.
If Af  is a union of characteristic  classes, then  the  liftings of all au tom orphism s 
of F / R  to  F / S  act on Af. Two subgroups M  and  N  are in  the  sam e orb it if 
and  only if F / M  and  F/ N  are isom orphic. This m eans th a t we can classify 
quo tien t groups of F / S  m odulo subgroups in Af  by determ ining  the  orb its of all 
liftings of au tom orphism s of F/R.  This fact was used, for exam ple, in the  p-group 
genera tion  algorithm  as follows:
6.6 Corollary Assume th a t F / R  is a finite p -g roup . Take 5  to  be [R,F]RP
and  take Af  to  be the  set of all subgroups of F, contained  in R  and  containing 
5, such th a t for each M  £ Af the subgroup R / M  of F / M  is the  last non-triv ial 
te rm  in the  lower p -cen tra l series of F/M.
T hen  all au tom orphism s of F / R  can be lifted to au tom orphism s of F/S.  Two 
subgroups M  and  N  lie in the  sam e orbit of Af  under the action  of all such 
liftings if and  only if the  quotient groups F / M  and  F / N  are isom orphic.
A detailed  descrip tion of the  p-group  generation  algorithm  can be found in 
O ’B rien (1990). The elem ents of Af  are precisely th e  so-called allowable subgroups 
in O ’Brien (1990, p. 690).
Possible cand idates th a t can function as the  norm al subgroup 5  are 
-  S  =  R rn[R,R] for any integer m , if F / R  is finite;
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— S = R™[R,F] for any integer ra, if R  is the norm al closure of a finite 
set;
-  R >  S > {R,R}Rp such th a t S/ [R,R}RP = Rad(R/[R,  R}Rp).
In C h ap te r 7 we will use the s itu a tio n  in th e  second case in o rder to determ ine 
all Schur covering groups of a given finite polycyclic group.
T heorem  6.1 reduces the  determ ination  of the  isom orphism  types of the  quo­
tien t groups F / N  for N  G Af  to  the problem  of lifting the  elem ents of the  au to ­
m orphism  group A  of F / R  to  au tom orphism s of F/S .  Two different liftings ß * 
and  ß** of an au tom orphism  give raise to  a lifting  ß**(ß*)~1 of the  iden tity  of 
F / R .  Therefore, if A is given by a generating  set, it is sufficient to  determ ine one 
lifting  for each elem ent of the generating  set and  all liftings of the  iden tity  of F/R.  
T hese generate the  set A* of all liftings of au tom orphism s of F / R  to  F / S  as a 
group.
In order to determ ine the orbits of A* on Af  each au tom orphism  of A* has 
to  be restric ted  to R/S .  If F / S  has the  p roperty  th a t the  res tric tion  of a lifting 
of an au tom orphism  a  is independent of the  lifting , th en  the  res tric tion  to R / S  
of any lifting of the  identity  is the  iden tity  on R/ S .  In th is case it is sufficient to 
find one lifting for each au tom orphism  of the genera ting  set of A  and take the ir 
restric tions to R / S .  However, th is cannot be expected  to happen  in general.
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Chapter 7:
Schur multiplicator and Schur covers
T his chap ter is concerned w ith  the  com putation  of the  Schur m ultip lica to r 
of polycyclic groups and the determ ination  of all Schur covers of a given finite 
polycyclic group up to isom orphism . T he com putation  of the  Schur m ultip lica to r 
uses the  techniques developed in C hap ter 4. For the  classification of Schur covers 
up to  isom orphism  a generalization of the approach used in p -group generation  
(O ’Brien, 1990) will be used.
7.1 The Schur multiplicator
Let f  be a free group of finite rank  n  and R  a norm al subgroup of F. 
D enote F / R  by G.  T he subgroup R/ [ R, F)  is a cen tral subgroup of F/ [R, F] .  
If R  is generated  as a norm al subgroup by m  elem ents, then  R/ [ R, F]  is, as 
a cen tral subgroup of F/ [R,  F ], generated  by at m ost m  elem ents. T he factor 
group F /[F ,  F] is a free abelian group of rank  n. T he subgroup 1R[F, F ] /[F , F] 
of F /[F ,  F] is free abelian  and isom orphic to R / ( R  f l  [F, F]).  If the  free rank  of 
F/ R[ F, F]  is r, then  F [F , F ] /[F , F ], and hence R / ( R n  [F ,F ] , is free abelian  of 
rank  n — r.
T he following definition follows Beyl and Tappe (1982, p. 30).
7.1.1 Definition The subgroup RC\[F, F]/[R,  F] of F / [ F ,F ]  is called the  Schur 
multiplicator M ( G ) of G .
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FR[F, F)
[F,F\
R n [F, F] 
[Ä..P]
It can be shown th a t the Schur m ultip lica to r is independent of F  and  R 
and  depends only on the isom orphism  type of G, i.e., it is a group invarian t 
(Beyl Sz Tappe, 1982, p. 30). T he finiteness of G is no t required  for th is resu lt. 
Since R/M(G)  is free abelian , it follows th a t the  torsion  subgroup of R/[R,F]  is 
con tained  in M(G).  For finite groups we have the  following lem m a.
7.1.2 Lemma If G is finite, then  M(G)  is the  torsion  subgroup of R/[R,F].  
Proof: For a proof see Beyl and Tappe, p.97 ■
T he Schur m ultip lica to r plays an im p o rtan t role in the  lite ra tu re . A w ealth  
of m ateria l can be found in K arpilovski (1987, 1993) and  Beyl and  Tappe (1982).
In general it is difficult to com pute the isom orphism  type of M(G)  for given 
G. In recent years the Schur m ultip lica to r has been com puted  for specific groups 
w ith  the  help of com puters. Holt (1982) developed a program  th a t com putes 
M( H)  for a given p erm u ta tion  group H.
If F / R  is a polycyclic group given by a consistent polycyclic p resen ta tion , 
th en  th e  m ethods developed in C hap ter 4 can be used to  com pute a consistent 
polycyclic p resen ta tion  for F/[R, F] and  a p resen ta tion  for R/[R,  F] as an abelian  
group. T hen  a p resen ta tion  for R/ [R:F] in diagonal form  can be com puted  from  
w hich the  free rank  of R/[R,  F] and  the  isom orphism  ty p e  of the torsion  subgroup 
of R/[R,F]  can be read  off. The free rank  of M(G)  is th e  difference of the  free
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rank  of R/ [R , F]  and the free rank  of R / M ( G )  which is, by the rem arks a t the 
beginning of th is section, equal to n — r. For m ethods to com pute the  s tru c tu re  of 
G/ G'  see Johnson  ( 1990). A m ethod  for com puting  the  Schur m u ltip lica to r of a 
p -g roup  given by a polycyclic p resen ta tion  is used in the  rou tine  N IL P Q U O T  in 
Holt (1982).
7.2 Computing the Schur Multiplicator for Polycyclic Groups
Let (A, «S’) be a consistent polycyclic p resen ta tion  and  A  — ((X ,  0), (A, S) ,  <r) 
a consistent quo tien t system . C hap ter 4 explained the  construction  of th e  central 
covering system  A! = ((X , 0), (A ', 5 ') , a) of A.  If F  is the  free group on X  and 
R  th e  kernel of the  surjective hom om orphism  (defined by) cr from  F  onto the 
group defined by (A,«S), then  A'  represents F/ [R , F] .  A pplying the  consistency 
check to A  results in a p resen ta tion  for an abelian  group on the  genera to rs A '\A  
w hich is isom orphic to R/[R,F] .
7.2.1 Example We are going to  com pute the  Schur m u ltip lica to r for th e  sym ­
m etric  group on four le tters . T he following is a consistent polycyclic quotien t 
system  for it:
X  =  {a,b},
A = (a, b, c, d),
S =  { a2 =:  c,
a ~ 1ba = b2 c, b3 =  1,
a - 1 ca =  c, b~l cb = : d, c2 — 1,
a -1 da =  cd, b~l db =  cd, dc =  d, d2 = 1}.
T he following is the  universal central extension of the  quo tien t system  above:
X  =  {a , b} ,
A (^b 5^ £ 5 d, X2 , X2 , X% , 24, X5, 2^ 65 2! 7 ,2Jg),
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S' =  {
a ~ l b a  = :  6 2 C334 , 6 3 = : 33 2  ,
a - 1 c a  c x 5 , b ~ l c b  = : d , c 2 = :  332 ,
a - 1 d a  = : c d x G, fc—1 = : c d 3 3 7  , d c = :  d x 8 , d 2 = :  333
X i ,  332 , 233, 234, 2:5 , 236 , ^ 7 , 338 c e n tra l} .
A pplying the  consistency check to the above system  gives the  following rela tions 
for the  generato rs X i , . . . ,  33 8 :
— 3 3 —2
X 1  —  £ 4  33y33g, 3?2 —  * £ 7  23g 1
X% —  X j  33g, ^5 —  f )
33g —  3 3733g ,  33g —  1 .
From  these rela tions we see th a t the abelian  group genera ted  by xi , . . . , 33g as 
subgroup of the  group defined by (A1, S') is isom orphic to C^  x C2. Since the 
sym m etric group on four le tters  is finite, the Schur m u ltip lica to r is isom orphic to 
C2 , th e  torsion  subgroup of x C2.
7.2.2 Example A second exam ple is the com putation  of the Schur m u ltip lica to r 
of the  infinite d ihedral group given by the polycyclic p resen ta tion
X  — (a , 6},
A =  (a, 6),
S  =  {a2 =  1, a - 1 6a =  6- 1 }.
Form ing the universal central extension of th is quo tien t system  gives:
X  = {a, 6},
A =  (fl, 6,332,332 ),
5  == { a 2 =: 331,
a ~ l b a  = :  6 _ 1  332 ,
_  1 33 2 a  =  33 2 ,
II-0H1 3 3 1 ,
_ 1  332 a  =  33 2  , 6  1 33 2  6  = £ 2 }
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There is only one consistency check to perform which results in a trivial relation:
bxi = ba2 — ab 1 x 2a = a2bx2 1x 2 =  x^b = b x j.
This means that the abelian subgroup generated by Xj and x 2 is free abelian 
of rank 2. The largest abelian quotient of the infinite dihedral group is isomor­
phic to C 2 x C2. Thus we get that the free rank of the Schur m ultiplicator is 
2 — (n — r)  = 2 — 2 =  0 and that the Schur multiplicator of the infinite dihedral 
group is trivial.
7.2.3 Example As a third example we are going to compute the Schur m ultipli­
cator of a finite metacyclic group. The following is a consistent quotient system  for 
a m etacyclic group with a cyclic normal subgroup of order n  and cyclic quotient 
group of order m  as can be checked by the consistency test.
X = { a , b } ,
A  =  (a, b),
S  =  { a m  =  bs , a ~ ] ha 6" =  1} 
where 7i|s(r — 1) and n |( r m — 1).
We form the central extension of this quotient system
X  =  {a, 6},
A  =  ( a , b , x u x 2
{  a 771 =  : b a X i ,
a - 1  b a =  : b r x 2 , b n =  : z 3
a - 1  x - [ a =  x \  i b ~ l x - [ b =  x  l  ■>
a - 1 x 2 a =  x 2 , b ~ l x 2 b =  * 2 ,
a ~ l x $ a — X Z i b ~ l x ^ b =  ^ 3 }
and perform the consistency test
a171 a =  bsx-[a =  a(br x 2)s Xj =  abrsX\ X2 — absx i x 2x s^ r
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a a m =  absXi
bnb =  x 3 £> = bx 3
bbn = fcx3
bna -- x 3a =  a x 3
6n -1 (6a) =  a(6rx 2 )n =  a(6n)rx j  =  a x ” xj  
6am -  6a+1X!
(ba)am ~ 1 =  a&rx 2am~ 1 =  a26r!x^+ram_2 =  . . .
=  arnbr" ' x ^  =  fc<"f l 6,'"'-Ix 1x f  =  i '  + ' x j x f  x f
w here M  =  ( r m — l ) / ( r  — 1) and  JV =  ( r m — l ) / n .
We get the following th ree  rela tions on the genera to rs Xj , x 2, X3 :
X o  X
s(r — 1 )/n
2 3 i C «
r — 1 M N
It is easy to see th a t these rela tions define a cyclic group of order
r Tn -  1 r™ -  1 s(r  -  1) 
r — 1 ’ n  ’ n
This resu lt was proved by W am sley (1970) and Beyl (1973). W am sley’s p roof relies 
on a free Z -reso lu tion  for the  m etacyclic group while B eyl’s proof uses spectra l 
sequences.
T he previous exam ple dem onstra tes th a t it is possible to  com pute the  Schur 
m u ltip lica to r for fam ilies of polycyclic groups given by a consistent polycyclic 
p resen ta tion  th a t contains param eters. For in stance, w ith  th is m ethod  it is also 
possible to  determ ine the  s tru c tu re  of the Schur m u ltip lica to r of all 2 -generato r 
p -groups of n ilpo tency  class 2 for each prim e p.
If G is a 2 -generato r p -g roup  of n ilpo tency  class 2 , it is easy to prove th a t 
the re  are positive in tegers 8, w ith  v  <  p  <  A and  8, e <  v  such th a t  G
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has the  following consistent polycyclic p resen ta tion
, ,  , A 6
(a, 6, c I ap = cp ,
ba = be, fcf" =  c f ' ,
ca =  c, cb = c,
A pplying the  algorithm  to th is p resen ta tion  yields the  in teger m a trix
" | p A(pA - l )  P6 p x ~v '
- P ‘- 1)  p'1- "
p6 0 0
0 p* 0
In com puting the  diagonal form  of th is m a trix  the  following six cases for the  
s tru c tu re  of the  Schur m ultip licato r M ( G ) of G arise.
If p >  2 or if p =  2, 8 ^  A and e p,, then  there  are th ree  cases;
if e > 8 :  M ( G )  *  Cp6 x Cp6 x C > - ,
if e < <!>, e < n — is : M ( G )  = Cpe x Cp£ x Cpu>,
w here a; =  min(A — v, fi — is + 8 — e), 
if c <  <$, £ >  n  — is : M ( G )  = Cpe x Cpn-i> x Gpw,
w here a; =  min(6, £ +  A — p).
If p =  2 and <$ =  A or £ =  p, there  are th ree fu rth e r cases;
if $ =  A,e =  A : Af(G) = C2e - 1 x C2e,
if <$ = A, £ < A : M(G) S  C2. x C2e,
if 6 < A,p =  £ : M(G) £  C2<5 x C 2s.
A consequence of th is result is th a t every abelian  p -g roup  th a t can be genera ted  by 
at m ost th ree  elem ents occurs as the Schur m u ltip lica to r of a 2 -generato r p -group  
of n ilpo tency  class 2.
7.3 An implementation
T he a lgorithm  for the com putation  of the  Schur m u ltip lica to r has been im ­
plem ented as a p rogram  in the program m ing language C . The program  takes a
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polycyclic p resen ta tion  for a finite polycyclic group G and  o u tp u ts  the  isom or­
ph ism  type  of M(G).
T he p rogram  was used to com pute the Schur m ultip lica to rs for some excep­
tional soluble doubly transitive  groups and for some m axim al soluble subgroups 
of sporadic sim ple groups. All tim es are taken  on a D E C sta tio n  5000/120.
T he following list shows the  Schur m ultip lica to rs for the  th ree  soluble doubly 
tran s itiv e  groups in H uppert and  B lackburn (1982, p. 385). T he th ird  colum n 
gives th e  num ber of new (central) generators th a t were defined in o rder to form  
the  cen tral covering system  in each case. T he fo u rth  colum n lists the  tim es th a t 
each com putation  takes.
order M(G) central
generato rs
tim e
(sec)
27 34 5 1 6 6 8.4
25 34 5 C2 x C 3 55 4.5
26 34 5 C2 x C 3 6 6 8 . 0
T he following list shows the Schur m ultip lica to rs for four soluble m axim al 
subgroups in the  sporadic simple groups Co2, C 0 3 , Fi22 and  Fi 2 3 , respectively.
order M(G) central
generato rs
tim e
(sec)
25 3 53 1 45 4.5
210 33 C2 x C2 91 26.7
28 39 C6 x C 3 153 130.8
2 11 313 1 300 2334.8
7.4 Schur covering groups
Now we will consider Schur covers of finite polycyclic groups and  devise a 
m ethod  to  classify the  isom orphism  types of Schur covers of a given finite polycyclic 
group.
7.4.1 Definition Let F  be a free group and R a norm al subgroup of F. A 
group E  w ith  a norm al subgroup M  such th a t
-  M  = M { F / R ),
-  M  < Z(E)  f! [E, E] and
-  E / M  = F /R ,
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is called a Schur covering group of F / R  or, short, a Schur cover of F / R .
We continue to denote F / R  by G. T he existence of Schur covers is assured 
by th e  following theorem .
7.4.2 Theorem
a) M(G)  is com plem ented in R/[R,F).
b) If C < F such th a t C > [R,F] and C/[R,F] is a com plem ent for M( G ) in 
R/[R,F],  then  F/ C  is a Schur cover for G.
c) If E  is a Schur cover for F / R , th en  there  is a subgroup [i7, F] < C <  F such 
th a t E = F / C  and C/[R,F] is a com plem ent for M ( G ) in 77/[77, F}.
Proof:
a) C lear because R / M { G ) is free abelian.
b) It is clear th a t R/ C  < Z(F/C) .  This and  th e  following com putation  show 
th a t R / C  < [F/C, F/C] n  Z(F/C);
R / C  = C{Rn[F, F] ) / C < C[F, F]/C = [F/C, F/C}.
Now the  observation th a t ( F/ C) / (R/ C)  = F / R  com pletes the  p roof of p a rt 
b).
c) Let E  be a Schur cover of G and  M  < Z(E)  H [E, E] w ith  M  =  M(G).  
F urtherm ore , let r  be a p ro jection  from  E onto G w ith  k e r r  =  M.
Let { z j , . . .  , £ n } be a free generating  set for F  and  choose E E  such th a t 
e{T = R x i  for 1 < i < n. T he set { e i , . . . , e n } generates E  because M  is a 
subgroup of <L>(E) by T heorem  1.2.2. T herefore, X{cr =  e{ defines a surjective 
hom om orphism  from  F  onto E.  We will prove th a t C — ker a  satisfies the 
claim .
Now X{(j t  =  etr  =  Rx{  and  ker r  =  M  show th a t Rcr =  M  and 
R  =  M ct~ 1. T he subgroup [R, F] is contained in kero-, as the  equation  
[R ,F]a  = [Rcr, Fa]  = [M,E] = 1 shows. T he subgroup M  of E  is the 
im age of ([F, F]C\R)  under a  because ([F, F] fl 77)cr =  [E,E]C\M = M.  This 
im plies, since M  is isom orphic to M( G ) and  hopfian by T heorem  2.1.3 , th a t 
ker a  fl ([F, F] fl 77) =  [77, F].  We also see th a t 77 =  (ker <j )([F , F] fl 77). This 
com pletes the proof. ■
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7.4.3 Example In Exam ple 7.2.1 the  subgroup genera ted  by x\  and  X’j is a 
com plem ent to  the  Schur m u ltip lica to r w hich is genera ted  by x 8. Form ing the  
facto r group m odulo  the (norm al) subgroup generated  by x 4 and  x 7 and  using 
the  re la tions th a t cam e out of the consistency check gives the following consistent 
polycyclic p resen ta tion  for a Schur cover of the  sym m etric group on 4 le tte rs .
X  = {a,b},
A  =  (a, b , c , d , x 8), 
S  = { a 2 =  : c,
a l ba =  b2c, b3 =  x 8,
p
1 t—t O P II 0 b~l cb = : d, c2 = x 8,
a 1 da = cdx8, b~ 1 db = cd , c_1dc = : dx8, d2 = x 8
- 8 ^  8 ? b~l x 8b =  xg, c_1x 8c =  x 8, 00H1100H
T
F
[F,F]
R n  [F, F] 
[R,F]
It is possible th a t two different com plem ents C1, C2 for the Schur m u ltip lica­
to r in R/ [R , F]  yield Schur covers F / C j  and F/C2  th a t  are isom orphic to  each 
o ther. For finite F / R  we will describe an action of a group on the  set of com ­
plem ents of M ( G )  such th a t the  isom orphism  classes of Schur covers correspond
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to  the  o rb its under this action. This approach  was successfully used in the  p-  
g roup generation  algorithm  (O ’Brien, 1990). T he following was p a rtly  inspired  
by P roposition  4.2 in Beyl and Tappe (1982) which describes certain  equivalence 
classes of stem  extensions. From  now on, we assum e th a t all groups are finite.
Let C be the  set of subgroups of F  contain ing [R,F] th a t are com plem ents 
m odulo  [F ,F ]  for the  Schur m u ltip lica to r of F / R  in R/[R,F]  and let D be the 
in tersection  of these com plem ents.
7.4.4 Lemma If m  is the  exponent of M( G ) ,  th en  D =  [ F ,F ] F m .
Proof: Let C G C. T hen  R / C  =  M ( G ) and  therefore i?m <  C. It follows th a t
C >  [F, F]Rrn and D > [R, F]Rrn.
Now let { a j , . . . , a n } be a basis for a com plem ent of M ( G )  and  let d be 
an elem ent of D/[R,F}.  It is possible to w rite d as a p ro d u c t a*1 . . . a * 71 b w ith 
Xi G Z and  b G M( G) .  Because d is an elem ent of the  subgroup genera ted  by 
{ a j , . . .  , a n }, it follows th a t b is triv ial.
For any 1 <  i <  n and  e G M ( G )  the set { a j , . . . ,  a ; e , . . . ,  a n } is a basis for a 
com plem ent and d can be w ritten  as a^1 . ..  (a{e)yi . ..  a^71. C om paring  exponents 
yields yj  =  Xj  for 1 < j  <  n and eVi =  1.
It follows from  the  la tte r  th a t m  \ yi  for all 1 <  i <  n and  hence 
d 6 [ R , F \ R Tn/ [R,  F ]. ■
Let Z be the  com plete preim age in F  of the centre of F/\R,F\ .
7.4.5 Lemma
a) Z / R < Z(F/R) .
b) Z/ C =  Z(F/C)  for all C e C.
c) Z/ D =  Z(F/D) .
d) [5, F] =  [R, F] for all R < S < Z.
Proof:
a) R is a subgroup of Z and therefore Z / R  < Z(F/R) .
b) Now let zC <G Z(F/C) .  T hen  [z,g\ £ C for all g G F. Since Z{F/C)  is 
finite, there  is a positive integer e such th a t z e G C.  Now, by Lem m a 2.3.1 
a )> [z 2 ,d] =  [z ,g][z,g,z}[z ,g\ and  [z,g,z] G [C, F] <  [F ,F ] .  It follows by 
induction  th a t
\z,gY[R,F]  =  =  [R,F].
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Therefore, [z, g][R, F] G Tor(R/[R,  F}) and [z,g] G C D (R fl [R, F ]) =  [R, F}. 
Hence z[R, F] G Z{F/[R,F}).
c) T he crucial step of the  p roof of b) is th a t C D (R D [R, F ]) is equal to [F, F}. 
R eplacing C by D (or, in fact, any o ther subgroup of F  contain ing  [R,F] 
and  in tersecting  R fl [F, F] in [F, F] ) gives a p roof of c).
d) I t has to be shown th a t [5, F] C [R, F]. It is clear th a t [5, F] < C since 
S / C < Z(F/C) .  This and [5 ,F ] <  [F, F] im phes [5, F] < Cn[F,F] = [R , F ].
Define Z* = Z fl R[F,F}.  The Schur m ultiplic.ator of F / Z* is
(Z*n[F,F])/[Z*,F] = (Z*n[F,F])/[Ä,F]
by p a r t d) of the  previous lem m a.
F
[F, F]
Z* n [F, F] 
R n [F, F]
[R, F] = [ Z \ F }
7.4.6 Lemma Let C G C. T hen  C/[R,F]  is a com plem ent of M ( F / Z*) in 
Z*/[R,F}.
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Proof:
c  n (z* n [F,F}) = { c n  z*) n [f , f ] 
C C n [ F , F ]  = [F, F]
C(Z* n [F, F]) = C ( F n  [F,F])(Z* n [F,F]) 
= F(Z* n [F, F])
= FZ* n F[F, F] = Z*
Let C* be th e  set of subgroups of F  contain ing [F, F] which, m odulo  [F ,F ] ,  
are com plem ents for the  Schur m ultip lica to r of F /Z *  in Z * /[F , F] and  let D* be 
th e  in tersection  of these com plem ents. Lem m a 7.4.6 shows th a t C C C* and  hence 
D* C D. Let ra* be the  exponent of M (F /Z * ) .  By Lem m a 7.4.4 we have th a t 
D* = (Z * )m* [F, F}. If m = m* , then  D = F m[F, F] C ( Z #)m [F ,F ]  =  D* and 
D = D*.
F
7.4.7 Theorem Let 2 G C* and  let : FfC\  ----■> F/ C 2 an isom orphism .
T hen  there  is an au tom orphism  a of F/ D* such th a t Cj a — C2 .
Proof: T he group F/ D* is finite and Cj fl C 2 ^  D*. Any isom orphism  (f from  
F/C\  to  F /C 2  m aps the  center of F/C\  to  the  center of F / C 2 . Therefore, any 
lifting  of ip to  F  leaves Z* invariant and also D* =  (Z * )m [Z * ,F ]. T he theorem  
now follows from  Lem m a 6.3 ■
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7.4.8 Theorem Let A be the set of all liftings of au tom orph ism s of F / Z* to 
F / D*. T hen  A  acts on C*. Two com plem ents Ci and C2 in  C* lie in the sam e 
orb it u nder th is action if and only if the quotient group F/C\  is isom orphic to
f / c2.
Proof: Let a  be an au tom orphism  of F/Z*.  Any lifting of a to  an endom orphism  
of F  m aps Z * and therefore Z* H [T1, F] and D* = (Z * )m [i?, T1] in to  itself. 
T h a t im plies th a t any lifting a* of a to  an au tom orph ism  of F/D*  norm alizes 
D*(Z* D [F, F])/D* and  m aps a com plem ent of D*(Z* Pi [F, F])/D* to  a com ple­
m ent. This shows th a t A acts on C*. Now the  theorem  follows from  T heorem  6.5.
If R  is p roperly  contained in Z* th en  the isom orphism  types of Schur covers 
of F / R  correspond to  those orbits which contain  a com plem ent th a t is contained 
in R.
7.5 An extended example
In th is section the isom orphism  classes of Schur covers of the  d irect p roduct G 
of the  a lte rn a tin g  group A 4 on four le tte rs  w ith  a copy of itse lf will be determ ined. 
T he following is a consistent polycyclic quotien t system  for G :
X  — {<z,6,d,e},
A = (a, b, c, d, e, / ) ,
5  =  { a \
ba =:c,b2,
d \
e, = : / ,  e2,
/ ,  / '  =  / ,  f 2 }
ca = be, cb = c, c 2 ,
d a =  d, II
-0
dc
ea =  e, eb = e, ec
r  =  f , 0
-
II f c
T he au tom orphism  group of A 4 is isom orphic to th e  sym m etric group 5 4  on 
four le tte rs . T he m ap a h—» (123), b (12)(34), c h-* (14)(23) is an em bedding into 
5 4 . A generating  set for 5 4  is {(123), (34)}. T he au tom orphism s of A 4 induced 
by these perm u ta tio n s  are:
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T he  autom orph ism s of G in term s of the second polycyclic p resen ta tion  are:
a : u 1— >u ß : u 2 2> U  V  W X 7 : u u
V 1— >vwy V H— > V v h-> uv2wxyz
w 1—>V X t—> W X w i—> w z
X 1—> xy w 1—> w x t—» x
y 1— >wy y I—* wy y ^  z
z 1—» wyz z t—> wxyz z xz
com pute  the universal central extension of the quotient system  above
X  =  {u ,u} ,
A' =  (■u , v , w , x , y , z ,i , . . .  ,^17),
»S' =  { -a3 = : ,
= : ux, x3 = : u>,
= :  2/, wv —: 10^6, w 2 = :  t 2,
x u = : z, x v = : 2/z<7, x™ = : x t8,
y u = : wyt9l = : 2/*io, 3/w = :y < i i ,
zu = :  x z t13, z u =  : wxyzt\/±, z -  = :  z t 15,
x • t 3,
2/1 = : 2/<i2, Jl CH
-
ifHN ~y = :  z t17, *2 = : < 5  }
T he  consistency check gives the following rela tion m a tr ix  in row Herm ite normal
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The au tom orphism s of G in term s of the second polycyclic presenta tion  are:
U I— ►u ß  : u  * u 2v 2w x 7  : u  t—■> u
V t—» v w y V 1—* V v  H-» u v 2w x y z
W 1— > y X 1—» w x W 1— > U>Z
X 1—> x y w  I— » w a: i— > £
y  ^ w y y  ►—> w y y ^ z
Z  I—» w y z z  > w x y z Z  H -> x z
Now we com pute the universal central extension of the quotient system  above:
X =
A' =  {u,v ,w,x ,y , z ,T i , • • •,*17),
5 ' =  = :< i ,
u u = : n , v3 =: w,
= : y, wv =: wt$, io2 = : t 2,
x u =  : 2, x v =: yzi7, x 10 = : x t8,
y u = : tuytg, yv =■ yt io, = : y < u ,
zu = :  x z t13, z v =: w x y z t n , z -  = :  z t 15,
x 2 = :  t 3,
2/1 = :  2/^12, y2 =■ U,
z* = :  z t 16, zy = :  z t !7, z2 = : < 5 }
T he consistency check gives the following relation m a tr ix  in row Herm ite norm al
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form  (w ith  colum ns 9 and  14 sw apped):
*1 *2 *3 u *5 *6 *7 00 *14 *10 *11 *12 *13 *9 *15 *16 *17
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 - 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 - 2 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
T he elem entary  divisors of the corresponding S m ith  norm al form  are 2 and  6. 
T here  are, as expected, two free generators: t \  and  t 9. T he torsion  subgroup is 
genera ted  by t 13 and which are of o rder 6 and  2, respectively. Since the 
Schur m u ltip lica to r has exponent 6, two rela tions are added  to the  polycyclic 
p resen ta tio n  in o rder to  m ake the two generators and t 9 elem ents of o rder 6. 
A pplying the  rela tions to  the polycyclic p resen ta tion  above gives the following 
consistent polycyclic presen ta tion :
X  =  {ix,u},
A' =  ( u , v , w , x , y , z , t l , i g , t l z , i l l ),
l > 3 = : < „
v u = : v x , i ’3 = :  u>,
w u = :  y , w v — w , w 2 =  t 9 2 t 1 7 ,
x u = :  z , x v =  y z i 9 , x w =  x t  1 7 ,
y u = :  w y i 9l y v =  y t  i 7 , y w =  y i  i 7 ,
z u = :  x z i l z ,
_2 *2
z v =  w x y z t i z  * § * i 7 , z w =  z ,
Z 2 =  * 13 ,
y x =  y t  i 7 , y 2 =  *9  2 * 17 ,
z 1 =  z * 5 3 , z y = :  z * 1 7 , r 2   j. j 6 j 6 j.6 j 2 \z  — ‘-IS,  t i ,   ^13 ,  Ln  J
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Now th e  au tom orphism s of G have to be lifted to the  cen tral cover.
: U  l— > < 1 3 ß  : u  h->  u 2 v 2 w x t g t \ z t n
3 3
7  : u  i—» u * 9 * 13
v  v w y t i s V  1---> v t g i 1 3 ^ 1 7 v  t—> u v 2 w x y z t 9 t n
w  y t \ z t n W  H-> U I Z < 1 < 9 < J 3
x  i—> x y t g t n
2
X l—> U > X < 9 < 1 3 < 1 7 X l—> X < j 3
y  i - »  w y U t \ 3 t n V  *-» w y i 9 * 1 3 2/ >“ » X J Z Z < 1 < 9 < 1 3 < 1 7
z  t—> w y z t g Z I— > Z * 13 * 17 Z i— > Z < j 3
i l  > ^ 1 ^ 9 ^ 1 3 <1 1—> < 1 < 9  < 1 3
t g  i— > t g t i z t \ 7 <9 l— )* < 9 * 1 3 <9 ^  * 1 * 9 * 1 3 * 1 7
^ 1 3  l—* f 13 * 1 3  ^  * 1 3 * 1 3  1 * * 1 3
< 1 7  t - 4  < 17 * 1 7  (—> < 17 < 1 7  )—> < 1 3 < 1 7
T he action  of each lifting on the subgroup generated  by {<1, <9, <13, <17} is w ritten  
down in m a trix  form  w ith  respect to th is generating  system :
■ 1 3  3 to o o -1 3 3 0-
1 3 1 1 3 5 2 3 1a  :
1 ß : 5 7 : 5
1 . 1 . 3 1.
It is clear th a t the  lifting of b e ta  is the  only one not defining an au tom orphism .
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T herefore, we use an “A nsa tz” to find a lifting for ß  which is an au tom orphism .
u I—» u 2 v 2 w x t $ i \ z t \ 7 t bß t b22 t bz*ib4
v  h ->  v ig t13t 17t bß i b26t bz t b4s
w =  v* ^  w i l , i 1 7 i [3b>h[n ° h i 3b7h b*
X =  [ f , u ]  t— > W X t g t 2 3 t i 7
y =  w u I—» w y t $ t \ z i ^ b^ t ^ b^ t ^ b7 t^4s 
z =  x u I—> z t \ z i i 7 
t, = u3^  t ^ < 3 M 4 3 b 6 )4 3bT)^
<9 =  y - 1™ - v  -  m U ~ 3M 4 ~ 3M 4 ~ 367)*48
=  z *£ 1zu I > •
^17 — lz ->y] ^  1^7
T his yields the  following m a trix  for ß  :
2 -f- 365 4 T 365 367
—365 1 — 3&6 3 — 367
5
&8 ] 
- 3&8
1 .
C hoosing 65 =  1 and  b§ =  b7 =  6g =  0 gives the  following m atrix :
'  5 4
- 3  1 3
5
1
Clearly, th is lifting of ß  is an isom orphism .
Now we are going to  lift the identity . For th is we only have to  consider 
hom om orphism s from  the  com m utator quotient into the  subgroup generated  by 
{ t j , tg, tj3 , ^17}. T he com m utator quotien t is generated  by the  cosets of u and v 
and  it holds th a t tj  =  u 3 and t g 1 =  v z m odulo the com m utato r subgroup. We 
use th e  following “A nsa tz” :
U  u t j 1 t g 2
v v t bli b2 i b3 t b*U 1—> LLj  i g t'1 -17
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T hen
j  __ j ( 3 a i +  l ) y ( 3 a 2 ) . ( 3 a 3 ) , ( 3 a 4 )
i g  t 13
tg I—> t ( - 3 6 0  , ( - 3 6 2 +  l )  , ( —3 6 s ) ( - 3 6 4 ) 1 Z9 r 13 r 17
^13 ^  U  3
^17 t—> ^17
T he corresponding m a trix  is:
1 T 3a! 3a2 3aß a 4
—36i 1 — 3^2 —363 64
1
1
Using all those au tom orphism s to  calculate the  orb its 011 th e  com plem ents it tu rn s  
out th a t  there  are th ree  orb its for which we list representatives:
( t l , t 9), ( t i t i 3 , t9), (^1^13,^9^13)
T he difference betw een these th ree  groups can be explained in  te rm s of the ir Sylow 
3-groups. All th ree are sem idirect p roducts  of a non-abelian  group of o rder 27 and 
a non-abelian  group of o rder 64. T he isom orphism  class of the  Sylow 2-group is 
th e  sam e in all th ree  cases. The Sylow 3-group has exponent 3 in the  first case and  
exponent 9 in  the  two o ther cases. T he two last cases differ in the  following way. 
M odulo the  2-com ponent of the Schur m ultip lica to r b o th  groups have elem entary  
abelian  m inim al norm al subgroups of o rder 4. T heir respective centralizers are 
cyclic of o rder 9 and elem entary  abelian  in one case and  b o th  cyclic of o rder 9 in 
the  o the r case.
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